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FOREWORD 

A task force was'called in April. 1971, by Jer~is Leonard, Administrator 
of the Law Enforcement Ass i stance Admi nhtrati on, to study LEAA and i'ts 
organizational structure, and to redesign the organization, where neces
sary, in order to more effectively meet the needs of criminal justice. 

A part of the resulting reorganization involved the creation of the Man
power Development Assistance Division, under the Office of Crimi',na1/ Justice 
Assistance, charged with the responsibility of developing and implementing 
programs to meet the educational and training needs of the nation.'s criminal 
justice practitioners. 

In recognition of the need to determine wherein manpower development pri
orities prevailed, it was felt that leadership from within the criminal 
justice system should be convened to identify those priorities, and to 
cormlUnicate corilmon needs within the system to the representatives therefrom. 

With this in mind, the Manpower Develop!flSnt Assistance Division desi.gned 
the Omaha Conference. The goals were general; the organization permitted 
flexibility with some necessary structure. The results led us to appre
ciate the merits of this type of conference in resolving concerns and in 
achieving the goals which we had established for the Conference. 

The following pages provide the addresses of the plenary session speakers, 
the questionnaires, and the workshop findings, all products of the Con
ference. 

But the products of the Conference which have already proven rewarding and 
satisfying are those intangible ones: the increase of communications with
in the system; the identification of manpower development need responding· 
to more than one component; the reassessment of goals and priorities re
quiring attention. It was for these r~asons that the Conference was con
vened. 

We feel that our Conference goals were met. We receive continuing indi
cations as to the success of the venture. The real success, ha.'1ever, will 
be measured by the wi llingness of those who attended, to see that the goals 
which were established at the Conference are continued in the various 

. states and regions represented. It was toward this ultimate objective that 
the Conferen'ce was presented. 

Attendees were selected on a nationwide basis', from all components of the 
system, and from many organizational and hierarchical levels within each 
component. Perhaps no other conference has experienced the diversity of 
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cross-sectional representati'on. Each delegate who attende~ was cha:ge~ 
with the responsibility of exhanging counsel ahd.ob~e:vatl0ns, ass~s~lng 
in identifying manpower development goals and pnontles. and Hovld1ng 
leadership thereafter in their rl::spective regions and states. . 

We feel that tbe LEAA RE!gi onal Off'j ces. who had been asked t? des; gnate 
the vari OLiS representati ves from each s tate to represent pOll ce , . courts ~ 
corrections and state planning agencies, made generally outstand1~g cho1ces. 
As a result of the quality of their choices, significant and tang1ble 
results Were achieved. 

We are deeply indebted to all those who took time from their sc~edules to 
attend, to contribute, and to make this Conference the success 1t was. 

CARL W. HAMM, Director 
Manpower Development Assistance DiVision 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
Washington, D.C. 

MARTIN R. GARDNER, SR. 
Omaha Conference Coordinator 
Chi ef , 
ManpOlie r Deve 1 opment Branch 
Manpower Development Assistance Division 
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Keynote Address 

Senator Roman Hruska 

One of my great interests in the Senate has been in the field of 
criminal justice. I spent 25 years in the general practice of law in 
this county before I went to the Senate, and it was with a great deal 
of gratification that I found myself on ~he Judiciary Committee. 

I would like to begin my remarks on criminal justice by recalling 
that not long ago I met with a group of people engaged in the heavy 
construction industry. ' One asked me how I liked politics, and I 
mentioned the quip of a member of the House of Repr.esentatives: 
"I like politics because you meet a lot of·nice people and hesid~e", 
there is no heavy lifting to do." 

Despite that comment, let me suggest that there is "heavy lifting" 
for all of us in the field of criminal justice and we all know what 
that means: Not in the sense of a steel beam or a hod of bricks', 
but heavy lifting in terms of the future of this country and its 
citizens. 

I intend today to review the origin and basis of LEAA, tolay a foundation 
for some propositions I would like to have you consider with me. In 
1968, when this bill was enacted, it was a time when the nation became 
aware of crime in a big way--crime as a threat to national survival. 
Many people thought America had seen its finest day because of widespread 
violence. I don't -agree with !;hat, but it was evident that law 
enforcement was grossly behind in the war against crime. There was 
an urgent need for a new, vigorous, and forceful thrust to jar law 
enforcement out of its old habits--so it would discard ineffective 
ways, ways that had grown obsolete, but which were tolerated simply by 
force of momentum. It was time to restructure and to modernize; to 
indulge in much innovation; to'develop needed Ilew programs for 
management of personne 1, for training and pay scales. It alslJ was 
evident that much would have to be done to provide additional funds 
to support law enforcement improvement efforts. 

(I might interject here that the President during the past three 
years has -consistently requested, and Congre.ss has .lipproved, larger 
budgets each year for the LEAA program.' And!. in those areas where 
Federal government has direct criminal jusUce responsibili:tjies, he 
has fashioned bold new programs which deal Elffectively with narcotics 
and, organized crime and civil disorders, on a nationwide scale.) 

J. 

There were certain principles we kept foremost in our minds as we 
formulated this legislation in 1968, and one was that the scope of 
law enforcement is broad. Not only'police must do their job more 
effectively; this also includes the prosecutor, the judge, the Frobation 
officer, . corrections, and post-convicti\ .. ~, treatment--all of those things. 
We felt that it was essential to improve and reform every aspect of 
the criminal justice system--rang1ng all the way from prevention of 
crime to the rehabilitation of offenders. 
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We also believed that it was important to keep firmly in mind that 
state and local authorities have the chief and primary responsibilities 
for law enforcement and criminal justice. To cite just one example: 
Less than 10 percent or all inmates are' in Federal institutions; the 
balance are in state and locai institutions. 

Another fundamental feeling by the citizens of thia nation: None of 
us wants a national policefotce, none of us wants any national agency 
to usurp state and local responsibilities in any part 9f the criminal 
justice field. 

Those of us irt the Congress who favored the concepts which became part 
of the Omnibus Crime ContrQl ana Safe .Streets Act also were aware of . 
two other thines: One was that certain conflicts often exist between 
localities and their. s!:ate government; conflicts that sometimes are 
political, and conflicts which sometimes center .on how resources are 
to be allocated for various government programs. 

Another was that there obviously are differences in the way states, 
C ities and counties discharge their responsibilities .to their citizens; , . 
in short how responsible and efficient they are. Some cit1es get 
more don~ than others .• just as some states are more effective than 
other states. It also is true that officials in one city or state 
may have a greater sense of integrity and honesty; theY,h~vea greater 
sense of responsibility to the people they serve, the c1t1zen~. 

Those, then, were some of the fundamentals that many of us had in. mind 
when the Congress was debating in 1967 and 1968 the shape of a new 
national anti-crime. program. President Johnson's original proposal 
for a program to fund state and local criminal justice proje7tswa~ 
not acceptable to the majority of the Congress. The reason 1S ~~ac 
it would have required the Federal government to award every dollar 
on a project-by-project basis, throughout the country. Congress 
rejected that approach. Instead, it devised the block grant approach. 
Under this concept, the bulk of LEAA's funds each year are awarded 
to states based upon their population. The states then have great 
di,s cretion on how to use the funds I in cooperation with their cities 
and counties. This approach gives basic responsibility ~or the program 
to the levels of government which have the basic responsibilities 
for criminal justice. It has created a dynamic new leadership at the 
state and local levels in criminal justice; it has done much t.o erase 
old rivalries; and it has done much to improve those state and local 
governments which had been lagging in crime control., The block grant 
concept has worked extremely well. Bu!: there are st1l1 some-~ 
including 'some city officials--who periodically keep trying to change 
the LEAA program back to a categorical grant program. They may be 
motivated in part by a feeling that some cities haven't received what 
they feel is an adequate share ofLEAA funds. But I thin~ early,problems 
with funding have been solved. And the.-Qver,-all program 1S work1ng 
extremely well. I don't blame some groups for trying to change the 
program--that is their right. But I don't feel they will succeed. 
The Slock grant concept is too deeply rooted to be changed. It has 
too many supporters. 
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The block grant concept maybe modified a little, but basically it 
will stay there. For as Attorney General John Mitchell has said, a 
direct grarttprogram to the cities woutd ma~e Washington a dictator 
over every anti~crime project in the country. That would be neither 
proper nor effective. '. 

The LEAA program has been under s.ome criticism. But when criticisms 
are made against the present block grant system, we ought to consider 
not only the criticism but also the alternative which the critic 
advances. Well, the fact is that the critics have no workable alternatives 
except the old categorical grant idea. The idea tha:t a Federal officer ' 
knows more about state and city needs than state or city officials. is 
a ludicrous idea. It cannot be done. State governments are responsive 
to ~he needs of the city. And there is representation of the big 
cit1es on the state crime commissions. If cities want more, they 
have to speak up and be heard and achieve what they want,. . l 

Those who keep insisting on a categorical grant program point to what 
they consider to be shortcomings of the present block grant system. 
They pick out a state plan here and there to criticize, complain about 
an alleged lack of audit of program control. They don't point out, 
of course, what would happen if there was a categorical grant program, 
and the Federal government had to hire thousands of auditors to audit 
tens of thousands. of projects each year. At present, under the block 
grant program, LEAA itself. does a major auditing job, but with a 
reasonably small number of auditors. Again, as with other parts of 
the program, audit responsibilities rest where tl}.ey should~~~with the 
state governments, and they are responding well to the a?sig~ent. 

U~der the block grant approach, 85 percent of the action money goes 
d1rectly to the states on a population formula. Each state then subgrants 
not less than 75 percent to its localities, and there is a priority 
for high-crime areas. -

The responsibilities for use or the block funds are fastened upon the 
state., and that is where it belongs. It has to be there. For if the 
responsibilities aren't in the states, they have to be in the Federal 
gov:rnment; and whoever heard of the Fed~ral government trying to 
ass1gn beats to policemen in Wichita, Kansas, or Wahoo, Nebraska. 
That wouldn't work. 

And I want to say this. I am not apologetic for any part that I had 
in setting the pattern for spending those funds. In my judgement 
the tempo is about righc. When we get sufficier., expertise, !!more' 
funds will be available and the security of the people will be 
increased immensely. 

Now, what about the criticiSm of LEAA? What are the sources of this 
criticism?, I don't want to appear 4nsympathetic, but most big cities 
seem to th1nk they would be m.uch better off if they were just handed 
large sums of money instead of direct and specific grants. ~hat is 
one of the sources of.-0ur criticism. 

Another one is the on~coming election campaign. There are some 
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politicians who will use any means at thtdr disposal to get elected-
including attacking one of the finest Federal programs to fight crime 
that was ever devised. 

I think politics is fine as long as you keep it above board and as 
long as you hit hard and clean. But some people are going around and 
suggesting that the best way to end the criticism is to abolish LEAA. 
! don't think they really want to do that, but that is what they are 
saying. 

Those irregularities and inadequacies that do, in fact, exist within 
the agency's program, :lrebe~ng pursued by the LEAA leadership. They 
have asked those states that were running some shoddy ptograms to 
reimburse LEAA for the misspent monies. They are also requesting the 
prosecution qf those persons involved in conflicts of inter~st or 
other violations of the law. 

There have also been a number of allegations that we are doing some 
thing wrong. There have been allegations that LEAA has spent most of 
its money buying police equipment of questionable value or utility 
or that it has neglected other important aspects of criminal justice. 

These charges are unfai.r. They are also untrue. The critics purposely 
ignore the President's demonstrated concern that every part of 
America's system of criminal justice share in this F~deral.progra~. 
Moreover the critics would suggest that the country s pol~ce off~cers 
continue'to work with inferior crime-fightiT;lg tools. I simply will 
not accept such nonsense. Nor should you. 

LEAA has a good program and with your help it can be made even better. 
Because the agency has made a significant start in the battle for 
a safer society, it would be a great disservice to anow it to 
become discredited. 

We owe it to the thousands of dedicated officials involved in the 
program around the country to defend LEAA in those areas where it has 
been right, where it has led, and where it has achieved things, 
that have never been done before. 

The Safe Streets Program has brought law enforcement 
correc:t::lons together for the first time in history. 
operate at!"ue system for criminal justice. 

arHl courts and 
Today, they 

People who make decisions' about policing, adjudication, and offender 
rehabilitation now sit down and talk to one an'other. They plan ahead 
to solve mutual problems. They discuss how one part of the system 
affects the whole. They recognize that they are all part of one team 
performing a single service' for the community. 

The goal of the LEAA program is simple--to slow the r~s~ng spiral of 
crime, and then to actually reduce crime. It's a major order. Crime 
rose an average of a hllos t 15 percent a year in the 1960' s • 

However, this tl:end is no\~ being reversed. There were 53 major cities 
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that reported a decrease 1;n serious crime in 1971--compared with 
22 cities in 1970, and 17 such cities in 1969. What is more, although 
serious crime~did increase nationally somehwat during 1971, it rose 
by the smallest percentage in six years. 

And in Washington, D.C., the nadon's capitol, armed robbery declined 
by nearly one-third in the first quarter of 1972. Take·~. together, 
all major crimes against persons and property--murder, 'rape ,assault, 
robbery, burglary, automobile theft, and larcenies of more than .$50~
decreased by 17.5 percent in the same pe'i:'iod of time. Last January, 
serious crime in Washington reached the lowest monthly level in almost 
five years. f' . 

Never before in our history has a promising new program proved itself 
so rapidly. This is a true innovation. It is a systematic progra~ 
for getting people together to solve their common problems. Before 
the 1968 Omnibus Crime Cont~oland Safe Streets Act there was neither 
a plan hor funds. Now we have both. 

There is Simply no substitute for LEAA in a country as large and as 
complex as ours. With this program great progress has been made an.d 
more is to corne. Crime will be fought throughout the nation with 
renewed and unparalleled vigor. 

Without LEAA and its support of local law enforcement and criminal 
justice efforts, crime would become so severe that the Federal 
Government might sooner or later have to step in., and fill the 
breach witn a national police force. That would be something that 
none of us wants. 

Therefore, we can be thankful we have a program such as LEAA's. We 
can be thankful, too, that we have an Administration that really cares 
about having safer streets and communities, so that we can all sleep 
at night. 

'What good is government if we are not safe ilt our own country? 
The answer is obvious~ And with the help of LEAA and ,all the men 
and women who are cooperating in the Safe Streets Program we will be 
safe and secure. That I promise you. 

5 
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OdentaticJn 

Martin R. Gardner 

Let's look back to February, a hundred years ago. February is the 
month during which we celeb:r.ate the birthday of a man considered by 
many to be the greatest leader ever to come out of our country -
Abraham Lincoln. Abraham Lincoln made a presentation which most of 
us learned at one time or another in our'life---the Gettysburg Address. 
In this very movinr; nddrcRs, L:ln:c(l~p stated: "today we a're engaged 
in a great Civil Har, testing whether that nat.ion or any nation so 
conceived and ded:i.c.ated can long endur.e." 

Ladies and gentlemen, today we are engaged in a great Civil War 
referred to in other words as the "War on Crime." Thougb I think 
the name now is out··d:lted, and has been supplanted by otber apparently 
more appropriate names, it. is nonetheless a war in which we all, in 
varying degrees, are involved. We are all combatants, either on the 
line or as administrators. We serve in varied capacities, from 
operational levels to battle strategists. It appears, from what we 
hear and what we see nationally, that preparation is going to make 
the difference between the win and the loss. And the stakes are 
so high! Manpower development has been identified by many thought 
leaders as being the most essential aspect of criminal justice deve10pmer 
in the next decade. 

NQ'tv this weel<, "le have gathered here in Omaha, Nebraska, probably 
the greatest cross-sectional representation from three components that 
have ever met together at anyone time in this country. We have come 
here ,yith three objectives---interdisciplinary communications, developmer 
of cooperative approaches to problem solving, and the development of 
prototype programs to "start the ball rolling." Let me emphasize to 
you however. that a participative-type program which is going to 
impose upon yOIl some very specific demands. As I told you this morning, 
we didn't establish any ultimate goals. As a result, I had people 
call me continually and say, "Well, what are you really going to 
identify?" Well, we didn't identify any problems, and we didn't 
identify any goals, because that is going to be your responsibility 
in this conference. There will be persons here before you at the 
podium making statements, many of which you may not agrfle With. 
Perhaps we are going to irritate you with some of the concepts that 
we toss out as input to your workshop activities; but pleaselremember 
that the pebble, the small grain of sand, is the irritation in an oyster 
which gives us a pearl. Certainly you might get irritated, and 
perhaps irritated to the point where you corne up with what yoti feel 
is a better solution. Great! That is the name of the game! 

In the Pre-Conference Questionnaire that we will go through; I found 
a predominance of rE!SpOnSes which seems to indicate to me that you 
wanted at least two things: development of inter- and intra-c~ponentia 
communications, and addressing of common problems. If that is really 
what you want, then 11ere is your chance. Once we have finished' these 
formal aata input and informational presentations, this conference 
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will, for all intents and purposes, be all yours. I realize that we 
are attempting to do what we say we are going to do, in two and one-half 
days; and. that c.onstitutes a formidable objective. I would offer you 
!;lome ideas ~\!hich you may want to reflect on in reaching your goals. 

First of all: "think." It sounds elementary. It's almost an 
insult, isn't it? And yet Dr. Al.bert Schweitzer, when interviewed 
briefly just befol'e his death, stated thB;t, of all the problems he 
had observed in this country today) one of the greatest was that·people 
really didn't "think." Well, I'm not going to in,su1t your intelligence, 
because if you weren't "thinkerslf ybu wouldn't be here today. However, 
1. am going to ask you perhaps to "think" in a different way. 

There is a remarkable book predicated on a new concept of thinking, 
written by an English author, named Edward DeBono. DeBono approaches 
thinking in what he calls, "lateral approach. II Instead. of the highly 
structured, vertical) logical approach to thinking, DeBono takes the 
lateral approach wher~ he gets at the solution through an indirect 
path. I won't go into explaining how he goes into this theory, but 
let me give you an example that will make you chuckle inside. 
Remember back to when you were young, if you took a chicken and put 
a short fence up and put some corn on the other side of the fence, 
the chicken would try to get through that fence. He ~ouldn't think . 
8.bbut going around the end 6f the fence. Put a dog in the same s:!,tua,t10n 
and he will go around the fence to the food. The dog is using what 
appears to be lateral thinking. He is not going the direct path. 
He is going around" He focuses on the objectives, the goal i't1stead 
of the methodology. 

In the presentation of DeBono's concept, he uses what he calls 
tithe hole theory." Let's pretend we're looking at an excavation. 
This hole is in the ground and this hole symbo.1ically constitutes an 
area o.f familiarity, of expertise, which each of us knows quite well. 
We move around in that little hole; we are very familiar with that 
little hole, and when we are going to expand our expertise, we can 
only expand sideways or dowuwatd. We make the hole wider or deeper. 
DeBono says: consideJ:' the possibility of getting out of the hole 
and going somewhere else to dig. What is the significance? Well, 
we don't kno,v where other solutions may prevail in meeting our needs 
of the day. DeBono says that a 10t.of people don't Hke to. do 
this. He says that when we have achieved &n expertise in an area 
we don't like to give up that expertise$ which is what getting 
out of the hole would amount to. This is so for three reasons. 
First of all you've constructed tor yourself that hole. You've dug 
it, with blood, sweat and tears. Secondly, sometimes when we say that 
we are trying a different approach, we might be implying in certain 
respects that the old approach wasn't goodenough, and that maybe 
we were in error in pursuing it. How many of you can stand to throw 
away an o}d pair of shoes or an old pair of pants or an old,car? You 
know how ,you feel when yo.u get into a new suit and it doesn t f1t 
exactly right. 1~e are familiar with the old. It is so much easier 
to fit into the mold that is already there. Yes, think; not just 
"thinlt,l. but possibly "think in a new direction. or a new dimension." 
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Our se.cond point is: "communicate." Thomas Mann once said that 
speech is the essence of civilizationitsel£ and the word---even the 
most contradictory"'--preserves contact. It is silence which isolates. 

Our words must also be well-defined. Tak: the 
word means ~any things to ma~y persons~--boxing 
round of dr:tnks. We have to define it. 

word "round."· The 
t'o.und, round of anmtunil;;lon, 

Ther: are barriers to conununications, semantic barriers carrier mad~1 
barr1ers, volume barriers. In order to get an idea int~ action 
it has to be :ncoded, sent to a receiver, received, decoded and acted 
upon •. Commun1catio.ns between two persons is an int;erest:lng thing. 
~~~:, ~n th~s overhead pro~ection, we have a baSic attempt at conun'lnicati~)O. 

Jec. num er one has an 1dea. He attempts. to conuntinicate, that idea 
to subJect number two, but remember it has to go through a 'process 
If the process is complete, conununication is achieved. ..• 

Our third and last theme, if you will, is ltd di t' " t hIe. c . .al.on. We want you 
o,t inc about what is going on today and tomorrow and Wednesday.' 

Think about differE!nt ways of approaching the same old problem W 
want you to communicate and to get other ideas from other atte~dee: 
and then, ?nce you have de:ermined yo.ur go.als and objectives, we wa~t 
you to ded1cate yourself, 1U your own way to. achieving them . 
Vince L?mbar~i, the coach of the Green Ba~ P·ackers reportediy had' 
a certal.n ph1losophy about dedication He said th~t if i . 
be au' 1 . f • you are go ng to 

s c~ess 1n l. e, you have got to dedicate yourself to three things--
your fam11y, your religion and your profession. His own record 
stands ~s a.te~timonial. He wasn't wrong three years in a row, ! 
gue~s, .1n W1nn1ng the football world championship. "Dedication"
c;led1~ate yourself to achieving what we hope you are going to come 
up w1th. 

Wbatideal might we be looking for in the next two and one-half 
day~? In c;>ther ~ords, "~at's the name of the game?1I I have done 
a htt1e audio-v1sual th1ng here that I think you wiU find different 
I h;.;~ .:~o. pre~entations ~hat are pre-recorded, both ~re audio and .• 
sync .. _":<L;l.zed w1th some shdes. The slides depict in abstractions 
what we feel the criminal justice syste~ should uitimately achieve: 

---S~ide Presentation---

How important might this conference be? Can we really say at this 
stage, what the impact of this meeting is going to be, as far as long
term belfl·~fits to society? I, for OI\e ,. feel that the time is' right 
for: ",<, "Ii ch d 

~.' ?-" . anges, an apparently, judging from your reElponses to the 
ql,les tionnau'Ies, many of you fee 1 the sam~ .• 

Wil~i~m Shakespeare, i~ many of his tragedies, seemed to set out 
ind1v1dua,ls ,.,ho were incapable of responding adequately or who were 
unprepared for what was, to come. In JUlius Caesar Cassius said to 
Brutus, "There is Il tide in the affairs of men whi~h, when taken at 
the flood, leads onto fortune; but omitted all the void of their 
life is bound in shallows and in miseries. 'On such a full sea are 
we no.w afloat." . 
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Ladies and gentlemen, I'thin'k we in criminal justice are afloat on 
a full sea. We fee 1 that' now can be the time for giant s te'~s. 
We ask of you the next 50 hours of youJ:' life. This future you are 
going to begin to design wi~l affect us and affect those who 
follow. Don't forget: Perhaps tod~y is the tomorrow that we 
didn't dHln' t plan fer yes terday;hence our problems • We have 
provided mUltiple incentives for,you here; everything has been provided 
for your needs. The rest must depend on your willingness to "think, 
communicate and dedicate." From here on out, it's your conference. 
Have a good one and the best of luck. 
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Law Enforcement Manpower Development ~ The State of the Art 

Dr. Victor G; Strecher 

A title of this kind assumes first of all that the state of the art 
in law enforcment manpower development can be truly assessed. That 
it can be characterized at a certain level of development. There is 
also the implication of what is next in a long pattern of orderly 
development and progress in law eqforcement capability -- movement 
toward professionalism, if you will. It must be said at 'the outset 
that an overview of the law enforcement manpower situation at this 
time leads to a conclusion that never before in the history of policing 
has there been so much confusion, ambiguity, contradiction and disagreement 
about where vIe stand. If we look at the matter of police capability 
alone we are at once struck by the wide disparity between current \ 
manpower needs, and the numbers and veriety of manpower readily 
available to meet those needs; by the wide. range of competenc,e of lhe 
police -- both within individual departments and among the many agencies. 
This range of capability is not merely associated with size and 
degree of specialization of our law enforcement agencies. The continuum 
from excellence to mediocrity, from sophistication to primitivism 
may be found among the large and the small. And what is more striking 
is that a wide range of development may oe found within individual 
departments.~- sometimes associated with the line-staff dichotomy, 
in other cases within the line or staff components themselves. 
The variety of localized police personnel policies coupled with our 
diffused and separate educational programs have led us to this most 
confusing of times, when compared with the immediate past. A past 
when the high school d.fmp'loma represented more than enough education 
for this low status, low pay occupation. ' There was, after all, 
consonance between the public's conception of the police and how their 
policemen were educated, selected, trained and paid. 

For these reasons this presentation will not be an assessment of' 
where we stand in a systematized movement toward improvement, but 
instead will be an attempt to describe th~ categories of manpower 
problems confronting us, the magnitude of those problems, and some 
po~nts of entry, some positivE: objectives and strategies which may 
be employed to establish' a 'genuinely systematized program for law 
enforcement manpower development. 

Also, you will see, manp'o~~er developm(mt can't be easily 'abstracted 
from law enforcement functioning as a (!oncept of action-. Two" ot:her 
components of police programming -- technology ,and systems -- will 
unavoidably be part of our discussion because of their interdependence 
with manpower. ' 

. . 
Following are some of the central iSl:!ues which emerge in consideration 
of a systematized manpower development objective: 

PROBLE~ OF THE OCCUPATION 

1. Highly valued, traditional single l?Q.int Qf ent~.Y to the occupation. 
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. f th t 11 members .)f the police es tabHshment 
the occupaticlnal bel1.e a· a . ers dispatchers, managers, 
~(hether investigators, phnner, tr~~n t ' or policv-makers -- mUF;t 
computer programmers, helicoPtet'/~e~o!~ adept in

v 

that role before 
enter the system as patrolmen an . 1 roles is dying the slowest 

d 'ng to $pec~alized or managet'La , pr.ocee J. . ~ 

of deaths. 
. . 1 onsequence of this. single 

THE MANPOHER POOL concept is a natura. c . p'ly it a"sumes that the 
. t1 . upation QUl.te SLm , ," . point of entry to, le oec. • d b" adequately nlet by tappl.ng 

f l' e manpower nee s can ~ h wide variety 0 po J.C - . -h . that the 'criteria for t e 
thi s pool. The hidden aSslllnptJ.on ere. LS t discover not only pat·r.olman 
selection of patrolmen ar.~~ so p;r.otean as 0 . all the other operational, 

1 fully capable of assumJ.ng < 

material, but a s~ ~en. 1 t any hierarchic level of law 
technical and admLnl.stratLve ro es a 
enforcement. 

. .' . r r atrolmen ar.e either so broad 
Clearly, the selectLon crLterl.a 0 p 1 f d' sal-isfaction among these 

11 der a high leve 0 J,I,,-
as to eventua yengen 'f erly designed to select 
extraordinarily capable m~n, or, L p:op level inadequate as criteria 
policemen specifically for the oper~tJ.ve , 
for the many other roles of the polJ.ce system. 

man ower. needs. A matrix of roles. 
2. Growing a1.;ruy of police • Pando osition classifications presently 
Rather than enumerate the :ol:S rh~ s more useful to say th~t 
~ound in law enfore.ement, 1t ~s pe P . nment institutions, 
Ghange originating in our technology, ~n~H~on th~ traditions of 
values Bnd social struc:ture have int:u el U lev4 t 4 es to the occupation, . . d d radJ.ca comp .~...... , 
law enforcement, have Lntro uce d e sophisticated manpmver 
and thus produced a felt need for new an mor 
resources. 

r re uirements, best expressed 
There is a discernible~at~er of man~o~e ti~na'1 categories, on the 
as a matrix. On one aXJ$ lS a set 0 1 U~~forcement organization, 
other, the hierarchic levels of any aw 
illustrated by the following few examples. 

Admini- Technical -
Line - specialized 
Operational strative 

Examples: Examples: Examples: 
Operations planning ass t. , ID technician, 

patrolman, budget analyst computer,progr., 
meter maid criminalist 

supervision Patrol Sgt. Records/super-

Detective Sgt. visor 

District Cmdr. , ... Training Lab Director 
Middle Management Director 

Extacutive Deputy Chief Deputy Chi£lf, 

Field OPNS Staff Services 
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It is atmost redundantj:Q qqsel;'ve that the emergence of new role 
reqUirements ~ithin the poU~e establishment, taken in compination 
with trClditional poHce per~onnel values, create an unusuaUy pr.o.found 
hiatus .. - much greater theHl orqinary, lag -- in adaptive responses 
to new 90nditions. Definitions of problems and possible solutions 
circle ~ach other in a sea of ambiguity, while the institutions of 
police and higher education stand firm in their self-defeating postures 
of mutual exclusiveness. 

3. Recruitment and Selection of P<,>lice }lanpov,er 
Recruitment, in keeping with the I'lanpO"Ter' pool concept, is oriented 
largely toward thl? objective of obtaining operational manp'mver.. 
Recruiting bait is largely appealing to those interested in a 
"super-male" occupation and :is not pitched to those who might have 
sophisticated skills, capabilities and aspirations. Nor is targeting 
of recruitment efforts in the main calculated to reach anrl .~ttract \ 
thos(~ who might have something tu offer in the specialized and managerial 
roles of police administration. 

Selection criteria also refi~c~ a preoccupation with the operational 
level of law enforcement. Categorizing selection criteria as ~, 
cognitive and affective skills, we find considerable attent~.on g.i.ven 
motor skPls in the form of general physical condition, strength, and 
agility and to oblique attempts to measure cognitive capacity, usually 
in the form of intelligence testing; and very little attenti.on given 
the affective component of personal makeup, considered by most current 
m<inagement theorists to be the cdUcal element in both stree,t ,,·;)J.i\~c 

work and managerial leadership. Thus we find not "only a s ignifl.t~al~~: 
number of police officers unequal to the emotional exigencies of their 
daily :work but more important ly the so-called manpo"Tct' poo 1 in short 
supply of candidates for managerial roles extending irOn) first line 
supervision through the policy sector of managemene. 

4. Education and Training 
Educational attainment in all but.a very few police agencies. is 
unrelated to police personnel policies. With one or two exct;!pt.:J~l)nfj 
there is no credential of choice for any of the operational) specialized 
9r managerial ~oles in law enforcement. This can be looked at from 
the perspective of the agency or of the man having aspirations: 
1. Almost no police departments in our country specify educational 
and training criteria for aSSignments and promotions. 2. It is 
virtually i,1llpossibla to respons;,bly advise a man who is interested 
in a sped fic law enforcement role, 'regard.ing a course of ed\,\ca tion 
or training which would give him mot:€: than chance !ll'~<;ss to lilat role. 
The route to specialized assignment.:s'and promotions in law enforcement 
is an ambiguous path. "There is lack of explicit criteria on the' part 
of management and in .most cases credentials are irrele'v.ant. '.i.'here 
is a continuing tendency to relate opportunity for assignment and 
promotion to competence in the line .w:ork of thl;\ organization or.to 
the "big case," a kind qf jack-pot visibility. The most connnon and 
:i.n many caSf1~ effective sr.'. P.i;;" -,Wllilab1~ to men seeking advancement 
is to gain chis visibility in any m.:mber of ways, many of them counter 
?L"oductive, The law enfor.cl~ment occupation and higher education 
institutions are ships pa$sLlg in the night with their wireless 
equip.m~nt out of service. The high school diploma is not truly a 
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credential of choice; it is merely a convenient criterion for 
narrowing the recruiting base, inasmuch as many high school graduates 
do no bette.:c in police performance than those who have not earned 
the credential. A young person who asks how he might prepare himself 
for advancement in law enforcement educationally cannot be given 
an unambiguous answer' at the present time. 

Police J:raining also is focused primarily at the line operational 
level of la¥ enforcement. Pre-service training for the manpower 
pool may be seriously challenged with respect to its adequacy, quality 
and focus. Curricular allocation in most police'training programs 
relates well to the self-concept of the police occupation but very 
poorly to the daily work requirements of police officers. In-service 
training 'Where it exi:;ts at all is largely operational or at most 
line-specialized. On a national basis there is almost no attention 
given to managerial preparation; and where there is management 
training, seldom does it precede promotion to advanced rank responsibility 
or differentiate between the substantially different requirements of 
first line supervis;ton, technical specialization, middle manageTllent 
and executive functions. 

5. Lack of Long Time-Horizon Manpower Forecasting. 
In most police agencies manpower forecasting consists of annually 
increasing the salary budget request so that the police-to;..populatiort 
ratio might be maintained for the coming year. Rarely doe~ this 
forecasting include other than operational manpower needs. There 
is probably not a police agency in the nation which forecasts it 
supervisory, technically specialized, middle managerial and executive 
manpower requirements for art extended time-frame, and then systematically 
prepares several candidates for each of these roles prior to the time 
of actual need. 

6. The polemic on the spurious issue of training versus education 
for law enforcement. 

In many ';Vays this polemic has served largely to obscure and obstruct 
manpower development needs for the police. The following definitions 
serve to cut across and vaporize what seem to raany to befimly drawn 
battle lines. 

Training: Development activity which tends to narrow the range of 
a person's responses to specific stimul:l. (conditions, situations~ 
problems). Training is functional when habitual action, patterned 
behavior, and a 'best way' of meeting a situation has been empirically 
demonstrated with little expectation of change. 

Education: DeVelopment activity which extends the range of personal 
response to stimuli. Developing the person's capacity to deal 'creatively , 
with varied and complex situations, ..primarily through his learning . 
of the nature of the world about him (physical and social), by his 
gaining a "feel for phenomena." ',' 

Both education and training are essential to competent performance 
in any law enforcementi"ole from operational through the executive. 
Every role has a certain number of elements which are best served 
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bYe routlnie and habitual; patterned behaviors which 
o organ zational stability and 1 I' serVe the needs 
no less true in the administratica cUdabil~ty of outcomes. This is 
operational although it has b ve an technical sectors than in the 
only for patrolmen. On the o~~~;\~~~tomary.to think of training 
behavior require 8. creative approa h h th~ rlo:-h complexit ies of human 
domestic quarrel, a supervisor mO~i w :tler l.t be concerned with a 
development and implementationYissue~at~on problem, or a policy 

At certain times this spurious ar . 
the proliferation and growin i g~~nt has been used to fend off 
law enforcement as if train~ s gnlflocance of higher edUcation for 
education the w~rk of the uni~:r:~~: solely Rn a~ency concern and 
academies and universities en a y. The fact.los that police 
programming, and that these t!og~ in both train~ng and edUcational 
enmeshed in any sector of 1earni orms ~f human development are so 
role concepts) that they a t ~g (sk:Llls, general knowledge, 
at different ~imes in d'f~ nno e neatly categorized and served 
is to conside; Which asploec~~enft Pdlaces. A more appropriate approach 
ithi 1 0 e ucation-training a b w n aw enforcement agencies h' h b re etter accomplished 

by junior colleges universitie; ~ ~c dY regi~na1 training centers, 
, n gra uate ~nstitutions. 

7. Narrow social status recruitin b 
The single point of entry and th g ase for the police service. 
have narrowed its recrUiting bas: ~ccupational context of law enforcement 
society -- largely the worki loa very small segment of American 
working family myself I haven~Oci~s~i H~ving grown up in an industrial 
part of our society but merely b c nat~on to disparage this substantial 
of any single SOCial str~tum pr~v~~rve tiatdthe social perspectives 
values for the entire law enf e an na equte base of social 
men, described as "Ameri ' orcement occupation. These working 
aspiring to middle classc:e:p~~;a~~~~~rv~tives) the nouveaux arriv/s 
human conduct a relatively restri t d y, bring ~o the 'YlOrk of regulating 
many Cases a stron c e set of soc~al values and in 
to be middle class g e~;:~~~~~o~::,iration to meet ,.hat they beHeve 

~~ryti=!l~aweXePnlficit attention to management development. 
orcement organizati ff 

training for supervisors middl ons 0 er specific ,education and 
Interestingly training h~s r e managers and executive officers. 
has been a very great incre!s~~n a~r!~~i~peration:al. level and there 
(e.g. investigators of homicide bur 1 g opportuULties for specialists 
enforcers; Juvenile officers' e~c ) gary, arson, sex crimes; traffic 
who formulate the department1s poi:!.·i Howe~erh we find that t!:te officials 
of these officers and specialists he e\ a~ W.o direct the activities 
their jobs than their subordinates ~~e a much less tra:l.ning for 
of all, those mangement traini ve had for theirs. Strangest 
always mana'ge to include h ng programs Which do exist somehow 
l"efresher, report writing sU~nd op~~auo~al hangovers as marksmanship 
useful to them beforeent~ring ~h er ,skill~ which may have been 

e ran s or management. 

9. Status-~otivation problems of today's patrolmen: 
dissonance on the daily j b cognitive 

F'ollowing are a number of ele~e~ts 1 h 
w1ic combine to produce within 
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, "0. a condition known a~cog~l. ~ 

the large body o:f po11.cEl patrolt.1e, "' ; which men are Ulouvated 
1 I gi(;a1 condl.tl.on _n t 

di !':sonance : a P~YC 10 ~adictory information, caus~ng thedm ~'ttered 
to accept d1.rect Y con r . t d hostile aggress1.ve an em 1. 

f ed then frustra e , ; 
become con us, ~ , ive the contradiction. 
by their inab1.hty to re::lO 

, d a:r:,ound the 
. the olice serVicQ is organ1.ze , 

1. Recruiting ?81.: for
f

, ht,Png and excellent opportunit1.es for 
ts bf c rl.me 1.g ~. 

concep,' A'" '", occupation vJit;,h ~ future. 
prorno l::Lon. ._!!§.~ 

1 ' 'r and cour. age , .', " or intelligence,. physica '\1l.go 
2 Selcrt1.on CIltCt,d ..' 1 ~rust of crime fighting 

• Iso organi zed on th1.s centr.a 1 lire a . 
and tt.c man's occupat1.on. 

3. 

.. . trate heavily lice ~genc1.es concen 
Training curricula for mo~t",Poconditioning and meeti~g d~ngerous 
upon crime fighting, phys1.cc_1 _ 'xt' hours 1.n f1.reanns 
C
';rcumstances. Where we spend forty to

1
Sl. ~ to handh: the 

~ h suffice for earnl.ng practice, one or t.wo ours 
domestic disturbance. 

crime fighting, the 
4. 1 values' of t,.he police support , Occupationa d "mus tang" managers. 

()f t he man's .occupation, an self-concept 
's limited to promotion into 

5 lISuccess" in law enfor.cementJ.
l 

. able a1ternativet form of 
. t There is present Y no VI. The managemen . ' _ 1 t f 1m" enforcement. . th peratl.ona sec or 0 ,t . 

sueCQS~ l,n eo· . d b t to managerl.a1 'sta Uti. 

1 "t~l."\)':' "ole is a weak secan es. (c I' 't.J. '""' I,. 

. es . f' d set of va1ul~s and exper1.enc 
The conver.se of this stron~ly r~1.no~~~: work for most of our po~ice 
is f.ound in the daily rea1l.ty 0 ~. between sixtv-five and eloghty 
per~onnel. First of all, th

1
e '\vort'11~Bcrime and emergency oriented. 

. .' ented rat ler I,. 1 en are percellt serV1.ce or 1 . ." or!: this figure. Patro m 
A number of empirical studles sUPP t' che occupational self-concept 
t"llU~ faced with the choice 0,£ :cceP

h
1.ng l'd';ty of their daily experience 

. " h denv1.ng t e va 1. ... , . 1 
of. crime fighter and t uS "~ -I es and'self-concepts ot aw 
o~ ~onverselY losing faith in the ,:aeu orientation of their daily 

d epting the servl.C . e enforcement an acc h f' rst is the case, as w 
existence on the job. More oft:~ t e ~ in to con"end with the hour
more frequently hear offi:ers dJ.s:uss ll:~~"llggh which they must persevere 

t f trivul.l SE:'rv1.CCS . .. b - <:r a by-hour reques s or " hood case . of course, clou" 
in order to get a "good case ~ e t t~o~ They ~ome' to regard the 
serious crime or emergency sl.fua

h 
. ·daily performance as 

d . < J aspects a ten" th e demands mun!hne &n tr1.v~a" , "ld and attribute ' es 
, t "d' the po11.ce tolar I d' . ce impositions from oU "S1. t. ',. 'T'he second source of 1.SSonan 

. .' or welfare statl.sm. - 1 ' ... large to pol1.t~c~ans ,. h' h .'is general y gl.ven <.< • 

concerns promotio~a1 opportull1.ty, ~n l.~act a small number of pO::LC:,em:rI 

Play in our recrU1.tment efforts. t because cif limited \los~t1.ons 
ted into managemen. d' .,' T:ty eventually are promo. _ Inma'n organization:; an . ).nm~. 

j n th(~ table 0£ orgam.za t1.0n.,' . bl" Ygamo of s tri.ngingrPl!D <l.s.(11\g 
d th unconC1.0na <:; T ,- ,- .", in 

,<',t·p:. (.,10: have. playe '.' e . he. ointwl1er.e inveGt11len~ OJ: ;re,~r!'i 
' .. :j l:h hopes OJ: promotl.on to th Pthe are unabli:~ to wl.thdraw by the" 

. is so groat t at Y 
the occupatl.on . h t : 0 reii opportunity exis ts. 
time they reahze t a .1 
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10. Resistance to new modes of n'lanagement. 
AnalysiS of hard data by Likert, 'Scott, McGregor and others indicates 
that certain managerial patterns: achieve superior results in almost 
any kind of enterprise. As might be expected, these managerial styles 
are not simply a matter of the l7.ianager's personal behavior (Le. the 
.simplistic notion that IInice guys" get better rosults) but rather a 
c,ucia1 interplay betw'een perso!n.al leadership style, divisl.on of work, 
end managerial communicative systems. In other words a reconceptualizing 
of the entire approach to getting work done. 

The highly valued quasi-military structure of most police agencies, 
the mustang approach to management development, the absence of a 
standardized educational or training input at the managerial levels, 
and certain of the law enforcement self concepts combine to make 
exceedingly difficult the adoption of new modes of management. 

II. Last universal man concept. 
At the operational level the concept of generalization has been 
carried to the extreme point where law enforcement has become process 
oriented rather function oriented in its division of work. The prime 
example in any police agency is the patrol division, whose responsibilities 
are so broad and diffuse as to defy classification. In terms of 
priority by social importance patrol duties run the gamut from the 
most trivial and virtually meaningless service tasks to some of the 
most important questions of individual physical survival and social 
order. In terms of personal skills required, the range ,is equally 
wide, extending from those tasks easily enough per.formed by a clerk 
or messenger to those requiring the competence of a behavioral clinician. 
A medical analogy would find a manpower pool for the hOSpital Whose 
members were randomly dispatched to sign in patients, fill in the 
charts of patients, hourly measure the vital signs, carry the bed-
pans, perform neurosurgery, wash backs, fill prescriptions, administer 
aspirin and all of the other duties from orderly to licensed practical 
nurse, registered nursA, intern, resident, staff physician, all from 
the same educational recruitment,and selection base. Of course, 
one lucky member of this pool would eventually be. designated hOf/pital 
administrator on the basis of his demonstrated capability in various 
of those roles. 

Any personnel specialist would be offended by the manpower model 
found in law enforcement; both by its use of relatively expensive 
manpower for trivial tasks requiring a low order of skills and 
representing low social priorities, and also by the lack of 
differentiation and adequte preparation for the most sophistic~ted 
and important roles. This is not so much a question of police 
management development but rather an issue found at the operational 
level itself. With a suitable division of work along priority lines, 
an alternative to management "successllalready exists unused at the 
operational level. There is an adequate priority range and competence 
range at the operational level to afford hierarchic distinctions which 
would provide for occupational mobility for more capable persons 
without a venture into managerial promotion. This would require a 
major reorienting away from process and toward a functional, concept. 
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12. The ringing telephone priority system of law enforcement. 
Law enforcement has become almost entirely reactive and not initiatory 
in priority setting g~d resource allocation. However, it is not 
reactive in the sense of perception and measurement of social goals 
and piiorities but rather to the simple expedient of answering the 
telephune. In nearly all agencies the utilization of police manpower 
is determined almost solely by the sequence of telephoned requests 
for service and the resulting dispatch of manpower to answer those 
calls. Indeed, in most agencies there is not even a method of 
avoiding the full commitment of manpower to low priority assigrunents l 

so that high priority needs might be served should they arise. 
This lack of attention to priority of police functions is found both 
at the policy level and~at the point of dispatching police units 
upon request. Nobody has seriously ,considered a hierarchy of goals 
for the police department, a division of work based upon goals and 
sub-goals, ,and a specific allocation of resources according to these 
priorities.' Thet'e is, in other words t no stratification of the basic' 
police function either according to socinl priority or competence 
of the practitioner. 

In place of this the police have a process - that of placing manpower 
in the field twenty-four hours a day to ans~ver requests for service. 
In their devotion to this process the police have accepted the most 
outlandish assortment of functions, many of them having little to 
do with law enforcement, public order or community well being. And 
even where a case can be made for the performance of low priority 
duties by some governmental agency there is very 'little to argue for 
their performance.by this very expensive mode of governmental service. 
One study of the Chicago police department indicated a sixty-five 
percent low priority resource allocation against thirty-five percent 
high priority. Many observers have pointed to this aspect of police 
work and suggested that manpower selection and training should reflect 
this reality rather than blind adherence to the concept of crime 
fighting. Certainly one alternative way of perceiving this situation 
is to suggest that many :of these functions are not appropriate to 
the police service and should be handled in some other way. Another 
way of dealing with the issue is to accept even the most trivial of 
these functions as part of police responsibility but to stratify this 
work load and to stratify police manpower i.n l.iccord with it. 

PROBLEMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
1. Education-training conceptual ambiguities. 
Higher education for criminal justice and law enforcement has not 
successfully sorted out. its role in police manpower development. 
Even While junior colleges, four-year programs and graduate institutions 
convey increasing numbers of students through their programs, they 
have not yet discovered how they relat~ to manpower ry~eds at the 
op~rational, supervisory, middle. managerial and e>t~cl:,!:ive levels 
of law enforcement. There is no present consensus about what the 
A,A, B ,A. I or M.A. degrees mean, in terms of access to specific positions 
in the police system, and thus far no central thrust toward achieving 
such a consensus. Where some programs pursue the objectives of 
general education -- that is teaching their students to understand 
the world and particularly crime and social responses to crime --
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other programs attempt to teach their students to d ' 
t b ;, d 0 something well 
,0 ecome a ept. Some programs prepare students to acce " 
1n one of the agencies of criminal justice while th pt trainlng 
spel::ifically for one, agency. for a specifi ]. 0 ers seek to train 
in one k~ndof agency. Some schoolS prep~r~o~eS~:d:~~cia1ization , 0: adminlstratlive functioning even while realizin tha for ~ahager:tal 
wlll not have access to pOSitions appropriate t ~h t then students 
time to come. Other programs offer co~rses to~' oseskills,for Some 
which are more,appropriate to 'operational level anagers and ~dmin:i:strators 
continues about whe.ther higher edUcation should personnel •.. A polemic 
or manpower to fit the present system in produce change agents 
~Fgument. ' many ways also a spurious 1 

2. Intra-university constraints and conflicts. 
~ricu1um. Many programs are poised amon, , 
to influen,ce the shape and' extent of ti: i g PIres sure groups WhlCh se,ek 
1 1 th I' c rr cu ar offerings In 
oca es e po lce agencies simply want operations Ie e' ,many 

their personnel because of their own li 't d v 1 trainln,g for 
. ·1 m1. e resources Adad" currlCU urn committees on the other hand b ' • emlC 

criteria in their examination of pr d rl.ng to bear traditional 
administrators and faculties have t~p?se pr?gramming., Program 
cons tituents of law e~forcement h-l gh:rl.

r 
dOwn l~eas about the appropriate, 

. ' ~ e ucat1.on. Many stud t expreSSl.Ve of their interests in this area ' en s are 
which ensues from this combination' f . flo The working out process 

1 0 1.n uences rarely prod a centra thrust of programming that i h ,Uces 
to present needs of law enforcement. s co erent and responsive 

Instr.uctional mO,dels. The traditional three-' _" ' 
meeting neatly ~ounded by semesters is a v ho~r.per~week classroom 
which to accomplish what needs to b d ery hmlted format within 
At certain levels of development t~ o~e for Police manpower development. 
superfluous to the learning proc~ss e ~, assroom,meeting is almost 
oriented SOciety it appears to be ,owever, 1.n our credential-
a~ademic credit be tied to specifi~ecessary that the gr~nting of 
Alt:e):native models of instruction an~roce~~~e~ of one k~nd or another. 
becoming available. .' cre 1. our equatl.ng are slowly 

AdmiSSions requirements. iTraditional unive' " 
for undergraduate and graduate d ' rSlty adm1.SS 1Dh,9 ~tandards 

Po ItC ,<." 1 t'n -:lay iJ' ' 
educational program through the ca'"~~~ c' e lnappropriate to an 
practitioners. Little allowance i; ycle for law enf?rcement: 
educational development on a " ,now, made, f?rmaturatlon and 

n expenentlal basls after high sch.oo1. 

3. One-time education for, a complex career. 
The,concept of a one shot educational ' 
a long and varied career is outmoded b~~per7~ice,of four years for 
Bachelor's level the youn erson"' . s.tJ\, Wl.th us. If at' the 
responsibilities h' h g P 1$ htoadly educated to assume 

w 1.C extend from the 0 t ' 1 . 
level s, he is clearly over-trained f' pera lona ,through the policy 
jobs to which he may hav . ro most of the entry-level 
th e access. On the other h d 

at a one-time educational exper' " an an expectation 
will serve the purposes of oper t7enc~ regardless of its duration 
and executive functioning with'~ ~~nal' supervisory~ middle managerial 
an unrealistic one. For each ~f the, aw enforcement occupation is 

, .0 ,~ese, the general knowledge, personal 
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skills and role concepts differ substantially. What is more, a person 
prepared for all of those roles before his intia1 positi?n in the 
system will be vastly overtrained at that level, and unlLkely to be 
a happy and productive worker during the early phases of his career •. ' 
Because chances of promotion are only approximately one in four ~r' hve, 
it is both wasteful and unfair to thQse who remain at the QperatLQna1 
level to broadly educate them for roles ~hey will prQbably never 
achieve. Also, pre-entry education fQr all subseque~t roles mt.y 
easily be forgotten 01," discarded in the intervening years of career, 
development, or become outmoded by the rapid rate of social change. 

All of t~hese fact.~t's 'argue strongly for a manpower development prc1i:,ram 
specific~lly targeted on functions and made availab1~ at apprDpriate 
points in each practitioner's career cycle. 

4. Mutual exclusiveness of police QccupatiQn and higher educatiQn 
for law enforcement. ' 

For almost two generations higher education has d~veloped i~,Vi~tua1 
isolation from the occupation,in an atmosphere of mutual dLsdaLn. 
In many cases the occupational and educational institutio.ns have 
borrowed from each other but most often without acknowledgement and 
at a safe distance in time. 

It now appears, however, that a readiness of the police and higher 
education to acknowledge each other and even to Cbo.'perate to. some 
extent has been reached. Perhaps the occupational field is reflecting 
its frustrating inability to meet the complex challenges of social 
change without higher educational resources, and perhaps higher 
education is reflecting its sense of futility at producing large 
numbers of graduates who are only marginally mark~table. Although 
the time for a coalescence of intarest, go.als and strategies appears 
to be at hand, the first serious steps have yet to be taken. 

GOALS AND STRATEGIES FOR POLICE 'MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT 
The following may be ~siqered a hierarchy of goals for manpower 
development, the broader goals appearing first and inclUding those 
which fellow. 

Prime Objective 
An adequate supply of manpower for the hierarchic and functional 
-matrix of roles in law enforcement, available at locations and 
times of need. 

Subgoals, Strategies , 
1. Appropriate RECRUITMENT for each hierarchic and functional layer 

of the occupation (an eventual goal, which assumes lateral access 
to managerial, technical. and staff po.sitions)., 

o~ alternatively, 
Appro.priate recruitment at the current point of entry, of sufficient 
numbers, of perso.nnel ha~ing not only aspirations but also. apti:udes 
and credentials for the matrix of roles. This requires a multLple 
recruitment effort; designed to att1,"act specifically several different 
kinds ox applicants for the '<entry level job, some of whom would be 
earmarked for specializt»dandmanagerial futures. Standards and 
criteria for the various roles would be made explicitly known to 
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applicants, as would the limitations of access to assignments and 
mangerial prQmotion. 

2. SELECTION CRITERIA and methods relevant to each role, whether 
used in a :~t:t:~l access personnel structure, or an entry level 
pool of stIutLhed manpower having unequal and programed access to. 
promotion and specialized assignments. Criteria would reflect increased 
co.nsideration of AFFECTIVE capacities o.f candidates in co.ntrast to. 
present emphasis upo.n MOTOR and COGNITIVE ,capacitie~. 

3. NANPO~ER FORECASTING for. the ro.le matrix, as a data base for 
on-goLng manpower dev'elo.pment pro.grams. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

a. 

b. 
c. 

7. 

8. 

Specificatio.n o.f EDUCATION and TRAINING criteria for each role 
in the law enforcement matrix. 

Appropriate EPUCATION and TRAINING of candidates for each role 
(knowledge, skills, role concepts), prio.r to. the time o.f need. 

Focuso.n GOALS OF LAW ENFbRCEMENT, rather than processes in 
o.~ganizing, dividing wo.rk and staffing. ' 
Stratify o.perational wo.rk (patrol, investigatio.n) into. priority 
structure. 
Internally realo.cate reso.urces in accord with prio.rities. 
Stratify manpo.wer to fit prio.rity structure in terms of their 
level ?f responsibility (social prio.rity o.f function), nature 
o.f dutLes, salaries, status and tenure. 

Within o.peratio.n secto.r, rleNelop ALTERNATIVE TO MANAGEMENT as 
a success criterion, utilh:ing the stratified work model. 

In t~e.educatio~al sphere, develop a model which provides a 
s~ecLfLc educa:Lonal experience for the operational, supervisory, 
mLddle-managerLal and execl\tive r()les in law enforc.;)ment. The 
name of the credential is far less important than its relevance 
to any hierarchic level and function. 
Examples: 

Operational • • • • • • 
Supervisory • • • • 
Mi9dle-managerial 
Executive • • • • • • • 

• A.A. or B.A. degree 
• B.A. or post-baccalaureate Certification 
• Post-baccalaureate Certification or M.A. 
• M.A. o.r Diploma in PoHcy Studies 

Other elements of an educational model would include • • • 
a. Admissions criter~a.which accommodate the special needs of law 

enforcement practit~oners at variQus stages'in their careers 
(pel:'~aps pre-entry, fifth year, tenth year, fifteenth year, etc.). 

b. CurrLc4~um development attuned ,to,the operational, supervisory, 
m~nager~al and executive levels· o.f' law enforcement, and to it~ 
hne" technical ~nd administrative functiQns. A cognitive 
approach ~o currLculum development, including legal, behavioral, 
techn~lo.gLcal, processual, administrative and c(miparative aspects 
of crLme and law enforcement. 

c. Instructional models which extend the learning situation from 
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ork setting of law enforcement -- its 
the classroom to the w izational environment. . 
territorial, social and o~g~nb tr~es within this environmen~ 
Designation of educationa a ora 0 6 the practitioner-student's 
of law enforcement -- in ma~y ~ases~d students would analyze the 
own organization -- in whic a vanc . and mangement associaled 
law behavior, technology, processes f their credit-earning 

, f t as a major part 0 d b with lawen. orcemen , 1" nd staff mode Is coul e 
k A setting in which new ~ne a 

wor • \ . . . d i ·t·tated. . . 
tested on a p~lot basis an . nL ~ . t'tutes of short durat~on 
Law enforcement policy ~loJ?lllent ~~~ ~ear (for academic credit), 
(2-5 days), offered several :~me~ :emesier course work. Fees 
as an alternative to convent~ona 1ff i tead of conventional teaching 
paid to high level institute ~taific~~tlY from present "short 
faculty. ThesE: would differ s gn Id comprise only part of a 
courses" in that each institu~ed:~~lopment having much wider 
coherer.t program of managemen ram 
dimensions than any current short prog . • 

. kin . conference of just a fe,., police 
9. To begin all 'of t~~s d' a ~o:s w~ose interests appear to be parallel, 

·administrators an e uca 0 i f interest can be worked out, 
so that reciprocal accommodat ons 0 

and a definitive program begun. 
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Judicial Systems Manpower-State of the Art 

Douglas Lanford 

I would like to talk about court problems in connection with education. 
I would like to discu~s with you the fundamental problem as I see it, 
the background of this problem, the causes of thJs problem, general goals 
that can be set to deal with that problem successfully, the implementation, 
and consequences. 

The fundamental problem in regards to education is that it has not 
been generally recognized that people to a very large measure have 
not heen able to find solutions to the problems. There is all t:he 
talk today about new systems, new flow charts; but when you come upoI} it, 
you are talking about people. People dealing with other people. 
There is a lot of talk today about CQurt congestion, f0r example. 
You see in the current literature today about the court problems--court 
congestion comes about because of people. There is a lot of talk today 
about court administration. But we are talking about a person who does 
not have the training or hackgroune1 to be a cQurt administrato~. He 
talk about law reform. He are talking about putting on paper a 
misspelled ,.,ord. Somebody has to have the knowledge of what those ~.,ords 
are. You read about court reorganization. They want to put the block 
here instead of over here. You are talking about somebody who is 
implementing that new system. 

Any system depends upon people. If you fail to recognize this, as the 
proper assignment of priorities, then you fail to recognize this as the 
proper attitude and skills, certain types of knowledge, skills, for 
certain types of responsibilities. One step further. If that is not 
recognized, it is quite obvious that it is not recognized in the sense 
that I have indicated earlier. To create a larger store of knowledge 
is to contribute to sharpening skills, the type of skills that may shape 
attitudes. And in that sense, education certainly does not play the 
role that it should. Hben I say court improvement, I say it in the 
lar.gest sense possible. Very briefly the background of this could be 
taken from since the second Horld Har. He talk about the judiciary and 
that it's a p~ofession. There were many things that it knew before 
and now had forgotten. It had to freshen up daily in terms of what the 
law said and to applying it also. They found new cases and new problems. 
So they initiated what is referred to as Continuing Legal Education. 
This provided continuing practical instruction to the members of the 
groups involved. This was carried on in various types of org~nizational 
structures even by the bar associations themselves. This was even in 
connection with the university. 'This indicates how successful it has 
been with one aspect of the profession, 

A group of 5 states had an individual whose prinK,l.j' responsibility was 
the organization and administration of continuing education. In 1970 
there were approximately 35 states that had this k~'.nd of service. If 
you use the terminology of judicial continuing e,i..lcation, and match its 
progress against ~he Second World Har, you will find that the growth 
was slow. 
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Subsequent to the war, there were certain organizations that provided 
that type of service on a national or regional basis. There were chief 
justices in the country who had two or three-day programs. They had the 
national volunteer association that came out once a year and talked about 
the program. They established a national college that provided that service 
primarily at a national level. The judges of misdemeanor jurisdiction 
had volunteer associations to conduct this service. 

The basic problem of continuing education is at the state level. None 
of those pr.ograms related effectively ,to the development of continuing 
programs at the state level, There was very little progress. There 
were a few that had developed some meaningful progress. In many states 
there might have been something called a judicial conference, but in 
the majority of the states there was no meaningful, comprehensive, or 

coordinated program for the judiciary. 

Change is something that shakes stability and stability is a needed aspect 
of the law. And the attitudes that come from this can sometimes not be 

too conducive to change. 

There are broad goals that should be established, in terms of what 
judicial education can do for court improvement. The fundamental problem 
is the lack of recognition of what education can do for court improvement, 
The problem is the importance of the recognition. Skill, knowledge, 
attitude toward education, and the fact the people run systems. This 
should be through a program that is coordinated--it should relate to 
providing a responsibile program for presenting to the new judge. 
There should be an intensive how-to-do-it type of program-~the nuts and 
bolts program along with the theoretical type of program. There should 
be programs for periodic updating of the system and continuing specialized 

studies--occasionaJ. specialized subjects. 

In-depth kinds of subjects should be available to those who have the 
opportunity _to pursue the academic type. There are a few judges who are 
of that type and this w::)Uld help them in the judicial systam. 

There should be opportunities for informal exchange of opinions and 
problems. They want' to compare notes and problems. It also should 
emphasize the need for individually-acquired service. Even if n man is 
a lawyer, he is a part-time judge--~~ he is only part~time, he'doesn't 

stay up to snuff. --

Of course you have the sole j~dge" who comes from Boondocks, USA--he doesn't 
even have another judge to .tal~ to! WIl: "leed services for these people. 
There needs to be educational services both in theory and practice. 
There very definitelY needs to be the input in their programs, other 
disciplines that have something to say to these judges. The juvenile 
judge who can havoC! someone ta.lk to him about behavior modification. 
The misdemeanor judge who Clin find some vlli,lue in talldng to someone 
about the alcoholic. The general jurisdiction judge who can learn to 
face the problems of administration. '('here are inputs from other 
programs that should be available to these people. There are positive 
(:~omponents to the system that ahould be a pa'1:t of their progranuning. " 
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1'1;e judges need to know about the qeed to know about judgC:!s' Th law enforcement problems just as you 
components of the system • It ehre l~ds an inter-relationship between all 

• s ou encompass v . ,.~ystemand how they relate t ar~ous components of the 
necessity: having them 0 onde ~nother. And another very great 

.d b presente ~n the right W an eyond the lecture and the 1 . way. e need to go far 

d h 
esson l.tself To be . , 

you nee t is comprehensive and d' . more spec~fl.c, 
I 

" coor ~nated program' a db" 
mean comprehensive" in terms of the ' n y comprehensive." 

often are they held? We must 'd tfrequency of the program. How 
whi:h I have mentioned. It sh~~~~\: c

heqe cont~nuing opportunities 
the~r resources. There are all omprehens~.ve to utilize all of 
f d ' sorts of legis1ati ' , or e ucat~on that are not bei d . on ~n ex~stence providing ng use ~n a large numbe'2 of states. 

We need coordination of the ' f - , Th' , ~n ormat~on to all as t f ~s ~s where the SPA comes it' pec s 0 the system. 
to believe that the situat' nbo ~mportance. My experience has led me 
courts reminds me of a.n art~~n1 etwheen the courts specialists and the 
h d ~c e t at appeared ' 11 a a coltunn that was called "C l.n a co ege magazine that 
the law that related to what'l ourts and the Law." It was describing 
come to a crossing; that when1~~i:n~ to an automobile and a train 
neither shall go on until the oth happens, each shall stop. And then 

er as passed! 

I think that in- a way th . like that I ,,~ courts and the courts specialists . n stra~ghten~ng this 't t' are a lot 
and I suggest that the court s . s~, ua ~on Ot'.t, someone has to move 
specific way, he should sugges~e~~:~l.st make :-hat,move. In a more 
each level of the judiciary~' 'lan o:gan~zat~on of a committee involve 
to get together and meet wi~h ~~~e~~ e'lm~sdemeanbr, ,judicial, general ... ta k ahout cont~nuing education. 

And ~bout professional assistance I ref 
specl.a1ists--individuals who send th ,er :-0 y~u who are here as court 
and administrating continued e~ucati e~r tl.me ~nspecting, organizing 
whose sole purpose is tIc t" on programs, and other organizations 

I h 
" on ~nu~ng judicial ed t' 11 

as ave mentioned there a uca ~on. In 35 states 
programs. They hav~ preciseI; ~~~g~~~lfO~ admin~s:-rat~ng training' 
some states they have undertake ~ ~ ,o~ :-ra~n~ng Judges and in 
have sketched out here briefl ~bresponSl.bl.1l.t~es to train. What I 
energetic sort can do has b y dout what an SPA director of an 
has produced quality ;rogram:e~o:t' o~~e s~~~:S~fullY to the "end that it 
The court.s controller says ilL k I h J ~Cl.ary of that particular state 
that can be spent for that' pur;~s~ 11 ~,:,e ha 

:budget. I have money here ' 
that professional assistance and w~w l.C ~s tr~e, And we· can hire 
a comprehensive program in state ,can d:ve10p l.U the state training 
programs which would provide ,o~~entat~on programs. Training 
mentioned, juvenile limit d per~o ~c refresher courses for, as I 

. d ,e ,general jurisdi t' 'd 
provl." e occ:asiona11y specialty ;t d' ,. c ~~n JU ges. We can 
the regions or at the state 1 1u~es ~y our regl.ona1 meetings within 
~enera1 jurisdiction jUdgeS __ ::\~v:eet;Lngs. for- ju,:,enile, limited, 
year at le!asta few judg. t . the funds ava~lab1e to send each 
level of 'the court setti:.gS 

,0 ah:-rhaining program of the .particu1ar . 
f t h"· ~n w l.C they are bec ac , t e. orgapizations exist t d . ,ause, as a matter of 
funds can send .them to th . 0 ~y to provJ..de that training. Your 

. ose meet~ngs. 

A degre.l: prog~~' b be available for ~seing developed. You can be sure th . those programs or for at your funds will those who will follow you wilen 
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that time comes to pass. And in all these activities that I have t.nentioned 
there are always thes_ opportunities for informal exchanges of opinions 
for our new judges. Your budget can be used for acquisition of these 
services, when and if they are available through such things as an 
organization, or a contract, to provide a particular type of service 
like a tape cassette service to your judges on recent ,developments 
on criminal law. 

Programmed learning services are available to be used in the very near 
future, these cartridges that can be put into a television set, practically
oriented. Printed material is going to be available also. 

The other part of your package can be bringing this to your people, 
availability of the other funds in your state. The 'ritle I Education 
Act and other legislation are waiting to be tapped .for p.urpose that 
provide education to the judiciary and for that matter other aspects 
of the court system. This is being done in several states. To carry 
it one step further, the meeting could be arranged between the court 
specialists of a particular region and the regional director, to 
establish these multi-state regional programs for specialty study. 

Throughout all of this, all of these services, you can have the 
advantages of utilization of thes~ various kinds of learning techniques 
and approaches that are far superior to the lecture me~hod. These 
professional people can help you to utilize these types of approaches 
involving your'educational problems. That is the strongest point that 
I could emphasize to you in respect to developing educational services. 
Don't forget the lectu.·e, but don I t start out thinking that that is 
the way to do it. 

I am aware that what I am suggesting to you by doing this involves 
your time. Of course, you are busy. You have to organize your time 
w'ell to do all these jobs and organize your time well to save time to do 
this job. I know you are very good at organizing your time . 

First of all, create an awareness on the part of the people who are there 
simply to hear the specifics of the program .•. of the value of education. 
Now, education is an interesting thing--you can't just shut it out. 
The point is, you present people with a quality program and it will 

'create that awareness that has been lacking and which is part of the 
fundamental problem that I have described. There are many ways that 
can be seen to deal with this matter of providing more continuing 
education. Providing greater skills to people who require greater 
skills. Perhaps helping to change attitudes that need changing. And 
following this, I think, would be the implementation of this program. 

, And with the implementation of that program, would corne an improvement 
in the court system. 

There would be more skills; there would be greater attitudes. What I 
have mentioned here pertains to judges, but applies in total or in part 
to the. other components of the system. I think that this could lead to 
what should take place in every state. 

There would be a central office in a state which organizes and administers 
the programs. At the same time, it is a central office for coordination, 
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for information disseminat' 
of materials for a c 11 ~~n, for a collection of a bibliography 

.' 0 ect~on of curricul ' d 
consult~ng service for th . d um, an for providing 
that through education co~e~u g~S in t~at ~tate. Finally, I think 
We are ta lking about the jUdi~ia;tter foehng of professionalism. 
pride and feeling about the syste~' We.ar~ talking about a greater 
of government. . ' Thl.S l.S the system for our !.<ind 

The pOint that I am making is that th 
problem of the lack of education fo ere h.a~ been this fundamental 
background of a lack of Ie d L' r court 1mprovement against a 
. .a erSlll.p These g I h . 
l.n general terms to help bett '. oa stat are available 
goals f b . . er coordl.nate the o 0 tal.nl.ng this in-state t " ,program, the specific 
will individually require service ra~n1ng and out-of-state training 
improvement. Plans are 0 _ ' w1th the consequences of court 
h th n pape~. Performan . . 

ave e responsibility for leadershi . ce 1S w1th people. You 
analyze these suggestions I h p whl.ch will call upon you to 
to you. . . ope that these will be of some help 
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Correctional Systems Manpower - State of the Art 

Jack Porche 

Having to follow the last three speakers, I believe sincerely that 
this is merely just a change of pace. At first I had some questions 
relative to my own presentation; I have come to the conclusion 'that 
you participants will have to be pragmati~ about this--",,,hat you see 
is what you get!" 

As a person involved in the human relations aspect of COt'l'CCLionf), 
I will try to deal only with the problem~ as I see them. I thi~{ 
that the tl"O most important problems that exist in correction8--and' 
let me preface this by saying that I am only dealing '''ith Illinois"'''! 
the tHO most important problems are: bigotry and racism. :t have 
seen the bigotry that exists i~ corrections as not being totally 
racial. I think that we have involved ourselves in cultural bigotry, 
economic ::md academic bigotry. 

We are only two and one-half years old. It has become crystal clear 
that some of the things that are going on in our staff which clearly 
mark ,the line of demarcation between security and treatment staffs 
must be eradicated. We find that correctional officers greet each 
other as Mr. Jones, Mr. Smith. On and off the job - it is unrealistic. 
Th~ same men who spend eight hours or more a day with each other 
are the same men who will share a glass of beer with each other in 
the evening. These facades must be stricken. We fail to recognize 
that we have thousands of years of experience in these institutions. 
The last speaker talked about the fact that men sit in squad cars 
and grow fat. I can attest to that - all 280 pounds of me. But 
that need not be, gentlemen. There are thousands of years of experience 

fj} in these institutions that ,,,e can, utilize, 

We tried an experimental program in Illinois ••• in three of our major 
institutions. 'We took young counselors and we asked for guards from 
three of these institutions. For those of you ,,,ho are not f~mi1iar 
with the Illinois institution, tet me tell you that they were 
from the largest maximum security institution in the s!:ate of Illinois. 
We put these two groups of people together, and the first thing that 
we found was that the security people moved to one side of the room; 
We tri~d to engage them in simple communications. They found it 
almost intolerable to talk to each other. The first things that the 
security people said were "These smart alecks with the long hajr don't 
know wha~ is happening in our institutions." The young counsCllor.s 
said, "Those old hard -nosed' guards don't unders tand the inma tes . II 
The fact was that neither of them understood the inmates. 

Seventy-one point two percent of all those inmates are black. Not 
one of those guards, rtot one of those counselors, that was il\~Gl~ed 

in the training, was black, nor from an urban community. Sume of 
the other things that '"e had to talk about were t11e fact that 
some of these same gu~rds who came from the southern part of the 
state were now working in the northern part of the state. 
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Wei are talking about an urban community ,as-opp·~c1to a rural 
community. We were talking about sophisticated types of crime that 
were committed by the inmates. We were talking about age difference--
the average age of the guard is 52, ani the average age of the inmate 
is 19---we were talking about the multiplicity of things. 

How did we give these men something to talk about? We gave' them a 
common problem, that had nothing to do with the job. Since 1 have 
thirty minutes, I'll give. that problem to you. Farmer Brown went 
out to his barn one morning and found that his favorite mare had 
given birth to a young colt. Just about this ti~e, Farmer Green 
walked in and said, "1'11 give you $50 for that colt." Farmer 
Brown said, "OK," and he sold it. But, on the way out of the barn, 
he decided that he better keep that colt. He offered $60 to get 
it back,. Green thought he really wanted that horse, so he went back 
and said, "Brown, I'll give you $70 for that horse." Brown 
said,"OK, I'll take it." Brown's wife came out and said, "NO~l 
that we have that horse, we can give it to Johnny for his birthday." 
Brown then bought the horse back for $80. Now who made the monl=y 

and how much did he make? 

Those men thought that question ,out for one hour. Suddenly the guards 
came up with the right answer •. Then they went over to the counselors 
to convince them - and they did in about 15 minutes.IFor the first 
hour, they wrestled with the problem separately, without using the' . 
resources that were available to both of them. The counselors recognized 
the fact that the guards did have some resources, that they were 

intelligent p~ople. 

We gave them other types of problems. They worked togeth~!r on these 
problems. In five days, these men came up with an action. plan that 
they could take back to their institutions to solve probll=ms. 

First of all, we had to learn to identify problems jointly; then we 
had to find alternatives to these problems. We were not talking 
about problems that could be solved by the warden or the superintendent. 
We were talking about problems that were identified, with alternatives 
provided by the men. They solved these problems at their level -
at t4e guard and counselor level •. That is not the answer to all t4e 
problems in the institutions. That is only scratching the surface. 
They feel now that they have an action plan that they can take back 
to their institutions and solve some problems that exist for them. 

How can they realistically become involved in rehabilitation of the 
inmate, an inmate that doesn't un4erstand. 

Some of the speakers have talked about training. It is imperative 
that we train, imperative that .... "le educate. 

We have come to the conclusion in the past two and one-half years. 
that the institutions in the state of Illinois are only a microcosm-
what is happening in the so-called free society? The difference 
is that everything is magnified by many times. The hatred that 
goes on outside the institution, goes on many more times inside the 
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institution. Behavior becomes ex . . 
realize the existence of subcult tr~melY Lmpo:tant. If we fail to 
to recognize the existence of ~ral groups, Lt is because we fail 

. su cu tural groups outside the i'nstitution. 

~e have done at best only. a minimal' b ' Ln our penal institutions In d JO in educat~ng those involved 
we have td take a long co'ld 1 °kr er to develop the existing manpower 

. , 00 at what the . . ., . - ex~st~ng manpower is. 
We have to take a look at wha't' 
h 

resources are a 'I bl 
ave to stop cooling d h ,vaL a e to us. We 
i~ th~ ~nstitutions wh~W:r! ~a;~~~e~~~ta~~r~~~h. T4ere are fellows 
hLps ~n graduate degree people 1 . up to our collective 
valuable. • say we need them - they are 

I talked about the fact that ' 
b 

. rac~sm and bigot 

b
P: o lems: Our failure to recognize the ' ry are our two biggest l 

~gotry ~s our single greatest bl ex~stence of racism and 
that. I talked about the fact ~~~t ~~~ L:t ~e amplify a little on 
cover the southern part of the state maJor~ty of our personnel 
part of the state to work the' • When they come to the northern 
of the staff as rednecks 'cra ~ are ~mmediatelY classified in the minds 
happens. The rest of th~ sta~/~~! karmers. It is unfair, but it 
are doing, or they don't knmv wha~~~h that they don't know what they 
only because' they are not train d t ,eyhare talking about. They don't 
But, by and large, they are wel~ in~~n~i~~e~~me with good intentions. 

They are confronted with a totally d'ff . 
am not trying to cop out for them ~ e:ent k~nd., of culture. I 
you are thrown into a d" if ' I am Just stat~ng a fact: that when 
And they criticize themLfO~r~~t culture,.your behavior is different. 
and is, subjected to ad' ff' at

k
• Espec~ally when the irunate comes 

Wh 
~ erent ind of cuI tu . h . 

en he is criticized he iI' . . re, e ~s criticized. , s a so pun~shed. 

We cannot effectively bring innovative 
where those involved in imple • t' hPrograms to the institution, 
it Th' , h men ~ng t e program don't understand 

• ~s ~s w at has happened. ' 

There is a lack of awareness among the eo 1 
are all about. Take the' position of th~ ~ e as to Hhat t~ese programs 
here for $560 a month' I obey the I fguard. He says, 1 am working 
The programs in trainin' and aws ~ th: l~nd, as I promised. 
do not take part in areg 1 e~ucation ~n th~s ~nstitution, which I 

I 
. , re atlve to retrain' h 

e ectronics, auto repair and'n d ~ng, s~c as: welding, 
part in. I have been go~d and 0 than on and on, wh~ch 1 cannQ·t take 
this institution they can te~ have been bad. After they leave 
the money that I'am making. ffo ou ~nto the world and make three times 

We talked about' the career l'f 
them as career management s ~t:m:s ~~ncePt. We prefer to think of 
the reward system will h y h' ere a guard can move up, and 

c ange, were he does not t 'h' 
as a security man in correction s ~y ~n ~s career 
aspect of that institution and s. B~t ~e can move ~nto the .clinical 
We believe that there should bemov~. ac· in:o s:cur~ty if he so c~ooses. 
going up and coming down W a ateral d~~tr~but~on of information 

• e must make mass~ve innovations and we 
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There is a poem that goes: "They are not long 
must make them now. h 1 e desire and hate. 
for the weeping and the laughter, t e ov 
And I think they have no powers aft~r we have passe~ the gate. 

They are not long for the ~ays o~ :~~: :~~ ~~:::'~;e over. We can 
Ladies and g~nt1emen, o~r ay~ ~ld days where we kept a man for a 
no l~n~er th1~k ab~u~i~eea;~Othen turned him loose. Our society 
spec1f1ed per10d °t deal more sophisticated than that now. 
has become a grea 

We are talking about training inmates to make adreien~~~ !~:~eo~~ates 
society where we have 'not trained ourselves to e.a w 
in a productive way. ' 

l ' " 1 k at why inmates---and particularly 
We have to take a rea 1St1C 00 d Not because they are re,ady 

h b1 k 'nmstes---have not returne • 
t e ac 1 , have talked with numbers of these 
to enter the free Soc1ety. I h er black cats are going to 

h h 'd' "Because t ose young . h 
men w 0 ave sa1 '" '1 t that they were unable o+:' t at 
get me ripped off. It s1mp y mean 
the knowledge was not available to them. 

f 1 f th e other young men that . 
Consequently, they are so fea: u ,~ t'~: It doesn't mean they 
they will not go back to the 1nst1 u :of th'ey go back to the instit.ution, 

't crimes' it means 1 
are going to comm1 'd' f blem for the po1ice 1officer on the 
it will create 'a new k1n bO prtho ld burglar not the new stick-up 

t We are talking a out eo, f stree. . 'i 'nstitutions - a new kind 0 that we are creat1ng n our 1 ,. ' 
;~~~kenstein that will come out and perpetrate h1s cr1me. 

h' th t we can use in law 
I say "welcome" to anybody who has anyt 1ng a be the best 
enforcement and in the courts to help our system to 
in the world. Thank you. 
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The Criminal Justice Universe 

Carl W. Hamrn 

Criminal justice is a dynamic sytem of values, mores, priorities and 
a constant shifting of major social responsibilities. As we develop 
expertise to meet social and leigal problems, we may lean toward an 
easy way out by equating expertise with total responsibility. Our 
priorities may get mixed up. An example of this was cited in a 
national news release which pointed out that a Washington, D.C., 
newspaper has an offer of $5,000 to anyone who can contribute to the 
solution of a series of murders in that area--and $9,000 to anybody 
who can solve the newspaper's cashword puzzle. 

Some 50 years ago an Eskimo Shaman responded to a question by 
Knud Rasmussen about the fears of a people living north of the Arctic 
Circle. "We fear the cold and the things we do not understand. But 
most of all we fear the heedless ones among ourselves ••• " This could 
well be a statement of our American society today --"But most of all 
we fear the heedless ones among ourselves." 

Th~ Challenge of ~ 1£ ~ Free Society underscored the necessity of 
comprehensive criminal justice planning at local, state and national 
levels. Criminal justice planning is not limited to police, courts 
and corrections but includes a continuum of state, county and municipal 
services that must compliment each other rather than compete. 

It is imperative that each of us recognizes the need for a concerted 
effort that not only provides for the deterrence, prevention and 
detection of crime but through integrated goals, culminates in coordinated, 
quality community services that will aim toward meeting the expectations 
of each neighborhood--each citizen--based upon something approaching 
total cooperation. 

The model developed here, hopefully; ~il1 provide a visual impact 
on the potential results of a systems approach to criminal justice 
social justice planning and action. 

The board has 12 incandescent lamps arranged in a circ1e--each lamp 
represents a segment of the overall criminal justice system. The 
client--deviant, misdemeanant, criminal--the "heedless oneil is 
represented by the center object. 

Incandescent lamps were chosen because of their wide use in illumination. 
The incandescent lamp operates at about 25 percent efficiency--most 
of the electricity is dissipated, not as light but as heat. You've 
proved this yourself in removing light bulbs from their sockets. 
However, incandescent lighting requires a small installation investment 
and operates directly from a simple wired socket. 
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tl center 11 client. II 
Watch the effective light irupact on 1e 

1. police and police action 

2. Courts 

3. corrections 

4. Legal services 

5. Schools . 

6. Social Services 

7. Medical services 

8. Local and corporate business 

9. Metropolitan area planning 

10. community planning 

Usually identified as 
the complete criminal 
justice system. 

11. Neighborhood partiqipatory involvement 

12. Individual citizen concern. 

we eliminate more and more of the 
As we light each of these lamps, h i 25 watt bulb--the 
darkened areas and the shadow effect. Ehac hS a 11 of these bulbs 

00 tt I n assure you t at w en a d total is 3 wa s. ca £i u t of heat being generate • 
are illuminated, there is a terri c amo n 

that might be generated if each of t~e 
This is analagous to the heat he roblem of the "heedles!, ones. 
named agenci~s were to surround t PI f these agencies may not be 
The heat ls generated because the goa sOh t effl::ctiv~ means 
coordinated and, like the bulbs, are not t e moS 
for the illumination of the problem. 

b lb ith a fluorescent tube, 
If we were to replace each incandesc~nt u tt:ge However, we WQuld 
we could spread more light witn far es~ wa k t'and bulb and invest 
have to discard the simple fixture .of t e ~o~e: fluorescent tubes. 
in starters, transformers, ne'll1 fixtures an tin from 25 percent 
'~e would be t.lcreasing the lighting efficiency ria br~ught about by 

80 Thi efficiency increase s to about I',.T.cent. s· d li inating the production 
generating more light with less wattage an e m 
of HEAT. 

. e of the heat sometimes 
The heat generated by the board is illustrat~v lack of inter-agency 
produced by goal conflicts. poor cotrnnduinic~~i~~~~ of responsibility. 
and citizen participation, and poor str u 

. d 1 f a system somewhere 
Perhaps this is not your situation--it ~s a mo e 0 

that is not working. 
io l' the utilization of manpower 

The fluorescent model embodies an ea Ln . t 
in the region, community and the criminal just~ce sys em. 
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Pre-conference Questionnaire Responses 

Responses 

A questionnaire was mailed to those indicating that they would be 
in attendance at the Omaha Conference on the Criminal Justice 
Universe, The question sought to elicit responses from the prospective 
attendees concerning their assessment of manpower development needs 
within their own component and within the other t,olO t.!omponents, 
of the three components making up the criminal justic,e system--
police, courts and corrections. 

Of the 150 questionnaires mailed, 110 responses had been received 
as of F~bruary 3, 1972. The following information constitutes a 
digesting of the responses, wherein those responses of like nature 
and content were combined into one response for ease of presentation 
ana evaluation. 

Attached to this report is a copy of the questionnaire. The responses 
are so numbered as to correspond to the number of the respective 
question. 

The responses were divided into appropriate groupings reflecting 
the concerns of the police respondents, where such responses would 
indicate a difference in frame of reference. 

Not all the concerns will be considered in depth during the conference, 
in that some of the responses deal with problems or concerns not 
specifically related to manpower development or constitute items 
wherein manpower development would provide only minimal impact, 
if any. The primary theme of the conference is nlanpower development; 
any concerns not specifically related to this central theme will 
not be discussed during the conference program time. 
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guestion number one: hi h rovides you with a summary 
"1n referring to th,e enclosure w : p what (which) do you feel are 

f '~ls and object1ves, 
of the con erence go.. l' nd objectives 1" 
tne most important of these goa s a 

stated that they felt goal number one 
Twenty-two (22) respondents 
was the most important; 

felt goal number two was the most 
Fifty-six (56) stated that they 
important; 

felt goal number three was the 
Forty-four (44) stated that they 
most important; 

goal number four was the most 
Ninetuen (19) stated that they felt 
important; 

(36) S
tated that they felt goal number five was the most 

Thirty-six 
important; 

they felt goa1 number six was the most 
Forty-three (43) stated that 
important. 

tHan one item on the 
res n., ondents indicated more (In some instances, r ) 

list \>18S (were) the most important., 

" 

, 
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guestion number ~: 
"ls there something else which you would have preferred to see considered 
as a topic?" 

1. Clear definition of the responsibilities ot Manpower Dev.>4oprnent 
Assistance Division in relation to the total LEAA program, the 
LEAA Regions, and the SPA's. 

2. Specific examples of successful LEAA,regional efforts. 

3. Justification of LEAA's funding of socially-oriented programs. 

4. Information on proposed training' academies I law enforcement 
training center, etc. 

5. Explanation of LEAA grant guidelines. 

6. Establishment of general seminars, to include the entlre criminal 
justice system. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

1') 
~. 

14. 

LEEP - Law Enforcement Education Program 

The role of the university in manpower development. 

Analyze functional needs and the future roles of the criminal 
justice components; unify and analyze these needs to eHtninate 
waste and duplication within the system; provide methods of 
assigning responsibil ities and uniting as a team to prO\ri,c1~ 
needed services in criminal justice. 

Programs to promote greater public awareness of the problems of 
the criminal justice system. 

How to most effectively identify manpower needs; most efEe~tiv(' 
and efficient means, including past and present resources, for 
multi-disciplined effort to attain manpower development. 

Specific examples used in meeting stated conference objectives. 

The quality of the present education system and a means for 
standardization of recruitment, training and education, includillg 
pre-service, in-service and auxiliary help and staff education 
programs. 

Regionalized advanced training to supplement in-state training 
programs. 

15. Present procedures versus crime rates. 

16. The State/Federal distinction in law enforcement. 
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gueztion number three: "What do you see as the main problems and obstacles ·toprogress in 

your own component?" 

POLICE 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Lack of interagency flow of information and regiona1ization. 

Lack of legislative support, in some states, for minimum selection 

and training standards. 

Upgrade pay level, fringe benefits, incJ.uding pensions, to'attract 

desired personnel. 

Inadequate public relations and lack of communication by both 

police and community. 

Insufficient follow-up on funding (request and proposals.) 

Lack of communications with courts and administrators, the 
District Attorneys, defense and prosecuting attorneys. 

Lack of efforts to upgrade recruitment, personnel evaluation 
techniques, personnel generally, education ald train~ng stan~ards, 
including management skills, role development, pub1~c re1at~ons, 
etc. 

8. Need to develop programs to meet changing sociological demands. 

9. Too much political influence and orientation. 

10. 'Lack of cooperation within individual department, and between 

different departments. 
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Question number three: 
"What do you see7sthe main problems and obstacle 
in your own component?" to progress 

COURTS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Lack of sufficient number of able administrators 
and specialization. ' of leadership, 

Need to develop resources in cooperating . with th agenc~es and communications 
em, such as, attorneys, legal aid services, and other 

such persons and organ.izations. 

Need to relieve case backlog and overloads. 

Eliminate out-dated criminal codes and statutes. 

~~h!~~i~~:~io~n!~~~~!~7 ~~o~;~~~r~:sc~~v~~~;~~~jt~:~ka~~ ~pecialized 
knowledge of them generally. 0 

Need to unite public in support of ,judi"i' a1 ~ services and facilities. 

Lack of adequate funding. 

Need for standardization of court procedures. 

Lack of sufficient manpower utilization, and lack of 

Lack of understanding about available LEAA programs. 

Lack of sufficient alternatives to sentencing. 
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Question ~~ three: 
"What do you see as the main problems and obstacles to progress in 
your own component?" 

CORRECTIONS 

1. Need to improve community relations; _ presently too much interference 
by media results in agitation of public and inmates; too much of -
such interference;, too many outside forces are deadlocking the 
institutional progress. 

2. Lack of adequate funding. 

3. Need to upgrade personnel; need for manpower development programs 
and training programs; need for management programs and recruitment 
standards. 

4. Need for revision of penal code. 

5. Need for upgrading rehabilitation and confinement programs; 
community rehabilitation programs as alternatives to incarceration, 
and initiati.on of special;i.zed programs. 

6 •. Need for improvement of methods of probation and parole. 
! 

7. Present system is too resistant to change, such as, rigid me'dt 
systems, lack of coordination among sub-components, role conflicts, 
and operational ambiguity. 

8. Insufficient data to effect a good systems analysis approach. 

9. Need to coordinate institutional concepts and field services. 

10. Lack of goal defining. 

11. Disregard for the criminal justice system and lack of any meaningful 
communication with the other system components • 
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, . 
Question number four' 
"Wh -' at do you see as the main 
in the other two components wi~~~~e~~ and.o~stacles to progress 

e cr~m~nal justice sytem?" 
POLICE 

1. Need for greater public su 
oriented traj.ning programs PP~~:i~~~e underst~nding, establish community 

, commun~ty related Programs. 
Upgrade standards for trainin .. 
education' more fund g, recru~tment, evaluation d 
f . ' s are needed f b t - an 
r~nge benefits and spe . l' or, e ter salaries' need better 

c~a ~zed training programs. > 

Lack of communication between ' 
arrest procedures follow-' POllee ~nd the courts regarding 

, up, sentenc~ng, bail, etc. 
Too much political . fl 

~n uence within police departments, • 
Not innovative enough ' 

~n programming. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. Lack of communication 
P ' at high levels of d romot~onal methods. epartment; too rigid 

~any times police 
~n the courts. are not available during ~"d' 'd 1 ....... ~v~ ua arrest cases 

7. 
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, number four: 1 d obstacles to progr~ss 

~uest~on the main prob~ems ~n . 1 justice system? 
"What do you see as ithin the cn.mina 
the other two components w 

COURTS ther than confinement, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

, alternate avenues 0, . in uency, drug and 
Procedural reform, t 'n areas---juven~le del q R lief of backlog 
for sentencing in c~r a~lY disturbed cases, etc. epre_sentencing 
alcohol abuse, e~o~'~~~ion and specialized courts. 
by clearer case e.~ 

t'gations neeaed. 
inves ~ administrators regarding 

f ' d es and court 1 pete. 
~d'ng training 0 JU g thods of fol ow-u , 

Upgr~ ~ h bilitative programs, me 
on-going re a 

b I' of administrators 
Increase nUID e 

f bail procedures. 
Improvement o. 

Too much competition, 
and the police. 

rather than 

and judges. 

between the courts 
cooperation, 
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Question number four: 
"What do you see as the main problems and obstacles to progress in 
the other two components within the criminal justice system?" 

CORRECTION~ 

1. Rigid structure) resistance to change. 

2. Need to upgrade persc;>nned, training an~ recruitment, salaries 
and benefits; promotional system too rigid; n~ed better education 
for personnel; too much competitiveness within the system. 

3. Inadequate funding blocks avenues to new approaches, to improvement 
of physical facilities and personnel. 

4. Lack of community communications; corrections must be obligated 
to both the public and the prisoner; establishment of community 
rehabilitative programs and those of probation and parole. 

5. Less emphasis should be placed on imprisonment, n.ew ideas and 
techniques need to be developed as to rehabilitative probation 
and parole. 

6. Lack of communications between courts and corrections. 

7. Correc~ions and police have vested interests which cause personal 
jealousies and competition rather than coordination of efforts 
tmvard common goals. 
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. in 
" wnber four: d obstacles to progress 

Sluest~on n ~ the main problems
i 

ainal J"us tice system?" . 
"Wbat do yOU see as with the cr m n 

h t WO components the ot er 

ALL COMPONENT.§. 
--- -- litical influence. 

Toc .
much emphasis placed on po 

1. d ommon effort to I 
" " understanding,an c one's individua 

2. Lack of commun~~~~:o~~~ much emphasiS is ~~~c:~ ~~e entire cri~inal 
reach common go , considering it.as P .. 
component rather t~an 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

justice system. lack of standardized ' 
f mmon information; 

Lack of exchange 0 co 
and reporting systems. 

records ." and efficient 
" "n and effect~ve 

Lack of middle management ~r~~~~o!er development resources. 
" " f manpower an 

util~zat~on 0 " bl k consequently, 
wh~ch oc, " 

k of public relations progr~~ as p\l.Jlic and legislat~~e 
Lac d mmunity relat:l.ons , ~s we bl" c indifference and apa y. 
goo. co ." "the result 1.S pu 1. 
unders tand1.ng, d the Regions; 

" ween Washington an I 
Lack of communicat1.0n bet M f nding requirements. 

understanding of 1£ u 
lack of 
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Question nwnber five; 
"What do you hope to accomplish at this conference?" 

1. Establish high level contacts for present and future exchange of 
ideas and information; hope of implementation, of conference. goals 
and ideas generated. 

2. Establish public awareness programs where criminal justice systems 
interact directly with the community. 

3. Gain insights into LEAA funding, programming, goals, objectives, 
and projects of manpower ,development; define its role in all areas 
of criminal justice including the roles of the regional offices 
and interacting agencies; cooperation with LEAA in reaching its 
defined goals. 

4. Gather information on problems facing the entire criminal justice 
system, regional organization, manpower development, training, 
etc.; goals and objectives; priorities; to solicit cooperation 
of all three components in reaching real viable solutions; to 
develop necessary research, training and education programs. 

5. Discuss and perhaps estabiish statewide procedural councils 
composed of representatives of all three criminal justice components; 
institute statewide in-service programs and appraise t,: adequacy of 
on-going programs. 

6. Reach a better understanding of national objectives toward criminal 
justice and create a national effort at reaching the stated 
objective and for problem solving. 

7. Regional approach to problem solving. 

8. Strengthen and enlarge the areas where courts, poUcc and 
corrections already work closely together • 
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the accomplishment 
umber six: to. assist in 

~estio~ n t ~ yOU willing 
"To whatexten 1 OZII 
of Conference goa s They ranged from "no 

varied greatly. and personnel to 
Responses to t~iS t~~e~~tment of reso~rc:~ies identified at 
response," to ~~velopment goals and pr orl. 
those manpower " 
the conference. 
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Question number ~: 
"What do you feel is the most lacking criminal justice today?" 

1. State executive and 1egi,slative support. 

2. Public awareness and support of the problems, goals and objectives 
of the criminal justice system. 

3. Lack of innovative thinking and resis t'ance to change. 

4. Lack of communications, understanding, cooperation and coordination 
among all componentsj personal interests which many times override 
unified efforts. 

5. Lack of effective training, leadership, education, including a 
greater variety of college courses, development and modernization 
of middle management, administrative and specialized courses and 
programs. 

6. Lack of adequate funding, materials and equipment, failure to 
effectively utilize that which is now available. 

7. Lack of effective prog~ams of research and development, evaluation, 
standardized procedures, methodologies and information dissemination. 

8. Definition of the scope of state, local, regional and national 
agencies and their respective responsibilities. 

9. Lack of leadership at a national level. 

10. Lack of adequate staff, effective means of recruitment, career 
opportunities, sufficient salary incentives and fringe benefits. 

11. Clearer definition of roles ts needed. 

12. Lack of specialists in manpower development, more are needed for 
administrative trainingj'lack of commitment and priority for manpower 
development programs. 

13. Need to improve existing ways, and effect new ways of dealing with 
convicted individuals; improve rehabilitation and probation and 
parole. 
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, mber ~gh~~ ,?II 
n~estl.On ~other observatl.ons, , 
~ any , c. oordinatJ.on 
ilHave yoU for better cooperacJ.on, 

d for concerted effo~th' the LEM Regions .. 
1 Great n(:e . "'1.' th and Wl.t l.n • ' atl.onu w and con.lIunJ.c d I' tical influence 
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The Economics of Criminal Justice 

Carl W. Hamm 

If we accept the premise that police, courts and corrections can ' 
effectively interface with the other agencies as well as with communities, 
neighborhoods and individual citizens, then we should be looking at 
cost factors of the system as a whole. Do'dollar investments made 
at the police level have a benefit carry-over to the courts? Or 
to corrections? 

It has been accepted that the police budget is a 90 percent investment 
in salaries. I don't know of similar studies in courts and corrections -
but if my observations are correct - these criminal justice segments 
reflect an approximate 90 percent wage cost as well. If our major -
90 percent - investment is buying peoples ' services, then we should 
be supplementing this investment with dynamic programs of MA,"OtvER 
DEVELOPMENT. 

The concept of a criminal justice system as a single entity is 
threatened by further fragmentation as the rapid technological changes 
in education, training, systems, EDP, forensic sciences, social 
research and the legal framework tend to create parochial experts -
very necessary to the complex whole - but dangerous if we reduce 
communications throughout the system and opt for subgoals too far 
removed from a common goal that relates to our mutually shared client • 

Within the so~called "syste~' we are often guilty of scapegoating. 
of sterec: typing the other components without an lIin-house" check of our 
own capabilities or shortcomings. There are a number of deficiencies 
that many criminal justice systems have in common - to name a few: 

THE LACK OF A METHODOLOGY TO EVALUATE OPERATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
CHANGES IN OPERATIONS 

THE LACK OF A CLEAR DIVIDING LINE BETWEEN CRIMINAL AND NON
CRIMINAL MATTERS 

A MERIT SYSTEM OF EMPLOYMENT DESIGNED TO DISCIPLINE THE SERVICE 
RATHER THAN TO SERVE THE DISCIPLINE 

THE LACK OF A STANDARD RECORDS SYSTEM THAT WILL SPAN THE CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SYSTEM 

THE DEARTH OF PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR POLICE, COURTS AND CORRECTIONS 
INADEQUATE TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFER OF INNOVATIVE IDEAS AND EXPERIMENTS 

THAT MIGHT STRENTHEN THE TIES WITHIN CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
LITTLE HAS BEEN DONE TO COORDINATE THE ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

OF THE AGENCIES ASSIGNED THE TASKS OF REDUOING CRIMES, 
ADJUDICATING OFFENDERS, OR SHARING THE CORRECTIONAL RESP,JNSIBILITIES 

A 1970 study of crime by U.S. News and World Report suggests that the 
cost of crime amounts to five percent of the GNP, or about $50 Billion 
per year. Of this amount, the single largest component is .the dollar 
input of gampling activities of organized crime ($15 billion). 
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Combined costs of hon\icide and assaults (in loss of earnings and 
medical costs), drunk,9n driving (in wage loss, medic'al costs and 
property damage) and l:ax fraud are estimated at $4.2 billion. The 
cost: of all illegal goods and services of organized crime is estimateo. 
at $19.7 billion. Crilnes against property and business (other than 
organized crime) including losses to n~rchandisers and manufacturers 
from internaltheft:s, k1ckbacks, unrepotted business thefts, robbery 
and thefts (including auto theft), embezzlement, fraud, forgery, 
vandalism, arson and shoplifting cost $13.1 billion. 

FEDERAl, STATE AND LOGA!, GOVERNMENT spent $8.6 billion during 1970 
on the Criminal Justice System -- just over one-fifth of the cont 
of criminal activity and i\bout 66 percent of the U. S, GNP, Britain, 
in 1970 spent 83 percent of its GNP for its Criminal Justice System. 

Private crime fighting cosl:s of security services dUring 1970 amounted 
to $5.5 ~illion, a figure Which does not include the CQst of private 
insuran.ce. Insurance agtlinst: theft, burglary, auto theft -- and the 
new F~deral program subsidizing crime insurance in high risk neighborhoods 
will further increase these costs. NOTE ~ THE FULL FINANCIAL AND 
CUL'r,'GRAL COSTS OF CORRUPrION OF PUBl,'IcOFFICIALS IS STILL ANOTHER 
CO~T FACTOR TO BE ADDED. 

H would app€lar the the calculable costs of crime are tied to the 
GNP, however, the relationship of Criminal Justice expenditures to 
combat crime at the Federal, state and local levels has shown a widening 
gap during the period from 1960 through 1970 despite dollar increases. 

YOUTH - ~ FACTOR IN CRIMINAL JUSTIOE ECONOMICS 

Statistics rel.::ently released by the U.S. Census Bureau indicate a 
drop of I, 6 y(~ars in the median age since 1960. While this shm~s 
that we are getting younger --- that factor may cause a more rapid 
aging process for you and me. During the past ,eleven years, the 
youth segment ot our pop\llation has leaped by 53 percent. The youth 
census includes all those 25 years and under. The age group of 14 to 
17 increased 45 percent to 16.2 million in 1971. ,While the age group 
of 18 to 21 increased from 1960 to reach 14.8 million by 1971. 
Couple these statistics with the records which indicate that the 
active deviant and the criminal are between the ages of 13 and 25, 
and you can see that MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT within the Criminal Justice 
System MUST HAVE TOP PRIORITY as a change agent. 

This \~ill be accomplished through your Regional Administrator and 
his Manpower Development Assistance Specialist. Our task in Washington 
will be that of providing technological transfer, designing program 
models, and conducting a cot1tinuo~s search for innovative methods and 

'\'leans of unifying training, education, experience and ne'V7 concepts 
to involve the total connnunity in the Criminal Justice effort. 

I have been exchanging audio t~pes with Chief Inspector Fenn in 
Britain since my visit there in 1968-1969. In a tape that I received 
last week, Inspector Fenn advised that the crime increase in converted 
dollar costs in Britain had doubled for each reported crime during the 
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Goals-Setting 

~~rtin R. Gardner 

In view of the request on the part of so many attendees to be afforded 
more of an opportunity to participate i.n workshop sessions, those of 
yot:. making that request will be pleased to know that this presentation 
addressing goal-setting is not r..9ing to be a lengthy, -in-depth discussion 
of the techniques of goal-setting; such a presentation would be neither 
necessary nor va~uable--nor a g09d use of our conference time. It "should 
suffice to provide you with a brief idea regarding how we-would like to 
see the goal-setting sessions take place. 

Our only purpose in this presentation is to make a de.finiteJ distinction 
between positive assertions, future-oriented wishes, and de'finite plans 
for taking definite steps in definite programs. 

To be effective, goal-setting must involve the determination of \vhere 
one is and where one wants to go. Thereafter, the methodology used to 
reach these goals is vital to 'the successful reaching of them. 

We might draw a parallel between goal-setting in our situacion, and 
'goal-setting in taking a ship from one point to another. It would be 
one thing to discuss a desired destination for a sailing trip. It would 
be quite another thing to go to the lengths of plOtting out the exact 
route; making navigational determinations necessary in such a venture; 
attempting tc anticipate diffi.cul~ies; designing alternative courses, 
if needed; setting deadlines for segments and for the entirety of the 
trip; addressing responsibilities and establishing accountability; and 
having some method for determination of the exact position of the ship 
at any point in time during the trip. W~thout these facets, these 
essentials, the chances of reach~ng a given destination would be 
diminish,~d considerably. 

In the same sense, you will not only have the responstbility of determining 
manpower dev'elopment needs, during this conference; you will have the 
additional responsibility of providing some suggestions as to pathways 
which might lead to methods of meeting the identified needs. After your 
,return to your respective regions, you will have yet the 8.dditional 
burden of "fleshing out" the rough plans which we hope you will design 
here. 

Let me erriphasi~e that, in the rather short span of time during which 
this conference will be tn· session, we cannot expect you to achieve much 
more than an identifi~ation' of needs and some t~ntative alternative 
approaches to meeting identified needs. The crucial point comes upon 
your return to your jurisdiction. It 'is then tnat this effort must be 
continued at the regional~ state and local levels, if it is to have any 
lasting impact. 

In your workshops, then, we would ask that you address those neec,ls which 
have been identified in the componential. wQrkshops, the Hasic needs in 
manpower development. We would ask that you prioritize these needs and 
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Guidelines and a Model ·.for Evaluation 

Robert M. Carter 

The process of evaluation is no stranger to the administrator. 
Whether concerned with strategic, mid-range, or short-term activi.ties, 
the administrator is constantly making 'evaluation. Evaluation is the 
key to sound decision-making, and it is de'cision-making which is of 
primary importance among all administrative activities. 

Although most administrators are concerned with and anxious to use 
evaluation as a tool in the management of their agencies, there has 
been some considerable confusion about the nature of evaluation. , ' 
Thet't"esident's Crime Conunission accurately noted that university
trained research personnel employed by justice agencies frequently 
approached organizational problems from an academic frame of 
reference or were almost completely unacquainted \vith operational 
problems of the agencies. They used a mysterious language of 
"contingency coefficients" and "multiple linear regressions" and 
their techniques and methodologies for evaluation were equally alien 
to administrators. Conversely, the administrators were generally 
neither well versed in a social science .approach to evaluation nor 
able to envision tht.:! creation of an ongoing research and evaluation 
program w.ithin their agencies. It is not surprising that from this 
background emerged some considerable confusion and '·suspicion about 
the nature and process of evauation. And yet, the process of eyaluation 
is, as noted, esp0.dally complex--particularly when it is dissected 
and analyzed through its major component parts or elements •. There 
are four identifIable parts in the spectrum of evaluation: objectives, 
programs, standards, and methodologies. These will be examined 
separately and then joined together into a simple model for evaluation. 

Evaluation of a program (or process) must begin--not with the program-
but with a clear and explicit identification of ,the objectives toward 
which it is geared. At bottom, the administrator mus.t be able to 
outline his goals or purposes, not only in general terms, but also 
as px:ecise c1~ar objectives ... "Objective number one i· ... ,"·"Objective 
number two is ••• ,1l and so on. Further, it must be recognized that 
the objectives may be of two levels: a. "need to achieve" or primary 
objective and a "nice to achieve" or secondary objective. There 
may be one or mor~ of each type objective and accordingly a priority 
or special emphasis may be placed upon accomplishment of one objective 
rather than another. For the purposes of model construction I the 
objectives may be represented as a target. 

In the target illustration, there are two equally important primary 
objectives reprc,<:;en.ted by the two pieces of the b', Iseye.. There 
are also t'\oW secondary objectives, not of equal 7'nportance, assigned 
to the Sand. 1 .rings. 

Emphasis is placed upon the fact that the administrator should be 
aware of the objectives and, where appropriate, their priorities without 
recourse to "outsideU consultants or experts. 
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The second componen,t of the evaluatibn process is the explicit 
identification of the program (2.tprocess) ~ include lli component 
parts. As was the case with objectives, the administrator should be 
aware of most of the elements which comprise a particular program. 
It is iLnsufficient to identify the program in broad terms; specifics 
are required. As an example, the administrator who tells us that 
he has a "delinquency prevention" or "group counseling" program has 
in faGt told us very, very little. To understand his program would 
requi'ce some considerable detail about such basics as who is involved 
and why, and how qid they get involved and when, the degree or extent 
of involvement, thenatur'e of the program and so on. For model 
construction purposes, a neat symmetrical representation of "program" 
is ~nappropriate; for all of the components of a program cannot be 
identified; there are pieces which are elusive or hidden and there 
ar(~ Sonier the existence of which are unsuspected. Accordingly, our 
model px;esentation for program .is somewhat "amoeba-like" ,.;rith most, 
but not all, components identified. The unknown elements are identified 
by !Ix." 

When objective and program are fused together into a model II the 
thrust of evaluation becomes evident. Programs are evaluated against-
or in terms of--objectives. 

Evaluation can neitheI' exist in a vacuum nor be solely 'an examination 
of programs and objectives. There is a requirement for development 
of a type or types of measures to determine how well programs and 
objectives mesh. Thus, the third element in the process of evaluation 
is the development of'~ 2.t ~measures 2.t star.dards£! criteria 
i2£ evaluation. These measures may be few or many, simple or complex; 
but, as was the case for objectives and programs, they must be precise, 
explicit, and identifiable by the &dministrator. Since these standards 
serve as a measuring device to determine the fit of program to 
objective, our model utilizes a simulated ruler. 

The ruler for this model is six units long, with the units here 
representing cost, time, personnel, ease of operations, politics, 
and effort t"equired. The ruler may be longer or shorter with finer 
or coarseI' units, or with different and varying units of measure. 

At this point, three of the four elements of evaluation ~ave been 
identified: objectives, programs and standards, and it has been 
pointed .out that the administrator should have fairly complete 
knowledge of the specific components of each of these three elements 
without recourse to "expertise" from outside his agency. The fourth 
element of concern is methodology. Methodology provides the techniques 
fo~ evaluation and focuses on four questions--who, when, where, and 
how? These questions may take 1;:.!te, following forni.: "Who will do the 
evaluation--the agency itself or consultants from the outside?"; 
H\fuen will it be done-~at thQ beginning of the program, during the 
life of the program, or at program termination?lI; "Where will the 
evaluation be done--with1n the agency, in a research division, on a 
campus?"; and ,"How will the evaluation be done~-bycomputer, by 
subjective techniques, or by' tic marks drawn on a yellow tablet?" 
Although it is possible that the administrator will not know the answers 
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Minerity Recruitment 

. Clarence M. Ccster 

Thank yeu fer .inviting me to. be with yeu at yeur cenference and to. 
talk to. you this neen. I am geing to. speak en the subject of minerity 
recruitment. 

Nene ef ycu need reminding that this subject is impertant to. every 
aspect ef law enfercement and criminal justice, but I weuld like to. add 
a few observaticns ef my cwn. 

Few peeple having anything to. de with pclicing, adjudicating, er 
ccrrecting are unaware ef the fact that peer minerity grcup practices 
make their already severe preblems much werse. 

Let me say it in plain language. What is needed are mere members 
ef minerity grcups in the ranks ef pelice efficers, ccurt efficials, 
and cerrectienal efficers. 

It's just that simple. 

But if it is easy to. state the preblem, it is net so. easy to. solve it, 
althcugh scme first steps are certainly ebvieus. 

A number cf state pel ice departments have clearly net dene eneugh to. 
recruit blacks, even theugh the presence ef black officers has proven 
to. be especially helpful in centrelling velatile situatiens, such as 
these feund at demcnstratiens er large-scale disturbances. 

A recent newspaper acceunt ef a survey ef eight state pelicl:! departments 
~h6wed enly 27 blacks ameng mere than 5,000 state patrelmen and treepers. 
Two. ef the eight states had no. biack state pel icemen at all. The ether 
six states each had frem two. .te nine black state pelicemen. 

By and large, minerity greups in this ceuntry suffer and are a primary 
crime target. They want better pelicing and are usually mere than willing 
to. suppert lawenfercement imprevement pregrams, previded enly that 
these pregrams are ccler-blind. 

Law enfercement and criminal justice agencies weuld de well to. temember 
that they have strong allies .ameng minerity greups. Hewever, the 
mistakes cf histery ~annot be undone in a single year er even 1n a 
single decade. 

Pelice department corrananders, judges, public safety directors, cerrectiens 
ceImlissioners, and all the expe'cts in the land cannet remake an. entire 
seciety cvernight. The integratien of blacks, Mexican-Americans, 
Puerto Ricans, and others into. pesitiens ef responsibility and leadership 
is a precess as intricate as any we face in criminal justice. To. be 
sure, this ccmplexity must not be allewed to exist as an excuse f,er not 
having a wcrthwhile minerity recruitment plan and making it werk. 
Respensible wcrk in this area must pregreSS as rapidly as pessible. 
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The Law Euforee
ment 

Assistance Admini,tr,tion has an important assignment 
in this ~egard. Its responsibility is to help all criminal justice 
agenoies involve. in LEAA--and that means virtually every state and 
local ogency in the cOuntry--comply with civil rights statutes and 
«gula

t 
ion' , Thi s includes an ob liga t ion tares po"" to thos e ',w 

enforcement and criminal jusltice agencies that asl< for assistance in 
minority group re«uit"ent progr,ms. The law prohibit, racial discrimination 
in LEAA fund use, and the st:atutes are to be ob,erved both in the letter 

and in the spirit. 
Occ"ion.lly it is asked why ;LEAA is so concerned about civil rights 
.tat

ute 
compti

ance 
when poHce departments face so many other problems 

today • ~ au ""1 have heard t his argu",an t - - or one like it - - yourselves. 

Well, the unS~er is that minority group problems are one of the 
fundamental ."ects of law enforcement, and once thay are straightened 
(jut mnny other difficulties will be eliminated. Last year LEAA 
."ablish

ed 
an Office of CiV;.l Rights Compliance as a separ"e unit 

re, pons ib le for monitoring ped ormance among LEAA' s granteeS and 
subgraateas. lts regulations call for complaints about all"ged 
discrimination to be resolved according to state law if tha .tate in 
q u'S t ion has appropria te~amed ies similar to th e Federal pr()cedures. 
If state r~guk;ltions are lacking or are inadequate, the Federal law 

is invok<!d. 
This shared Federal-state responsibility is consistent ~ith the Omnibus 
crime Control and Safe Streets Act's block-grant approach. ~~hat is to 
SAy, each st.t. is given every opportunity to demon.

trate 
ita good 

faith and ability to implement an effective civil right. program itself. 

To insure that LEAA's standards are observed throughout the program 
a civil rights compliance system has been developed requiring grantees 
and subsrantees to file reports every two years showing racial employment 
data and ather civil rights facts and statistics. Last year LEAA 
distributed 40,000 posters to the State Planning Agencies advising the 
pubHc of the anti_discrimination regulations and directing the State 
Planning Agencies and their sub0rdinate organizations to display them 

in conspicuous places. 

The equa1 employm<!nt opportunity regulations cover all practices 
involving screening, recruiting, selecting, appointing, promoting, 
demoting, and assigning personnel in agencies participating in LEAA 
p rogr ams . They als 0 include emp loyment advertis iug, class if ica t ion, 
Inyof£, termination, upgrading, transfer, leave policy, pay rates, 
fringe benefits, and the use of facilities. That, as they say, 

just about covers the waterfront. 

The re~ulatio\lS are there, and they'~re just about as airtight as 
man Calt malca them. Horeover, I think all of us are aware of the 
n .. 

essit
1 to enforce these regulations vigorously. If ~e don't, the 

cOUl.'tswill, clod the cotirts--especiallY the Federal courts--
are 

nO;"1. 
sbowing mucb patiCnce with the laggards. The agencieS required to .;;port 
civil ~ights statute compliance include all state police departments 
and other state~ide law enforcement agencies; all police departments 
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in !municipalities receiving LEAA £ d 
departments, county police forces u~ ~; and all county sheriffs' 
public law enforcement agencies. ' n similar ci tywide and countywide 

A similar civil rights compliance r~ . LEAA programs is currentlv under d p~rt1ng procedure' for the oth 
correctional institutions' d eve opment. It will cover 
s.taff ~ill periodically i'n' an other grant programs LEM~r courts, . spect LEM' • s audit 
assure compliance ~"ith the civil ri. h~ g:~ntees and subgrantees t an inspection procedures. . g S lnternal review d 0 

What I have just . i :evHlWed with you outlines part cipating in 1tS programs. what LEAA requires of those 

Now I ~'Tould 1 ike to ment io h 
e requirements. '== these comply' with th ' n w at LEAA is doing to h.~lp agencies 

One of, the principal LEA A ff . ,fill t:! 'orts " . 
to the Marquette U" 18 lts technical . ~~i~:n~!r~U'~ice A;~::~s~;~n~~:a~~~~O!n~\~:ta~Hsha~~~s~:~~:rg~:~t 

o an overall I BAA b" orlty Employment 0 
to law enforcement age,,','· 0 J:c t> ve to ex tend tech' 1 pportuni ties. C1US expet'lencing minor~t n1ca assistance ~ y personnel Dr bl 

The Center will p 'd I 0 Bms. 
f rOV1 e consultants to 

re ~rm personnel practices relat' ~ a~encies under court ord 
ass1stance will also be . 1ng ~o m1norities The t ers to 
"endes which wish to prov>~e~, o~ reque,t, to ~ther echnical 
personnel practices A~~~lln~l~r,tlY unprove their hirirlO' law .enf,or'cement 
a dozen te h . • lOug I the project i 0 ana Ot.,H·'T.' reqUe.ting\~~~al :SSi't:nee team, have alre:d;n!~ a ~ew ,,"onths old, • ore w111 follow. en sent out to agencies 

The Center is composed -to guide th C ,ot a board of uniquel I -1 . ~ enter R mission ani ext d y qua iried indiVidual 
aw enforcement c' ,. en consultiv ' s Associate Dean of ommun1ty. The center is headed be ser",) r:es t.:o the 

Milwaukee Fire andN;rql~ette Un~versity Law School ~ ~h~lrJ.:s W. Nt,nLkowski, o 1ce CommIssion. ",n C,1a1rman of the 

The clearest . gained plcture of the Center's Ion 1 G from ~he Center itself whi('h t g-range objectives can be 
• reatly 111creased recru' t • • sates them as: 

of police agencies th 1. me'1t of minority citizens into the k 
2. Improved career d lroughl1ut the nation; and r1.l.n s 

, t . eve opment opport ., 
en erlng, Hnd within .'" unltles for i the nation. ' tIll: t"..tnks of police m nority petgonnel agencies throughout 

To achieve these ] immediate obje t. goa .s the center has e t bl 1 T c lves: s a ished the following 

• a detennine with accur personne 1 by police; -a<>e~:~ th':\ E'xten~ of employment 
•• To 't~y the variou •• :.'~ •• n the ~i'.d States of minority 

.Ml j'r i . s t:lJ nr.Il:: l i.: v r?'·- rtli tm • 
' ••. 'l':' I. ", ~rl;' .lee department'l ro i"";;l th ·i

ent 
campa.igns undertaken by ~ ... Liu._\~r(\ _... e r reason f 3, 'r . .:J _ • or success or 

_0 stUI'~ the evtent ~-. • • • A 01 (J1S 'r' . lllndedng !'he' . C lflunation in the k 
4. '0 dis c, ."~ ho~e ~~~' i:~~ ~~d, ~. t ention of mi~:~i ~ i::.' fac to, 

_.e policeman can be improved in 
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. ;t ting procedures minori.ty commuUl,t es. d rds and employment tes. ., 
To study police employment st~~e~t the recruitment of m~norl,t~es 

5. to le,lrn how such processes a . 
for la'(.l enforcement career.:s. t the Department of .Jus t~ce, 

ide technical assistance 0 • that seek improved 
6. I~Jr():nd all other law enforcemen: ~gen~~~~ritieS in law enforcement. 

tech:liques for attracting a~d r~~~~~~n!nd the field experience 
To utilize the results of t e s 

7. ts atld manuals. to prepare repor . 
the best thinking ava~lable 

The Marquette Center will b;-ing togethe~ty to work on minority group 
in the American criminal just~ce cbomm

un 
a national repository for. h' 

bI Thus the Center Wl.ll . ecome . ps and their relat~ons ~ps. 
pro ems., i t minority grou . 
learning and practiae rela: ~g ~n all criminal justice agenc~es. 
,to the employment opportun~t~es 

d LEAA's other civil rights efforts 
All in all, the Marquette prog:-am an f' ial ef£~ct upon minOl;ity. d d 
are certain to have a sUbst.art:t:tald ~~~~i~~l justice. Every fa1t'-m~n e 

. law enforcemcn an ' 
employment ~n this development. 
pel;'son can only wE!1come 

fulfill the Amel;'ican dreamllonlY 
As the President has said I "We can to fulfill his own dreams. 
when each person 'has a fair chance 
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Uniting the Criminal Justice System Through Regionalization 

Carl W. Hannn 

On March 29, 1971, the Task Force appointed by Jerr:l.s Leonard began 
its work ;in the reorganization of the Law Enforcemrmt Assistance 
Administration. During the following six weeks the Task Force was 
thoroughly briefed by the Administrator, ~ssociate Administrators, 
and the staff of LEAA. Members of the Task Forc'e also made visits 
to a selected number of Regional Offices and state planning agencies. 
They reviewed appropriate parts of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 
Streets Act of 1968 and its amendments, as w'ell as LEAA Directives, 
manuals, reports and explanatory documents. The Task Force called , 
for and received recommendations from individual staff members of 
LEAA and analyzed the stated goals and objectives, as expressed by 
LEAA officials. An in-depth probe of congressional intent and 
projected LEAA planning provided further information and understanding 
of current operations and resulted in new priorities based on the 
changes in the Act legislated in 1970 anciinstituted in 1971. 

It was clear to the Task Force members fi'om their investigations and 
research that the goals of LEAA, as mandated by the intent and the 
~\lritten law, were to assist state and local goverlb'1lents in reduci.ri~~, 

the incidence of crime, and to increase the effectiveness, fairn(" 1~ 
ef'ficacy, and coordination of law enforcement and·,criminal just~',.1 
systems at all levels of government. Specifically, the Task FOi':.e' s 
initial overriding recommendation was to encourage state and local 
governments to adopt comprehensive plans of law enforcement Nhich would 
include all of the components of the criminal and social justice 
system; to make grante and provide technical assistance and guidance, 
itl strengthening total systems; as well as to encourage and conduct 
research directed toward the development of improved methods for the 
prevention and reduction of crime and the detection and apprehension 
of criminals. 

Implicit in the legislation is that LEAA cannot itself deal directly 
with crime, but rather that LEAA has the mandate to provide leadership, 
direction, and assistance in combatting crime. The Act specifies 
that crime is a local problem which must be dealt with by state and 
local governments if it is to be effectively controlled. 

The missions of the Task Force w'as to determine the kinds of programs 
and the organizational structure needed by LEAA to most effectively 
carry out its responsibilities. The primary goals that were built 
into the present reorganized structure demanded new cooperating 
units consisting of: 

Office of Administration 
Operations Support 
National Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Crtminal Justice 
Office of Criminal Justice Assistance 
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, h'ps of each of these units, 
h 'nter-relat~ons ~ nt 

While you snould know t e ~ h uld know the particular segme 
it is of special concern that you hS 

0 the most frequent contact. 
, h' h you are apt to ave 

of t.EAA w~th w ~c , i· I Just.ice Assistance. 
This is the Office of er~m na 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
ADMINISTRA TOR 

ITAFF 

FUNDING 'OLltV 
'AOGUII U 'OR TIHG 

DEpUTY ASSISTANT 
ADMINISl RA TOR 

REGIONAL OPERATIONS 

1 
I MANPOWER I FINAI\ICIAL IYSTEMS DEI/ELOPMENT 

TECHNICAL ~AGIE"'ENT DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE 

ASSiSTANCE nEV~MENT 
CURRltULUM AHD 

.. AN'OWER DtVILO'IiIMT 

poLitI 'TRAIHING 

~~mlI0NI LEE' 

CIVIL DIIORDERI 

~~~tma~gl~~UI"ty REGiONAL OFFICE. 

l-, + HARtOIlCI I 
-L, ~ I + L..--, 

-~ + VIII IX VII 

l~ 
111 IV V 

f,EH. IAH FRAH. IEAnLE 

CHI. DALLAl K,C. 
\.--, L---

H, y, 'HILA. ATLAH. 
L..-- L---

L.-- L.-- L--

, of Law Enforcement Programs 
This unit of LEAA replaces the ~ff~~eapproving and monitoring grants 

~~~!A~h:n:e~~~~~ ~~~a~~o~h~/~;s~~;g~~~e~~p~:~~o:s~s~:~t:o~~d :esertrch 

OeJA is a resource locator, P g t d local levels. It ~s 
1 ff' e at sta e an h' I 

aid through the regiona 0 :can and state planning, and a ve ~c e cal 
also a catalyst for metropolkt I' oeJA encourages state and 10 
for objective evalua:ion and anaa~~~~~rrections and the interfa:e 1 
introspection of poh:e

h c~~:~Sagencies which impinge upon crim~na 
f these components w~t 0 o , 

and uocia1 just~ce. 
authority to the ten LEAA Reg~onal 

OeJA has delegated greater 'm rove the delivery system, ~ncrease 
Administrators in order to : p he field, balance the workload to 
LEAAls total effectivenes~ ~n t ~an ower utilization. The autonomy 
avoid cyclic crises, an~ ~mprov~ ~he~ lines of authority and permit 
vested in the regions ,.,~11 stre gil Each regional office has a 

1 a tion of II impact programs. 'The new structure 
t le ere , h illtant serv~ces. , II f 

1ified staff to furn~s cons The IIfield locat~on 0 , . 
1~areadi1Y adaptab:e t~ progra~i~~~~~;S~llied functions within cr~m~nal 
authority will ass~st ~n conso 
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justice and permit an interface with other federal, state and local 
programs that in any way relate to the deterrence and prevention of 
street cd.mes and the development of manpmver in this broad field. 

Through a closely working relationship ~.,ith spAI s and localized 
planning groups, a long-range plan can be projected with continuous 
planning and evaluation. Every effort is being made to improve 
viability, productivity, technological tt'{1nsfer, impact of resea,rch, 
and information dissemination. 

The essential thread running through the concept of the decentralization 
of l~AA is the continuity of marked expansion of both accountability 
and responsibility as the best means of improving the quality of 
requested and needed services. The Hashington Office or LEAA is 
providing the leader'ship, policy-making, support and coordination 
functions. The major responsibility for the state and localized 
planning and the execution and evaluation of the plans rests with the 
Regional Office. 

Implicit wi::hin this operational structure is that LEAA must develop 
stronger relationships with $tate and local decision makers, and with 
executi.ves and legislative leaders if the LEAA mission is to be 
accomplished. 

The "Impact Concept" deserves an explanation. This is the gearing 
of a plethora of operations land reorganizations to achieve a maximum 
impact on the specific and Lmmediate problem of "stranger-to-strangerll 

crime. Firs t, the needs mV,s t be recognized--not by II alleged experts" 
from the outside--but, by nhe administrators and manag(~rs within the 
local or metropolitan crimLnal justice system and by the community 
itself. It is only throu~1 the identification of the problems at the 
local level, through a tot~l awareness, that meaningful goals can 
be set. Having established thes~ parameters, there must be intensive 
planning, setting of objectives or sub-goals, priorities, and a constant 
realistic evaluation. lve must not only be able to "impact our 
efforts, but also to measure our results. 

In the past, there has been a tendency to spread our resources too 
thin. Minor gains are difficult t:· ~.I.!.1::;\.\ce dnd usually short-lived. 
Major impact programs are (.0ntagious and tend to permeate large portions 
of a planhing arBa. 

The comprehensive state and inter-state planning tends to coalesce 
and perpetuate the successes ~vhen there is an inter-disciplinary 
approach using every possible program, agency and variety of community 
involvement in reaching a common goal. The state plans must include 
every conceivable service and resource as an integral. part of a single 
system. You are here as representatives of state planning and criminal 
justice training agencies. Your input is imperative to the success 
of any state plan or local program. 

A ne,., element has been added to the :b'Y 71 and FY 72 potential for the 
Regional Administrator and for the state and local agencies. I am 
referring to Section 407 of the 1970 amended Act which sets forth 
a new "line item" of Manpower Development within the criminal justice 
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'" 

t' reflects the congressio,\al 
system. The lang~agellof ~~~i~~~l~~~d regional programs, workshops 
intent by suggest~ng •• , d local law enforcement (total 

, t ct state an ' and and seminars to ~ns ru " d methods of crime prevet.t~on 
Criminal justice personnel) ~n ~~p~ovel laT' II The congressional t of cr~mlna ,v... ' , d 
reduction, and enforcemen, 1', f this new section recogn~ze 

h eded the ~nc us~on 0 'ties hearing t at prec f the LEEP academic opportun~ 
the need to balance the thrust 0 h ent criminal justice management 
with prog,rams that willpre~a~e ~i~/~~s the LEEP participant but 
no t. only to maximize the un.l ~za tin experience, educat ion ~ 
"Iso to explore means of ama:gama f ~ 'led needs, a'whole new 

1'\ gh this blendLng 0 0 ser , 
empatllV. lrou, " 1 t is now developing. 
concept or communlty ~nvo vemen 

, elines for Manpower Development Assistance 
We have now developed the gu~~ meet and work with your MDA 
and you will have an ~pportun~ty ~~se in manpower development and 
Speciali,st--the man w~th an exper ~, 407 does not limit itself t that Sect~on ' , ' 1 utilization. Please no e b t seeks to unify all cr~m~na 
to tIle development of, police manp,?wer u

f 
';na1 J'ustice we share ponent 0 cr~m....., , 1 

J
' us tice tra:i.ning. In every com f begin to share the same va ues, 

II I' t" We must there ore, 'k the same c ~en • ' tions 'and pol~ce wor • 
goals and objectives--in ~ourts, correc 

t' A Conference 
"h U ' erse of Criminal Jus ~C.£: 

The conference ~~tle--~ n~v b Ie-nor over-statemens. We must 
and A Horksho..12.-- is neither hyper 0 h 1 te to "our universe 
--- - b' t' s and goals as t ey re a 1 f think of our 0 Jec ~ve \ 'k' into the parochial goa s 0 

rather than to separate ou~ t un ~:g must accept the fact that th~ 
police, courts and correct~or:s: Ut;lt ass through "our system 
II client, II misdemeanant or cr~m~n~iz~ tha~ this Universe of Criminal 
or universe. We must also re~Ogarticular fields. It involves a 
Justice reaches far beyond ~u_ p d 't us't enlist the concern and , enCles an 1 ,m d 
totality of communl~y ag '. f all agencies, communities an 
the direct cooperat~vc efforts 0 ' 

neighborhoods. 
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The Pilot and Impact City Concept 

M. Thomas Clark 

Today, I w~l1 address two LEAA programs with which I think you should 
be familiar. Both of these programs have great implications for 
manpower development; additionally, both Qf the programs embrace all 
of the components of the criminal justice system. The two programs 
which I will be talking about are the recently announced Impact program, 
and the Pil.ot Cities program. It is important to keep in mind that 
both of these progr.ams are the responsibility of the LEAA Regional 
Administrators, with LEAA-Washington providing the necessary sUpportive 
assistance for these programs. ' , 

I would first like to talk about the Impact program. The Impact 
program was conceived by the Federal govert1ffient, which will provide 
funds to carry it out, as well as expert assiBtance to plan, develop, 
and disseminate information with regard to it. At the same time, the 
cities and States will be full ~artners assisting in the planrring, 
providing some of the funds, as well as supplyin'~ the bulk of the 
labor for the program. Before discus!:\ing the ,Jetails I would li1!;e 
to mention another aspect of the nationwide crime control effort so 
that the Impact program can be seen in its proper perspective. 
When the 70's began, a massive new effort was underway to reduce 
crime 'nationally. It began an era of both meaningful accomplishment 
as well as reasonable hopes. That crime would be reduced, was'the 
overall goal. That fear of crime would be lessened, was the hope. The 
quiet and quality of life for all citizens would thereby be enhanced. 
There already have been successes in these directions. 

Weare progressing on these efforts in such a way that we are confide~t 
that crime will have receded al> 8:. major r!amestic concern before the 
decade of the 70's ends. Thos\!~ who trust our system know that 
the basic responsibilities for crime control rest with the states and 
local governments. They also know that the federal government must 
provide leadership and large-scale financial support~ The main 
vehicle for this support is I,EM, now with a budget of three quarters 
of a billion dollars, or ten times what it was three years ago. 
In every state, and in virtually every locality, new crime control 
programs have long been a reality. They ar~ steadily growing a!1d 
flourishing. Over the past few months, national conferences of' great 
significance .were held for police chiefs to. find better ways to 
reduce crime; for judges, on'how to streamline the courts; for 
corrections leaders, on how to rehabilitate the offenders; now this 
conference addressing manpower development, attended by justice planners, 
trainers, and ~ractitioners. LEAA is a major action agency for these 
efforts. As we are probably all well aware, LEAA has encountered some 

,criticisms in the past. But ~e feel that there has also been . 
remarkable accomplishment. But it is even more important to note 
that the agency, as many of you are aware, has been reorganized and 

, streamlined during the past year. We have speeded the flow of funds; 
we have developed more effective programs; we have created a sense 
of urgency in areas where priorities were to some ~egree misdirect:ed. 

, I 

' .. '" 
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·d' ram that I am here to talk to 
And finally we have fostere tne prog 
you ~bout; ~nd that is the Impact program. 

1 t' n of the Impact cities, was 
One of the criteria used for the s~ ec,~ot' n of the pOPul~tion was 
.., high criJlle rate. Geographical d~str~ Ii ~o 250 000 and 
~ with a population of between • , 
considered. Only cities, be selected' Impact fund~ng now 
dne million persons were el1gibleto h to prod~ce a significant 
available is considered not great en~~~ over one million. However, 
reduction of crime,p:oblems ~n the C1 ~~~al LEAA funds, ftom th~ block 
all of the other C1tJ.es rece1ve ~ubsta i1lion" category. SJ.nce 
g. rants, especially thos~ in thle ,over of neb em tween 250 000 and one 

. " 'th popu at10nS 0 ' there are 49 c1t1es w~ , tment of not being chosen. 
million, some ~ad to face the diS~PP~1~t available information that 
-Slit the selee-tl.ons were made on tee t most of the remaining 
we had. Over th~ next fe,~ years we expec . We also expect 
49 cities to be in~olved w~t~ comparable ~~o~~:m~~aller ones to launch 
most of the remain1ng 49 C1.tJ.€S a~1d s~me a ailable---and to launch 
similar programs---once the knOW-lOW 1S ~th funding from LEAA, 
them either with their own resources, or tWJ. ake inroads on the ~yorst 
Our goal in this particular ~rogram 1s

I 
0 mf. as the Impact programs 

h · 's of v10lence nso ar 
crimes, t at 1S, cr1~e " ~cted for the initial phase of 
are concerned, the eJ.gh~ CJ.t1es sel , Baltimore, Maryland; Atlanta, 
the program are: Newark, New Jersey, D r Colorado' St. Louis, 
Georgia; Cleveland, Ohio; Dallas, Te~as;th:n~:x~ 24 month~) there 
Missouri; and Portland, Oregon. DU$~6~ 000 000 and average of 
will be allocated up to a total of ,~ ~pecial Impact funds 
approximately 20 million dollars per C1. y, 
to improve all criminal justice efforts. 

'11 mewhat from city to 
The details of the Impact program W1 vary so '11 involve the 

of the basic aspects of the program W1, d 
city. But some d t k on the street cr~mes all 
t ,Howing: an across~the-boar at ac lant and most feared. 
burglaries; the crimes that are most preva 

t f the criminal justice 
The Impact program will involve every aspec 0 11 Its goal 

h 'ty at large as we • 
system in each city, and t e commun~ ,. a d a variety of street 
is to make a high impact against burglar~esltn and rape We hope 

bb muggings assau s " crimes, such as: ro ery, ,'five ercent in two 
to reduce street crimes and burglar~es by ,P f've years in each 

. . h t nty percent ~n 1 , 
years and hopefully as ~uc as we e ill be a public education 
of the cities that are ~nvolved. Ther w b tt protect themselves 
program to inform citizens on ho~ the~fca~ w~lle:lso involve resarch, 
and their property •. This, educat:on e orr more effective systems 
and application of present techn~ques,fowe are well aware that any 
in such areas as locl<. boxes and alarms. . 1 d larger efforts in. 
successful program to comb~t crime mus: ~~~eua~eas that breed crime. 
education, employment and ~mprov:ment 1n 11 as the Regional 
A program of cooperation in Wash~ngton as we t f Labor 
Office level, has already begun with the ])epa:~~e~heoDepartm~nt of 
Department of HOUSing and Urban Development, hese departments have 
Health, Education and Welfare. Staffs ~rom,t rt and are already 
indicated that they \vill provide ent~us1~st~~h:~~P~ppropriate roles 
working with our Regional staff~ to eve ~Pt cities. Because we are 
as they relate ,to the programs ~n. the Imp c n dru addiction and 
increaSingly aware of the connect10n betwee g 
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crime, this program is also rece~v~ng cooperation froll\ the Special 
Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention. Also includedwi11 be 
enhanced anti-crime controls by the'police and this might include 
s~ch areas as more policemen, better eqUipment and improved tactics 
and training. Police training would not only emphasize prevention, 
but increased apprehension of offe'ilders as well. Ne\~ equipment 
might well include'communications systems to get the police to the 
crime scene faster. The Impact efforts wHl also involve spedal 
programs for prosecution of stree~ crime and burglary offenders. 
And this means more effective and larger staffs, so the prosecutors 
and courts can more effectively and .efficiently handle these par.ticular 
offenses. At the same time, great emphasiS ~Yill be placed on 
rehabilitating offenders. In each city, special projects will'begin~ 
for the rehabilitation of street crime and burglary offenders, 
to take every step necessary in attempting to prevent them from 
returning to a life of crime. In each of the eight Impact cities, 
the program will have three major components ,,,hieh will include a 
planning component, an action program component, and an evaluation 
component. To carry out these particular tasks, the selected cities 
will establish a crime and analysis team. This team will represent 
all of the. components of the criminal justice system in that particul<\r 
area. Recognizing that in many instances it is not the city that 
has the responsibility as it relates to courts or to corrections, 
we fully expect that there definitely will be involvement on the part 
of whatever county organization in that particular .city might 
have responsibility in the courts area, and the state units which have 
responsibility for corrections; they \yill be involved in the program 
in each Impact city. It is this unit, the Crime Analysis Team, 
which Hill be responsible for planning the program development and 
the evaluation. 

The evaluation, of course, ~Yill be an effort that Hill begin at the 
very beginning and will run through the entire program. It will 
be related specifically to the city that is involved, In addition 
to the evaluation effort in each individual city, the responsibility 
of the Crime Analysis Team will be the development of a national 
evaluation, which will be handled by the LEAA research arm, the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. This 
will be an effort to tie together the commonalities of all eight 

. cities cis they relate to a national evaluation. 
,I 

Let me give you a better idea of the funding support that I mentioned 
earlier, the $160,000,000 which are discretionary grant monies over 
two calendar years, or three fiscal years. The reason we say 
"three fiscal years, II is that we are counting the currel.t year that 
we are in --- the fiscal year 1972 --- and the funds remainil1.g that 
we have this present year. There will pe a combination'of Part C 
money-; those of you who are familiar witb the Safe Streets Act 
knmy that this is action money that is related to all areas of the 
criminal justice system; in addition, there ~Yil1 be a certain 
percentage of Part E money, "Part E money" being that money which 
is specifically earmarked for areas related to corrections, or possibly 
to court-division type projects. These'funds will be made available, 
as I indicated earlier, over the three fiscal years, with approximately 
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$40,000,000 earmarked for this present fiscal year. Th::lt $40,000,000 
is b,."oken out as follows: approximately $10,,000,000 is being made 
available by a National Irlsti tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice. Those funds are pri.marily for the !~upport of the Crime 
AnalYsis Teams which I referred to earlier, the groups responsible 
fo'r the planning, development, and evaluation aspects of the 
program. Of the remaining $30,000,000, approximately $20,000,000 
will be Part E money and $10,000,000 will be Part C money. Those 
funds w:tll qe for programs that are responsive to whatever Crime 
AnalYsis Teams identify as program directions between now and the 
30th of June, which, as you know, is the end of the fiscal year that 
we are currently in. In' terms of the apportionment of funds for 
fiscalyear 1973 and fiscal year 1974 specifics, as yet, have not: 
been determined. Again, in regard to the Impact program, I would 
like to emphasize that this program, like many of the other LEAA 
efforts; is a program which will be administered by the LEAA 
Regional Administrator who has cognizance of t.hat particular Impact 
city that would be located within his region. His assistance will 
be continuousl~ available to :ne region. 

For those of you who are familiar with the Pilot Cities program, I 
am sure that you will note a similarity between the Impact program 
and the Pilot Cities program. T.he Pilot Cities prog'ram began about 
two years ago and, in the initial stages, it was administered by 
the National Institute ,of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 
The cities that 'are currently involved in the Pilot Cities program 
are the following: San Jose, California; Dayton, Ohio; Charlotte, 
North Carolina; Ubuquerque, New Mexico; Des Moines, Iowa; Norfolk, 
Virginia; Omaha, Nebraska; and Rochester, New York. The Pilot Cities 
program provides the grantee agency with $350,000 for a three month 
period, to support ~.;hat we refer to as a Pilot Cities Team. This 
team is made up of personnel from police, courts and corrections, 
as well 8S an individual from systems. In addition to the funding 
support for the team, each city is provided $500,000 in discretionary 
grant monies, for each fis ca 1 year, to SUPP01:t whatever programs 
the Pilot Cities Team might develop in the city-county area ~Yithin 
"vhieh they are involved. 

Typically, all of the teams are affiliated either with universities 
or non-profit organizations. The Pilot Ci.ties program is also a 
regional program. That is, like the Impact program, it is the 
responsibility of the Regional Administrator. This is a fairly 
recent development. I say "recent," because it has been in the last 
three months that the program was decentralized with responsibility 
transferred from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Crimiurtl Justice to the Regional Administrator within whose region 
the Pilot City is located. 

Because these programs do have implications for manpower development 
and because they do embrace all components for the Criminal Justice 
Sys tem, YJ'e are vitally interested in their future development. 
Each of the programs .includes a significant evaluation component, 
both on an. individual program basis and, in the case of the Impact 
program, on a national basis :t-le all look forward to the results 
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w'hich both the Pilot Cities 
be ·di· program and the Impact provlo ng lon the near future. Thank program will 

you very much. 

"·1 to', 
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Manpower Development Task Force in Standards and Goals 

Lee P. Brown 

1 want to familiarize you with the existance and the works of the 
Education, Training and Manpower Development Task Force of the 
National Commission on Criminal Justice St~ndards, and Goals. The 
previous speakers have already identified and adequately described 
many of the current problems that relate to the state of art of the 
criminal justice system, I prefer to call it "non-system" for :reasons 
that are very obvious. So I won't go over that with you. I'd rather 
proceed in a different manner. . \ 

Many of the gross inequities that exist in the area of Manpower Development 
have already been pointed out; so, therefore, I could easily end 
my presentation tonight, by simply stating that our Task Force will 
address ourselves to setting up standards to solve the problems and 
by giving standards and goals to alleviate the problems that we have 
previously discussed. 

But if I did, it would be a very short talk, and I would probably 
shortchange, not only you, but Mr. Hamm and Mr. Gardner, by throwing 
off-schedule this unscheduled, structured conference. 

Probably the best way of explaining the Education, Training, and 
Manpower Advisory Task Force is to first of all explain. the parent 
body - The National Criminal Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals. And in doing so, let me assure you that in our 
task force, we are very cognizant of the fact that lectures and our 
prepared speeches are not the best educational devices. But I have 
a particular p170blem of being very opinionated when it comes to talking 
about Manpower Development for' the Criminal .J.us tice Sys tern and 
recognizing this particular idiosyncrasy, and my capacity to be like the 
dean to deal on 50-minute schedules, I won't deviate fr6m this, but 
rather I am going to deliver to you a prepared paper. 

The National Advisory Board on Criminal Justice, Standards, and 
Goals, was formulated by Attorney General John Mitchell and Jerris Leonard, 
the Administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 
On October 20, 1971, in announcing the establishment of the Commission, 
Jerris Leonard stated that its purpose was to establish, for the first 
time, national goals, performance standards, and priorities for the 
reduction of crime in America. Governor Russell Peterson of Delaware 
was appointed Chairman of the Commission. There were 12 task forces 
established, under the direction of the Commission, and I was appointed 
to be chairman of the Task Force on Education, Training and Manpower 
and Development. As originally enVisioned, LEAA would have provided 
approximately 1.5 million dollars for the work of the Commission. 
Each of the 12 task forces, would receive a grant for $100 to $200 
thousand dollars for the preparation of a report of goals and standards 
in their area of expertise. 

The first meeting ~.,as held in Washington in November, and at that 
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time, the deadline ~f Septemher 15, 1972, was set for the submission 
of the final report of the work of this comnission. The question 
of tne primary goal of the Commission was one of the fil:'st items of 
consideration at this initial meeting. Governor Peterson recommended 
that the Commission adopt as its goal the reduction of crime by 
fifty percent in ten years. After extensive discussion of the feasibility 
of this goal, it was recommended that the commission staff and the task 
forces take this proposed goal under study and report back co the 
Commission on FebruRry 18, 1972, at the Commission's meeting which 
will be held in Phoenix, Arizona. If this was accepted, subgoals 
could be stated in forms of reduction of specific types of crime. 
The corranissioners and the task, force chairmen were asked to reconuuond 
people to serve on the task forces. These names were submitted to 
LEAA and taken under consideration and a number of hi~hly qualified 
people wore recommended. Final sell:lctions haVE! been mtld~) !..{lCY ii'IV€: 'l)efc

1
t 

presented to the Commission, they were presented at the Williamsburg 
meeting in November and the final announcements have been made. 
The initial meetings of these task forces were held in Washington last 

week. 

Finally, one item which has caused concern and was the subject of much 
discussion at the Washington meeting. was the amount of overlap and 
duplication which was inherent in the structure of the original task 
forces. The question raised by the cmmnissioners led LEAA su~port 
staff to review the organizational structure of the task forces, and 
at the second meeting of the Commission in Williamsburg, a nm., 
organizational structure was proposed. Much of the work in developing 
the new structure was done under the direction of tom Hadden, who had 
been appointed as the Executive Director of the Commission. Under 
the new structure, there are four operational tasks forces: the police, 
courts, corrections, and community crime prevetltion, each of which 
will receive gt'ants and assemble staffs in order to prepare a report 
for the Commission. It is anticipated that these operational task 
forces, as they are called, will meee periodically to develop and 
review the work of the staff. The advisory task force, on the other 
hand, will have no· full-time staff, but will meet t,>10 or three times 
to revie,. the working of the operational task forces in making corranents 
and recommendations to the operational task forces and, if necessary, 
to the Commission. The Corranission will have the final responsibility 
for overseeing all the work of all the task forces. The new organizational 
structure was designed to eliminate duplication that was inherent in 
the original structure. It was dictated, in part, by the availability 
of resources and the September 15 deadline for final report. 

That bt'ings you up to date as to the background of the Commission. 
1 want to now take a few minutes and talk about the work of the Education, 
Training, and Manpower Development Advisory Task Forc~. At the 
\\lilliamsburg Commission, the meeting adox:ted the following purpose 
statement: "The purpose of the Commission is to develop 'n<lc:i.ol~.:ll 
goals, standards, and priorities for the reduction of crime in kmerica 
and for upgrading and improving the 1a,., enforcE!ment, court::;, and 
cQrrectional agencies at,all levels of goverrunent; to function 
individually and collectively and to interact with and utilize all 
available resources in the most efficientmannel.' ,It The reductiuil of 
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crime will be measured by the number of crimes th . 
and the fear of crime. That is 'the purpose of' e cos~ o~ cr~me, 
it is obvious that this becomes prett all-en the c?rran1.ss~on. Now 
the parameters within which we are at~empt' compass1.ng and indicates 
determined that the Commission would set t~ng to work. And it was 
would set the appropriate standards And be *oals, the task for,ces 
','performance standards." Levels of' perform~n :tandards, 11 ,~e, mean 
1.f obtained, should assist in reachin th

C 
on product1v1.ty, 

Focusing specifically on education t~ain:~gOaldo~ reducing crime. 
I think that I could speak for all'the 1b

g 
an f evelopment task force, 

by echoing the point that was made by C:;~ ~rs 0, m~. task force 
at lunch yesterday If we are to t k • amm 1.n 1.S presentation , . ' a e ser~ously the wh 1 
?f 1mprov~ng an inadequate system for improvin .. 0: co~cept 
1.f we are seriously dedicated to elimina' g cr1m1nal Just1ce; \ 
that exist in this process, we must plac~1ng. the growth ~.n ineqUities 
education, training and manpwer developmen~r~~a~~ emphaS1S on the 
the.system for administration of justice in A .e peopie,who operate 
p011ce, courts, and corrections. mer1ca, part1cularly, 

At this point, I am not able to give you a d f' .. . 
recommendations that we will be making to the ~n~t1ve hs~ of 
forces. At our in:ttial planning session e our operat10nal task 
a number of essential items that were di~c~~wever, there were 
to all aspects of the criminal justice sy t sed, that are all applicable 
attempting to outline the entire content ~fem. But :ather than 

J
'ust flour meet1ng let me 

ocus on t 1e concerns that are appl' bI ,.' 
that we concerned with here First d f1ca e to tIle total process 

th 
. . • an oremost it must b . 

at Just~ce may be a constraint on the d .' e recogn1zed 
example, let's asst1me that the C . . re uct10n of criine. For th omm1SS10n comes up with t d d 

at sets a clearance rate for indictments fo ,a s.an ar 
a-t a seventy percent level It b r report1ng cr1mes 
constitutional rights rela~ed tom~:: ~ cle~rly recognized that 
~ncrease the possibility of obtainin

rc tha:~e1Zure, etc'., could 
~n developing standards, we must notgbe b goal. :n other words, 
a point that we infrin e on the con . o,sessed.w1th goals to such 
Secondly, we feel verygstrongl:}l, ins~~~u~~~~ai nghts of the individual. 
should be required to make statewide d' orce, that each state 
justice manpower needs in res~ect to ~hJustments of th: criminal 
recognition should be gi\~en to Ion ra e st~te. . In d01ng so, primary 
just to short range training progr~ms ngefe u~at10nal programs, not 
strong feeling that LEAA sh ld . ' • .• urt ermore, t1,ere is a 
manpower development compon~~t r~qu1.r~ ~ach state pl~n to conta~n a 
be it ten percent or what---sh~uld ~:r a~n percent of state funds--
purpose. And that money be given the :~~arked s~ecifically for that 
state plan containing a well k d e, cont~ngent upon the 
A d h wor e out program for' 't ntis minority recruitment should h f' m~nor~ y recruitment. 
of the criminal justice system will ha~ve .or ~ts goal that the components 
proportion to the minority representat:em~nor1ty representation in 
the case of institutions minor't on ~n the community. And in 
the percentage of minori~y pers~n; ~eprthese~tat~on ~hould be equal to 1n e 1nst~tut1ons. 

Our task force members have stron feel' .,. 
education and training should be ~ . 1.ngs that cn.nanal Justice 
must be used to br'ing the . one on the systems approach. It 

cOJ'!lponents of the criminal justice process 
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together into a true system. 

Additionally, we cannot just concern ourselves with the number of 
hours devoted to training. We must also look at the content and 
the process of training. We must approach criminaJ justice, training 
and educad.on in what has beeh descr;i.bed as IIfuture oriented"---
that means that doing mote of what we are now doing is not sufficient. 
We must begin to produce change agents which can bring about 
organizational changes. This statement applies to each component of 
the process: police, courts, and corrections. And to do this, 
greater use must be made of our education institutions. Another 
COncern of our task force is th,at the people who 'II'ork in the criminal 
just;i.ce system must continually develop their skills, their knowledge, 
and expertise. There are a number of ways that we have discussed 
by which this may be brought about .•• this continual educational process. 
One might be through mandatory certification, another could be through 
what is call self-destructive degrees .•• a term that was coined at one 
o! our meetings. This means, basically, that after a period of time, 
it one has not upgraded himself. then his certification would be 
withdrawn~ 

Let me assure you that we have covered many more items, some which 
are more important than the ones that 1 have just mentioned to you 
tonight. 

I have been briefly discussing just some of the things that we are 
concerned with, 1 am not going to attem?t to cover all of the items. 
My intent is just to explain 'what we are all about, give you some 
feeling of what ~~e are doing, let -you know that the information coming 
out of your efforts at this particular conference will be given careful 
consideration in terms of what we do for the Commission. In closing 
I am reminded of a story that was told by the late Joseph Loman. 
About the individual who had as his lifetime goal, to hunt "the king 
of the beasts." For years, he saved his money, and was finally able 
to afford the trip to Africa and go on a safari, He had one problem, 
however. He feared what might happen if when he did face the lion, 
if something would happen that his gun would jam. Well he finally made 
the trip, his dream came true, and there he was in Africa on his lion
hunting trip and his dream also came true in that he was confronted 
with the lion. And just as he had fearfully imagined, something terrible 
happened; his gun jammed. His knees began to tremble, his hands shook. 
He did the only thing he could under those circumstances. He dropped 
to his knees, he lifted his voice in prayer, and asked the Almighty 
God above to deliver him from this terr.ible fate. He sat there for 
a while and all was quiet. So he thought maybe someone was listening ••• 
that his prayers were being answered. He opened one eye and there, 
strangely enough, the lion was also in a position of prayer. So the 
hunter jumped up, threw his hands up and shouted, "Hallelujah, Hallelujah I 
He is also praying to Almighty God above; Obviously, we should talk 
this thing over." The lion responded, as they sometimes do, If Yes , 
I am praying. I am saying grace. Hhat are you doing?" 

I suspect and I fear that unless we can bring about monumental changes 
within the' existing system for the administration of criminal. justice, 
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those of us who are involved . 
of our friend the Ii L may f~nd ourselves in the position 

• I on Hunter; that i ki 
tnan saying grace. Thank you. s, as ng for deliverance rather 
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The FBI Management Program 

Joseph Casper 

I was born on a farm northest of where we ate today, near Red Wing, 
Minnesota. When I was born, my uncle, at the christening, said, 
"if they put him up on top of the Indian m~und and he cried he could 
be heard all over the county,lI Fortunately, the good Lord has continued 
that good strong voice. It has helped me in my career and training. 
It is a pleasure to be with you at this conference. I appreciate the 
opportunity to talk to you about our FBI Managerial Training Program 
being provided to local law enforcement. Historically, we have been I 

involved in managerial training since 1935. The International Association 
of Chiefs of Police, in meeting with law enforcement administrators, 
decided that there was a need for this type of training, to be conducted 
through the FBI National Academy. We have, as I said, been in this 
business since the founding of the National Academy in 1935. 

The National Academy students are carefully selected from professional 
ranks. They are career members of their agency who have promise and 
potential in the area of training and executive development. This 
l2-week course is designed to qualify these people to go back and better 
administer their departments or participate in the administration of 
their departments. 

As :t said from the very outset, one of the four parts,or the curriculum 
has bee,n management training. We are proud of these graduates (we 
have had over 6,000 of them). They have risen in rank throughout the 
United States until we have about 28 percent who are in the executivel 
top level/chief-type position in their respective agencies. So, 
based upon 36 years of experience, we believe that managerial skills 
to police must be taught in part by those who are familiar with them. 
Experienced managers, in othe't' words, Who are themsehes involved in 
th\'l system. And with this knowledge and with this eXI?erience, in 
1961 we embarked upon an expanded management training program for· 
police, over and above what we had been doing in the National Academy, 
Initially, we selected eight special agent/supervisors who had had 
years of experience in law enforcement work, experience in management 
programs, who by education were lawyers, accountants, CPA's, business 
administrative background, educators and behavioral scientists. 
Anrt then we put them through an intensive course of training. Of 
course, we were n()t satisfied with that course of training - we sent 
them to'business, industry and educational institutes and programs 
to further their background and knowledge and to increase it,' This 
is an on going program for the instructor staff. 

We have granted sabbatical leave to members of the staff throughout 
the years since 1967. Currently we have two that are on sabbatical 
leave seeking additional knowledge in universities ,or working toward 
additional advanced degrees. The program, as designed, was to fill 
a need, we felt, for management training in local law enforcement 
throughout the United States. The curriculum developed included 
lectures and seminars and such topics as principles of management, 
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human l;'elatdo
n
s, administrative connnunications, planning, organization 

principles, evaluation of personnel, supervisory-and executive development, 
inspections, control, administrative devices and controls, decision
making and problem solving, ,To give yOU an idea or the extent and 
scope of' tuis training, 1 might say that si.nce 1967 to December 1971 
we have had,513 df these, programs acrosS the nation. We have had 

19,437 students in attendance. 

}low does a poli,;e agency or state ,police program obtain this training? 
The FBI in each ,of its field officeS has 'a specially-trained agent 
whom we can the police training coordinator, He is given special 
tJ:aining by us in curriculum d(Nei-opme'nt, in determining needs to 
sit down wit,:hthe police planners, the pol:tce executives, the State 

, ,', 

'rraining Directors, the heads of regional or state academies, and 
work out with tr.~m and assist them in their training needs, What 
happens I in r,eality ,is that these officials contact this police 
training coordinator a\ldat a mutually agreeable time we arrange for,' 

" ;t 

the training, 
Ba,sed upon this effort by the FBi;- depa'l:trr.ents throughout the United 
States realize the pt'?ssing need 'for profe.ssional management training, 
1 think most ,are now convinced that in-department training and general 
exposure to management practices are no longer sufficient to) develop 
effective police managers , For these reaso,ns ,:~l() FBI further e,\pa

nded 

its management training for local police to develop what \ve call 
Executive Development Seminar Pt'ogram in 1970, These seminars, I 
might say, e.re an extension of the basic seminar ,but they include 
an in-depth review o,f the various leadership styles, management philosophies, 
motivation methods and techniques. The curriculum also incltldes a 
workshop designed as a practical case invol'\ring such management funccions 
as organization, planning, ,staffing and coordination. 

By mutual agreement, we have limited the attendance at these seminars 
to those with the rank of captain and above, and they are held on a 
regional basis, In this ma&l~r) we get, we belie~e, a diversification 
of backgrounds and we have a good intercourse or exchange of experience 
and ideas among the men. yet, because of the seminarlsextenSive'scope, 
there is an opportunity for concentration on specific problems in 
all phases of law enforcement - the opportunity for the police executives 
of' similar responsibility to exchange viewpoints and ideas on solving 
problems directly related to their on going challenges of the job 

today, 
To Jate, these Executive Development Seminars have been-very successful. 
1 have said on numerous occasions that police management, <;tS a 
prof('\$$ion, is in the same posicion today as was the medical profession 
when doctors decided that working in a drug store and helping other 
doctors \"as nOt: sufficient to tr<;tin to be a, •. medical doctor. The FBI 
feels that the exposure o,f a police manager to a mangem.;nt 8.t1virorun

ent 

is no long considered sufficient training c,o'be a police executive, 
This is substanti<;tted by the tremendous and dramatic growth in management 
training and the i.E<6ultant use of scientific management techniques, 
T.here are those who think that management training is just a fad; that 
a man has nO fundamental understanding of what it is and is participating 
in it simply because it seems to be the popular thing to do, The 
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FB1 f has eels it is only a matter of "ea 
chan!:f:fthiS training to chance ~il~sb~e!o~~,the police executive who 
past We' ~uc~e,ss) therefore, will be far Ie l.ng of the past. His 
than' ever b:~or~hatwth~ requirenents of the ;~l~~an it has been,in the 
who' h<;ts the rob' e, eel !:-here is no police exe e., a~~mqre complex 

which.the policel:::c~;i~~eo~a~~~mag~itude or fac~u~~:e ct~li~~g~a't 
and wl.ll be challenged to meet inaYth acfes, and will have to face e uture, 

It is for th' lS very reason th t 
, ~~: Naction<;tl Academy as it re~at:: ~~ve expanded the curriculum in 

l.me ontrol and Safe Streets A' management. The Omnibus ' 
expand our FBI National A d ct of ~9.,68 authorized the FBI 
from 200 men a e<;tr t ca emy prograr.i. It authorized'·· to greatly 
tenfold enlarge~ent 'o~ ~h~O~a~:n alyAear, a tenfold incre:::

s 
e;hP~nsion, 

of our new FBI 1.v'l1a cademy hin . 1.5 
this morning th!~a;:m~ ~t ~uantico, Virginia an~e~ ~:O;rth~ completion 
we can start thO ' ave opes that Academy will o~ to announce 
university the1.~ ~rogr~m. We have negotiated Wit~pen th1s ~ummer and 

, .' n1.versl.ty of Vir ",' ' a very £.1.ne 

~o C~~~1.~a~~~~:~~1~~~~:y f~~u~he t f_i~:n~~~c~;Ii~::' ~~:~o:: ~il~e~elo~in~ 
~~:~eme~t has been reached w~~hs~h~n~n~~eWh~ch is management s~~~nce 

11 th,s l2-week course of the FBI .11 r"ty of Virginia officials' 
~~e ege credit., A total of three cr:~'t ~eceive 15 semester hour, of 

management science segment of th L ours has been approved for 
curriculum d' e course Th M . of was eSl.gned to provide the 0 " ,e ~nagement Science 
enfknoW~edge, generally applicable to <;tlif~cer w1~h a systematic body 

orcement. The theorie manager1a1 situatio ' 
business and the ml.'l't s and the practices utilized l'n ' d ns 1n law 1 ary are ex ' d ' .. 1n ustry 
enforcement. agency, The offic a~1ne wl.th relationship to a law' 
and education, his readin s aer evelops, based upon his trainin 
which will assist him in ~0;re1P~:son<;tl .~h~losophy of management g _ <;t 1ng actl.Vl.ties in his org<;tnization 

I ho~e you can see that we are de .. ' shar
1

ng better methods of pol' - d1cated to finding, following a~d 
we 'II - 1ce manage t T' -"' W1. continue to hold se ' men. 0 carry out this ob' t' 

training program in the Nat7~~:~sA We will expand our management JeC~1ve) 
as ~n organization in America h cade.~y. I.believe that the FBI ' 
a V1ew which is essential t ' as a m1crocosmic view of law enf ) 
function <;tnd the po11' e 0 the proper understanding of the l?rcement, 

d ., _ c management p bl . po l.ce 
,a rol.n1strator must be able t ro ,em. We ~eel that the pol' ~o lanticiPate what the nextOs~~::~.a "tuation as a whole and be'~~le 

ea w1th managerial problems but ~on w1.l1 be: ,He will not mereiy , e must ant1Cl.pate them. 

Thank you, 
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The Institute Approach to ManagemeI),t Programming , 

Alb'ert D. Hamann 

Thank you for letting me be her.e to share some of my views with 
you. You have been in Omaha now for three ,day's. How many of you 
know what omaha inean~\ It ni~ans, "going against the wind," going' 
upstream, cir up the prove:r:bial creek. 'That's wh,.l,t it means. And 
nm,Tthat we all know ~'lhere we are, I would like to share with you 
some of the ideas that tve,have on the management training institute 
concept. You kno'!v, institute' learning was h€re even before Noah and 
his three sQns; it was how 'they learnE!d how to construct an ark. 
Now being commissioned to build a boat to hold the chosen of the world 
requires. lot of learning, but the institute ~oricept proved'Of value. 

. " 

The past several years the.Universiti of Wisconsin has been heavily 
involved in management-type training. "We cal~ it by a variety of name~ .: 
Institute for Command Persqnhel, Institute for Supervisory Personnel, 
Middle Hanagement lnsl:,ituces,Executive Development Institutes. As 
people completed thesashort-term institutes ~-: three weeks, four 
weeks, two weeks -- we attenpted to tvatch their progress. Some went 
back to their agencies, had jobs, where they could use parts of thei~ 

'netdy acquired informat ion; ,others were' not s'~, fortunate, and by the 
time they founu th'E?mselves'iti. positions where they could use these 
newly-established skills, or information, they had forgotten them. 
EveI' though, they tvere in administrative positions, they forgot much 
of the material which had been, taught if they didn't use it inmledi,,~te I)' 

and frequently.' This was especially true with new and strange material , 
such as the acquisition of techniques or skills on h~w t) do ·g.pecific 
tasks. This was forcefully brought to ol,lr attention "'hen the graduates 
of the basic management institute would return to us for advanced 
training programs. This situation is of great concern to us. even 
though the demand by police executives continues to be high [or tllis 
type of special e'ducation; Police management personnel like these 
courSes even: though we fee 1 that sometimes they ~re being shortchanged 
as far as quantity and quality are.concerned. Because we believed we 
might not be doing the, job that we' had hoped to do, we asked the Scl':ool 
of Education of the Uni,versity of Wisconsin to help us out, to use 
thl.'.m as consultants.. After looking at our institutes and our program' 
scheduling, one mar, told us we had ;fallen victim to a problem which 
educational psychologists had resolved 15 years'.'go -, t'!'te problem 
was that of mass education versus distributive ~Jucation. Let me 
share with you what this man said. 

I am not an educational psychologist, but I would like to share what 
he said. He told us that way back in 1898 a German psychologist became 
concerned ;"it;h this problem of learning, or shall I say, not learning. 
He did some experimenting over a period of time. About 1912 a psychologist 
stadied a r:r.aining progl'am ;;hat ~lTas developed for railway telegraphers, 
peap).:, V'.,"'-;ing to send and receive' mors~ code. The employers had set 
<'lsici(;. l~ight ' .. leeks for the learning process to be completed. '1;'he 
schools ~·.'~t·e run eight hours a day for eight consecutiv~ weeks. 
Docs that. sound familiar? It was found these men had, after a short 
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d that their progress was often 
time, b~came confused, frustrate ~ot taking place, but also' it was 
reversed. Not only was learning t in that which had already been 
accompanied by an inability to re a ter same time he learned that 
learned. He began to experiment. aA:a and resting in the afternoon 
by taking students for four hours the a~terhoon for five weeks -"' 
or doing something allied during 'h ould teach them more than 

. d f five weeks ~~ e c 
four hours a ay orh h" , ~ day for eight weeks. 
they had learned eig tours 

i~ in a forced learning 
. 'tat really happens is that when a student i~ d f time and inte,rference 

h a day over a per ,0 0 , 
d.tuation for eight oUrs , udent' s mind, this confusion", , , 
is set up to create conf~sion in a ~~ad of gaining from the afternoon.s 
acts as a barrier to learning. Ins ll destroying the learning that 
instruction period; they were actfuakiYll training it was found that 

k 1 e In this type 0 s , 
had ta en p.ac. . , i d f time causes confusio~. .'< ." concentr~tion ~br long per 0 s 0 

k ona· problem If i a situation where you wor 
Have you ever found yqurse n Ion er you work on it. the more you 

. and continue to work on i~. The ng it or left it alone for a, while, 
become confused~ and if you slept 0 ch easier This is the type 

it later on it became mu • i . and went back to .. ," , '. ' he cram for' examinat one. 
thing that happens with s,choots :\'he::st ed~cation which is .education 
There is this confusion caused by m the student is exceptionally 
in highly concentrated doses. Unless all outstanding and the subject 
brilliant and the instructor exception Y i will take place. 
matter highly motivating, only minim~il~:~~~t~~ another kind of learning. 
I'll cite you a second example th~t l~ the football field, etc'. How 
Watch the coach on the athletic he , he ob that is expected or 
do they teach their prize people to doht t jhile and then the particular 
them? The coach usually works for a s or wt something else and then 

'hi i nment they move on 0 h t b . the player changes sass g " "back to this player so t a , y 
to a third thing and eventually coming t more training. This 
time they 'come ,back to him he is rea~y to ~~~:~'s mind and setting up 
is done to avoid creating confusion n a i ducat ion Distributive 
these barriers. This is called distri~~t v~eeare all iimited as to 
in not only t,ime but in quantity as we • i ilated in a restricted 
the amount of information that can be ass md b th~ curriculum that is 
period of ti.me. This limitation is affecte kilis requires teaching 
taught. We are told that the learning of is 1 rning to solve problems, 
approaches that are different from those ~re:astill another type 
and that book learning or memory W'ork requ t 11 us that when teaching 
of approach. The educational PSychOlog~st~ dea background in the 
problem solving to those who haV,e alre~ y ~adan understanding of 
material that is being taught and ~ho ave ver ood results to 
the over-all operation, it is poss1ble with d t~c~s 'signs of fatigue 

, rely on milSS education',until the instructor ~on should be terminated 
in the students. When this happens, instruct 
immediately. 

, h lecture or information-
A limit of 25 minutes. should be set on t e ithout instruction. Some 
giving courses of teaching if it is done ..... w. ~ater periods of time 
students have assimilated information fo .. g~ distances than others. 
than this, just as some people can run fu~t ~rdistance runner. Skill 
It is wise to consider your students as s or 
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learning differs from problem solving. Skill learning ins,t:ruction 
must be broken up with distributive education ortrainit.'\,.';' Consequently, 
if you are teaching a management skill, be prepared in y~ur schedule 
to function in a fashion simUarto the athletic coach. "Training 
breaks" are essential to learning this type of skill. Skill'teaching 
must be handled differently from problem solving teaching. An 
institute's curriculum must reflect this i,f learning is to be ata 
maximUm. Some of the suggestipns that were made .by these developed 
educators. One: Limit your lecture to 25 minutes. Two: Follow 
each information-gaining session w5.th a eliscussion period and then 
a written'session requiring the students to use this newly-acquired 
information; Three: In institutes or training sessions where men are 
gath,ered for a period of time, make every effort to split the training 
day into two parts with the morning (first half or however you want 
to handl~ it) for pure lecture and discussion. Then, in the afternoon, 
follow with a workshop. Fourth~ Avoid presentation of lecture material 
unless' it is s~parated by substantial periods of re,st or involvement 
in some other kind of ~nallied activity • 

If you're' concerned with the student getting something valuable, 
he must be given an opportunity to integrate his past learning; This 
requires periods of rest between each session. Give him an opportunity 
to abso:-b this stuff, make it meaningful. Approaches to institute 
training must be made with caution. The trained administrators sparE:! 
no effort in determining whether the progr~in is really furthering 
a man's development or whether it is realLY standing in his way 
and this is one of .the great responsibilities of a training administrator. 

After these sessions with the educational pdychologist, it was decided 
that we were going to experiment '.cUh this material: A course was 

, 'developed which for all practical purposes would be parallel to this 
three-week Management Institute for Command Supervisors that we had 
been working with for some t:l.me. We called it by another name -
we called it Admini'stration for Middle Management Personnel. Instead 
of having the students .in class ,for six 50-minute periods Monday through 
Friday for three consecutive weeks, we- put the program on a semester 
basis and met thre.e times a week,thr.ee 'hourly sessions, ~.,ith coffee 
breaks frequently. Oftentimes the discussions were so intense the 
scheduled break was forgotten. The student/trainee gave us everything 
he had in those three hours and it was very rewarding for all of us. 
Assignments were increased and although the cases were aSo\'ligned as 
homework, they were completed at home as homework. The time spent 
in class was used to define problems and to further the dis~ussion 
of the problems. This increased learning. Toward the end of the semester 
students were already inspired to continue. This too was very g~atifying. 
Feedback from a couple of department heads indicated that commun'ications 
betwe'en themselves and, their management trainees had increased as 
though sClme miracle had oC,curred. 

What heppened that didn't happen in the mass educ.ation program? Our answer 
is that learning had taken place. Why more learning than in the 
concentrated three weeks program? We feel the student was in a less 
demandin$ situation. He had time to absorb it, to understand and to 
make it more meaningful by making it a part of his own work program. 
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acceptable fashio.n that he 
Was fed to ,him in a more 'h 

The information , ' ortant We are told that, even t e. 
could cope with and that l.S l.mp -. 'milate six hours of daily 
best knowledge assimilators c~~not asksl. Some approach this level 

, f h consecutl.ve wee s. instructl.on or tree .' . t to .find th. ese type. s , , don't always expec . d t but tral.nl.ng groups . h d etmany excellent stu en s, 
in their classes; although t ey ,~ g, e them a fair chance 
they are finding out that you mush ~l.v . fair method of teaching, a 
to learn. Thts institute approac l.S a than a half century ago. 

, b r yen 'by educator~ more , ' 
method that has eenp 0 d' t 'butive learning, there loS no 
On this matter of mass versus l.~ Xl.. 1 k at our curriculum and ask 
conflict. We accept that,we need.to T~~ ugh distributive approaches; 
ourselves what we are tryl.ng to ,0. kO'll learning can occur: 

b'l 1 ing" learnl.ng or s l. d 'th meaningful pro em so v . k? Are we concerne Wl.. 
k f learning or long wee ' d Is it a. short wee 0 '. ., t t" n or in other words; o'we 

, immediate retention or delaye~ re.en l.O k from now or do we really 
want the students to remember it Sixhweet~ St.e' the wording' is different. 

, " t In eac ,s c. h 
'care how long he retal.ns ',l. '. d 'side of your ledger and t; en 
If all these questions were lJ.~te on ~~~ we will learn i1mnediately 
checked against what actuallYhl.s,haPi:arn~~g or standing in the w~y 
whethe'r our programs are f~rt ~~l.~~e eight hour per day training 
of learning. If the practl.ce, k' '-l.' t basis' the educational 

, ' a hl.t s l.Plf' h session is to contJ.t'lue on . ' d' f 't is being poured down t e 
'the money belong use or l. f t' . 

psychologists s~y . this field aro really wasting a lot o lome 
drain. Thetral.ners l.n . d' in the way of cha~ge are 

d ' , trators who are stan long d Th's and the a ml.nl.S . f h better 'training metho. l. 
really standing in the way 0 a muc ar.e so scarce. If the case 
is kind of ridiculous when resourc:s, 'Iven to a knowle'dgable, 

d ' t 'butive educat10n were g~ 
of mass versus' loS rl. . ' utes to decide the case, 
jury, it would only take them fl.ve ml.tn f our training dollars are 

t' , ted that 95 percen o. " It has been es 1ma ' , teaching techn1que 1.S 

going dmvn the drain because our superl.orl'ed Today it is time to 
d d nsequently not app l. . f 

not understoo , an :0, . , 'h' and accept it as part 0 our 
change to a more posl.tl.ve Phl.lOlSlOP, Y e to share'these ideas with 

, t' n' Thank you fora mnng m ~ . organl.za l.O • ., I 

you. 

I' 
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Multi-Format Management Programming Concept 

~artin R. Gardner 

In the development of any training program, there are some basic steps 
that have to' be followed. First of all is the identification of specific 
skiU .cievelopment or knowledge development needs. The sncond is in 
determining your trainee audience, :i.n other words, the group to whom 
you are to apply the program. And the third equally critical consideration 
'is the limitation of resources for funding and personnel available to 
develop and implement the program. We have ,almost habitually considered 
training or edUCation to be limited to a specific lecturer-group 
r,elationship. The expense involved in training on a one-to-one 
relationship was too expensive to consider. 

However, I would like to toss out a couple of ideas here which you 
may want to strongly co~sider when implementing management programs 
at the regional ievel. ' 

Sometime ago;'some of us began to try to determine whet:ein we could 
meet needs that seemed almost compliclting each other. Many of you 
administrators who are responsible fo;" the development of programs 
are aware that you can't aiways pull somebody free for a two-day 
session or a week-long session. You may have defi.nite needs that 
have been identified in management. You may have a definite audience 
targeted on. You may have quite a lot of resources available, both 
personnel and finances for the implementation of a program; but in 
the actual design and implementation of the progr~, you become fully 
cognizant that you, may have to take an alternative r'dute - a lateral 
thinking approach. 

Now J there have been experimentations with things like correspondence 
and extension training courses. There have been studies designed 
to determine the relative effectiveness' of programmed instruction 
versus lecture, classroom instruction versus television, on and on 
and on we could go. There is evidence which appears to indicatn that 
there is really not too much of a difference between the different methods 
of presenting material - that t.hey't't~ all equally effective wit\._ proper 
background and development. Based on this, some people and I sat 
down and tried to evolve some type of approach to manageme.nt training 
that would respo~d to the n~eds o~ the fellows who require the 
training but cannot come to a central location for it. What we 
ultimately came up with amounted to a multi-format type presentation 
where the managers would be brought together for a one-day orientation, 
provided with programmed instruction material, sent back to theit 
jurisdiction for certain periods of):ime, returned for re-orientation, 
for problem solving and discussion in a. workshop < -ssion, given other 
programmed instruction materials ,and corresponde';1c<': 1l1aterials and 
access to other resources; this could go on and "·:1 and on. Obviously, 
in the course of this training approach, you ha,v<:- to have testing 
to determine wherein the needs continue to prevad, where they have 
been met, if they have been met. Remedial actions that might be 
necessitated. 
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For you who would con'sider meeting all needs; this offers ,a possibility 
to you .. When you break down into regional workshops, this topic might 
be addr~sseq.'J:'he Manpower Devel,.opment Assis,tance Division in LEAA 
and the Regional Manpower Development Specialists will offer you 
assistance in the design of a program that is going to meet your specific 
needs. 

The advent of, all;~io recording media and methods, as well as video tape 
recording and other television applications~ has opened up additional 
avenues .for t~e,conveying oftrainirtg materials to the trainee, 
wherever h'e might be. Technological, developments oE the recent past, 
~oupled with availability of hardware, software and program development 
assi~tance, can serve to: answer some of thes,e needs for training wherein 

~ the train~'e Jsnot available to attend what has irtthe past been 
presented in,in-r.esidence prograiiiffiing of'long,duration. 

" '.' e.' • 
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State Planning Agency Problems 

The following notes are provided·in.regards to problems delineated 
by SPA's Manpower Development Specialists. The SPAs are well aware 
of many common problems. They felt that generally there was much need 
for training programs sponsored by LEAA in the areas of: 

1. Program evaluation ,. _ 
2. Methodology in regards to the delivery of technical assistance 
3. Grant administratio~ 
4·. Information systems 

. 5. Data collecting systems', . 
6. Special probiem solving training programs that would be customized 

for each state. 

There was ~lso general agreement among the SPAs and M.D. Specialists 
present, that due to the regional variation of problems, euch Manpower \ 
Development Specialist should have free rein, but operating within 
national policy gUi>:1elines, in developing training programs to meet 
the needs of his region, and that Washington (MDAD) would then receive 
inputs regarding general national needs.from these ten specialists. 
This is not to say that Washington should not develop general parameters 
in which the Manpower Developmen!=. funds are to be used in regards 
to SPA and local planning training. Although it.is considered that, 
due to the variation in the expertise level of each state, specific 
program devlopment must be done at a regional level. Any attempt to 
develop a national program in regards to specific types of training 
would in some cases undershoot the target and in some 'cases overshoot 
the target. The SPAs and Manpo~er Development Specialists were very 
insistant upon this type of delivery system. We further discussed 
methodologies that could be employed in developing national policy 
and one which all agreed upon was to bring in each of the Manpower 
Development Specialists and/or his RA to a.meeting and together 

'hammer out some national guidelines under which they would operate. 
Then, let each Manpower Development Specialist within his region develop, 
with his SPAs, programs which would meet the.ir specific needs. l'his 
very possible is the only method in'which the regionalization of the 
407 training funds can be accomplished. 
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Manpower Development Problems of Police 

A. RECRUITING FOR POLlCE 
The problems as outlined in the large meeting TJlere: 

1. Restrictive residence 
2., Minority recruitment 
3, Civil s,ervice barriers 
4. Para-professional recruiting, 

At the small meeting of group #1, the following problems were also, 
brought up: 

5. Delay in time between job opening and hiring procedure to 
fill the position. . 

6. The problem of the rule of one-in-three for hiring. 

The group took the following positions on some of the problem point~, 
as well as some general premises in the recruiting area. . 

Broad statement on recorranendfition in recruiting: Based upon the 
premise that state-wide establishing of reasonable standards for law 
enforcement recruiting has brought about a rise in the caliber and" 
quality of law enrorcement, we would recommend that all states establish 
!' legal body of standards to establish realistic, practical standards 
for law enforcement officers. 

Broad statement: Salaries must be adequate and competitive between 
jurisdictions within the general area of the juri~diction as well as 
in general line with the nation-wide area, taking into consideration 
cost of living and other pertinent financial information. 

Broad statement: Regional and national level testing should be 
established in ar,:!as near the source of applicants. 

R~commendation as to Problem #1, Restrictive Residence, is as follows. 
The group recommends the position that residence requirements and voting 
requirements be totally eliminated from all recruiting standards. 
Regardless of chronological age of applicants, tests should be researched 
and devloped to determine maturity for police applicants not based 
exactly on chronological age. 

Problem #2, Minority recruitment: This problem the group felt would 
best be handled through the concepts of cadet programs and/or the 
concept of para-professional hiring; Community Service Officer could 
be used to upgrade through experience and education to meet the standards 
which are constantly being increased for the recruiting of police. 

Pro,blem ifo3, Civil service barriers: It is felt that in some cases. 
this is almost the same as what has been discussed under restrictive 
residence. It is recommended that the concept of late'ral entry should 
be encouraged as an aid to recruiting. .... 

Problem #4, Para-professional recruiting: The recommendation of the 
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Manpower Development Problems of ,Police 

A. RECRUITING FOR POLIcE 
The problems as outlined in the large meeting were: 

,1. Re$trictive residence 
2.' Minority recruitment 
3;' Civil service barriers 
4. Para-professional recruiting 

At the small meeting of group fH, the following problems were also ' 
brought up: 

5. Delay in time between job opening and hiring procedure to 
fill the p0sition. , 

6. The problem of the rule of one-in-three for hiring. 

The group took the following positions on some of the problem points, 
as well as some general premises in the recruiting area. ' 

Broad statement on recommendation in recruiting: Based upon the 
premise that state-wide establishing of reasonable standards for law 
enforcement recruiting has brought about a rise in the caliber and, , , 
quality of law enforcement, we would reconunend that all states estabhsh 
a legal' body of standards to establish realistic, ~ractical standards 
for law enforcement officers. 

Broad statement: Salaries must be adequate and competitive,between 
jurisdictions within the general area of the juri?diction as well as 
in general line with the nation-wide area, t~king into co~sideration 
cost of living and other pertinent financial information. 

Broad statement: Regional and national level- testing should be 
established in areas near the source of applicants. 

Recommendation as to Problem fH Restrictive Residence, is as follows. 
The group recommends the positi~n that residence requirements and voting 
requirements be totally eliminated from all recrutting standards. 
Regardless of chronological age of applicants, tests should be researched 
and devloped to determine maturity for police applicants not based 
exactly on chronological age. 

Problem #2, Minority recruitment: This problem the group felt would 
best be handled throu~h the concepts of cadet programs and/or the 
concept of para-professional hiring; conununity Service Officer could 
be used to upgr~~e through experience and education to meet ,the standards 
which are constantly being increased for the recruiting of {loUc,e. 

Problem #3, Civil service barriers: It is felt that in some'cases, 
this is almost the same as what, has been discussed und,er restrictive 
residence. It is recommended that the concept of lateral entry should 
be encouraged as an aid to recruiting. ~ 

Problem f~4; Para-professional recruiting: The reconunendation of' the 
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origin~l Crime Report on the concept of Co~unl.'ty should b U_ Seryi~e Officer 
e encouraged and re-recommended. _ 

Problem 1,5 ~ Dela, y in time between J' ob openl.' ng ,a'nd The d hiring procedure: 
reconunen,atl.on in this area is that testing should be continuous 

and competitl.ve in the recruitmert area. 

Problem #6, The rule of one-in-three for 
that it should be abolished as the 
at this time to be totally valid. 

niring: It is recon~erided 
system is qot that sophisticated 

B. 

C. 

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
1. High turnover of collegs trained 

a. Police agent programs' 
b. .Street-level career development 

2. Lateral entry 
a. ' Civilian experts 

,b. Specialized areas of policing support fun;tions 
3. Internal talent search 

a. Resear:h a~d development of manpower resources 
b. Certifl.catl.on system based on training/education 
c. ,Career counseling , 

'4. d. Budgeting for curriculum development 
Performance appraisal ' 
a. Must be as objective as possible (FAIRNESS) 
b. Must be a valid test. 

5. Job ,(Career rotation) 
a. With recruits - intern program 
b. Skill-bank within state 

6. Women Officers 
a. Pennsylvania State Police Academy program 
b. Patrolmen and staff r,ecruitment (women) 

TRAINING/EDUCATION 
1. Management/Supervisory training _ 

a. Academy training, 
b. Individual agency training 
c. State ~inimum standards 
d. College resources 
e., Exe9utive training certificates 
f. Reciprocal agreements 
g. Interstate collective training 

2. Curriculum Development 
a. ',Evaluation and demonstration projects 
b., Project STAR 
c •• Deve~opment of curriculum specialists 
d. Partl.cipa:ory curriculum development 
e. R~le and Job analysis - basis for curriculum 

3. Trai-nl.ng of Trainer 
a. 'Mini~um standards for instructors 
b. Pilot programs for instructor training 

4. Certification of correspondenc~ courses 
a. Cable television 
b. Audio/visual use 
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D. 

E. 

5. 

Educational television c. . 
d. Training by ma11 . 
Interdisciplinary Tra1ning . 
a. CJS centers/cost effect1ve 

SAlARY/BENEFITS 
1. Competitive salary structure 
2. Progressive sala~y/benefits plans 

SELECTION STANDARDS d regarding age, height, w. eight, 1. More flexible selection standar s 

and other physical sta'ndar~s high school, A.A., B.A., etc. 
2. Raise educational standar s-

'" ' 
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Manpower and Tr.aining Problems in Corrections 

1. Racial Tensions in the Prisons 

',,' 

II. 

A. There is not enough recognition given to the various sub
cultures in our prisons and in our society. 

B. Need to improve cOIll1'l:lunications between minority-major;ty 
staff, and staff-inmates. 

C. Present traditional training methods designed to impr.ove these 
communications are ineffective. 

Need Effective Minority Recruitment. 
A. Recruitment all too often does not recognize cultural differences, 

nor does it attempt to meet these differences with a different.ial 
recruitment approach that relates a specific segment of the 
sub-culture to the various correctional occupational levels. 

III. Need to Examine the Barriers to Minority Recruitment. 
A. Present selection criteria select out minority candidates. 
B. Rural location of institutions. 
C. Resistance by white personnel. 
D. Lack of promotional opportunities. 
E. Minority recruitment is often unplanned and lacks a systems 

approach. 

F. ,Some reluctance of minority members to accept jobs in corrections 
for fear of losing credibility with their sub-culture. 

G. Slow turnover and slow promotional possibilities versus ne~,d 
for ,rapid increase ip numbers of minority personnel. 

R. Need to expand recruitment to include women, ex-offenders, 
and physically handicapped. 

IV. There is a lack of policy commitment to planning and setting 
of objectives. This applies to training, recru~tment, and employee development. 

V. There is a need to professionalize correctional work. 

VI. Training 

A. Need to deve lop standardized tra:lning programs. There should 
be an agreed upon body of knowledge necessary to all criminal 
justice personnel. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 
F. 

G. 

We do not have any basic data upon which to base staff
development programs, or correctional objectives. We are 
not about what we want corrections to do. 
Training is fragmeo,ted and irrelevant. It should be established 
on the basis of a continuum of service. How can this ,be 
accomplished? 

There is a lack of objective search and assessment upon which 
to base the development of training programs. 
Administrative support for training is often lacking. 
Training often does not improve promotional opportunity, 
although it raises expectations in the trainee. 
Need to develop mechanisms for disseminating information 
about training programs. 
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H. How can the self-perceptions of the correctional worker and 
the perceptions of him by i'he offender be resolved and 
incorporated in training progl.d,i:3? 

VII. How can the trainee by given the opportunity to utilize his training 
when the. system is not flexible and cannot or will not acconnuodate 
to new methods, or training induced behavior change? 

VIII. To a great extent corrections has been taken out of politics by 
the introduction of Civil Service and the merit system. However, 
these systems, by their. inflexibility, are in conflict with new 
objectives, such as recruiting minorities and the need to introduce 
new staff development programs. 

IX. There is little transfer of knowledge about new methods, techniques, 
organizational arrangements, etc. between correctional systems~, 
How do we improve this kind of communication? 

'X, Increasingly the connuunity is becouling interested in what corrections 
is "doing. Political awareness both within prisons and in the 
connuunity is creating problems for the administrator. How can 
corrections generally, and the institution in particular, use 
what seems to be a conflict situation to achieve rehabilitative 
goals? What role can training, recruitment and manpower development 
programs assist in alleviating this problem? 

XI. Colleges and universities are re1uctant to design special programs 
to mee,t the needs of correctional personnel. I 

XII. Generally, correctional syste~s lack the funds to establish and 
maintain tr~ining programs. 

XIII. Need to develop personnel performan~e standards. ' 

XIV. Corrections needs to develop relationships and mechanisms for the 
effective use of volunteers, connuunity resources, and related 
agencies. 

XV. Corrections, Like all public and private bureaucracies, functions 
on the basis of informal organizations and relationships that 
exist below the surface of the formal organization chart and 
official proced~re. This infol~al structu~e often hinders change 
especially in recruiting, promotion, training, and in the 
establishment of new methods and procedures. 
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Manpower Development in the Courts 

1. Lack of a' .... areness of 
A. :;~l !.:h(: PHi.J;"l.o;: courts manpl.)\.lc;,. ·J;-::lated problems: 

R, By state legislatures 
2. C, By s~ate Planning Agencies 

Lack of luformation among courts 
A. Prosecution, defense agencies 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 
15. 
16. 

1. Means of assistance and personnel concerning! 

2. Research and demonstration results 
3. Models which wo~k et 
4 R ' c. . esources and expertise 

I,ack of an effective s'tr.'ucture ;n 
mal 1 ~ most stgtes ~o deal 'th r POyler re ated problems: - y71' courts, 
A. To set goals, priorities 
B. Define programs or to implement reforms 
Lack of comprehensive trainin ro . 
prosecutors defender" t g Pd grams ~n most,' states for courts' , ", cour a minist t ' Recruitment poot, especiall" ra ors, clerks, ,aids, etc. 
expense bad. y 1n prosecutor office, retention 
Lack of career development lans . . ' 
No involvement of . d P ,pr~mar~ly due to poor management. 
"Jud' . 1 . JU ges due often to misconceived 

,~cJ,a Independence." , concepts of 
Lack of management resources' in m 
office; resultant mj suse of jud' ?s~ codurts, prosecutor and defender 
need for more court; "d ~c~a an prosecutional resources', 
assistants to 'assist :p~ps 11 p~raprofessiona1s; panols of legal ' 
F '1 f ,e a e courts etc 
,a1 ure 0 courts and prosecutio ' : 
other elements of the t .n ~o coo:d~np..te effectively with 
situations.' . sys em espec~ally J:n big"city ,high' volume 
Archaic. laws rul d ..,' . . ,es an practl.ces· re'sult . 
~as,~n the case of trial d ' " ~n was~e 
Failure of co t d s e Novo, excessive use of 

ur s an related age . 
resulting in court congest" nc~es to properly 
Oft 1.on. 

0.£ manpower 
Grand Juries, 
screen cases 

" en no means to discipline or 
Judges or officials. remove incompetent or dishonest 
Lack of sufficientpersonn l' 'd 
courts and officials. . eor d equate funding levels for most 
Not enough time available f' . 

etc. ' 

Part time iudges or of-f'i . °lr ~hnserv~ce or other traini, ng. 
L - - C1a s w 0 often have f1 .. 

ack of orientation trainin~ for new . con ~ct of interests. 
they assume office 0 jUdges or prosecutors befo;o:-e . -.-

, i 
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d t' ns of the Courts Workshop . Report and Reconnnen a :LO 

elated manpower prohlems require for 
While we recognize that courts r t related skills and personnel, 

, t ce of non-cour s , r solution the assl.S an d liberations. that our pr1ma y 
we have recognized throughouth our u~t' s people themselves, espec:i:ally 
threshold problem is to get,t ec~~sideration of cQurt's manpower ,problem.s. 
judges, involved. in an ongo1ng

la e cit:!.es effectivemechan:!.sms for 
There exists in .few stat:s Qr te rg in addressing the court's problems 
this involvement. The f:Lrs: s i~ the c~eation and strengthening of 
identified should be to assl.~~ this i'l1Volvement. (Weconsidered 
a;propriate mechanisms to ac eved techniques which m:!.ght be 

t as mechani.sms an various struc ur , 'tuations) 
appropriate to different state Sl. . • 

h i evolving out of means are developed wit n or 
Unless these:!.nvolve~ent) l' '0 tIe will be accomplished. 
courts· (and prosecutl.On, l.l: 

" . c threshold problem, it must be 
Along with recognition of thhS ~as\rs who work within them differ 
understood that courts and t e t~~. 
from Police. and Corrections in ai~ ,~ith individuals (usually elected), 

, TJo "rp dealing in the m. 

.... ~~t -~~encies, and ~ . . out of the fact that the courts 
2 There are constra:tnts arisi,ng t under separation of ~owers. 

• rate branch of governmen are a sepa 

that manpower development activity and 
It was our concensus, therefore, rimarily at the ~ level I 

di g in the courts area must be P. ibilities gaining involvement 
spenb '~d the structures for defining respons This mu~t be augmented 
to Ul. 1 ntation of programs. . d d 
and planning and imp erne h ational level to prov~,e an 
by more activity ~nd support a~ ti~f~rmation ~uge andsupporti~g 1 
st.rengthen centers for re~~:~~i~n and training particularly in nat ona 
(but above statel:vel) i e like the: 
or one-of-a-kincl Sl.tuat o~.s 

Na tional Center for State Courts 
P secution Management 

National Center for ro. I stitutes for Judicial, 
National Colleges, Academl.c~'d ~ourt Administration Training, etc. 

Prosecutional, Defense .m 

.. iall on an interdisciplinary basis--
(LEAA) Regional approaches---e.,pec lY t until more progress has 
are of limited value at this timeda~at~~~al levels. However, we 
been accomplished at the sta~~7a~unds in the LEAA regions to create 
strongly advise' use of sec'b'I'ties in courts _ prosecution defense 
how-to-do-it or skillshca~;A~sl.in areas such as: 
in the states and in t e 

1 t of management 1. Understanding the importance of deve opmen 

capabilities. ff tively with legislatures. 
How courts correlate more e eCd t nding of cour~s problems. 

2. bli nd media un ers a 'r 
3. Increasing pu cad al~ng with courts manpowe How to get judges involved in e 
4, and management problems. 
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We also recomme~d that whatever impediments, real or imagined, exist 
with respect of use of Sec. 406 funds for pre-,or in-service training 
of lawyers (judges, defenders, prosecutors, law clerks) or court 
managers of court aids, be eliminated as soon as possible and the 
universities, col 1 eges, and institutes offering education for such 
persormel be qualried to receive tEEP funds. 

Specific goals identified included: 
1. Establish a structure within each state (and large .city where 

appropriate) to consider. and create courts manpower. Development 
plans and programs. Such structure should define responsibilities 
with ~espect to courts' manpower development. 

2. Every state (and large city) should'provide for the conduct 
of a comprehensive survey and assessment of court's manpower 
needs identifying among other things existing and needed 
numbers, grade and experience· levels of personnel, job 
descriptions (including para judicial and para legal, courts' 
aids etc.) and needed COmmunity resource both within and Without. 
the criminal justice system. SPA's should provide funds When 
appropriate. 

3. SPA's should f),lnd the s I:affing of appropriate mechanisms 
in each state, so county prosecution and defenses can deal 
with and develop programs to meet their needs (see 1 above). 

'Some such mechanisms are: 
Judicial Councils 
Councils of Prosecutors or Attorney General offices 
Judicial Conferences 
State Court Administrator 
State Public Defender 
Ad hoc or bar association related commit.tees 
Prosecutor training co-ordinators 

4. Education and training (c\ourts including selectad personnel , 
prosecution, defense). Each state should have a comprehensive, 
ongoing training plan addressing needs for: 

a. Pre-service training 
b. Annual update 
c. National or regio11a1 education or overview of the 

judicial process etc. 
d. Specialized traini.ng: 

(1) Management and Administration, 
(2) Search and Seizure, etc. 

e. Individualized study programs 
f. Materials development - desk, books, tape cassettes, 

video tapes of moot courts, new developments in the 
law etc. 

In such a plan should ideally reside the responsibility for training 
in one place in the state, poasBibly a law school or law center. 

5. There is a need to develop Ilt appropriate levels training courses 
for assigned defense couns4~:~ as well as for full-time public 
defenders. 

6. LEAN and SPA's need to devi~la'p 'a better understanding of the 
manpower and training needSIOf courts, prosecution, defense 
and need to provide more ini:ormation on training resources, 
national and state, workab1,e state'mode1s etc. 
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Closing Address 
, . 

Jerris Leonard 

Mr. toast-master Kirshner, Father Spillane, Judge Orbomb, Attorney 
General Meyer, M~yor Leahy, my friend and former State Senator colleague, 
Senator Leudtke, Pl,"esidcnt Fred Hcssman of the Exchange Club, disti.nguished 
members of the cIininal justice community who are here today, my 
associates in LEAA, the Department of Justice and friends: 

I have a number of :reasons fot' being proud a~ld pleased to be here 
today. Certainly on the occasion of this 2.5th anniversary of the 
Bxchange Club recognizing and promoting the law enforcement community 
and the criminal justice community, And it is a particular pleasure 
because of that 'quarter-century. 

Before I get into my prepared remarks, I would like to take just a 
couple of minutes, if I may, to give some recognition to two people 
and the organizations they represent in this room today. Both of them 
are associates of mine, one in a very close sense and the other in a 
sense of being with the Department of Justice. I would like to give 
some public recognition to CaTI Hamm. It may sound like a bit of 
nepotism if you listen to the' introduction of him, as he happens to be 
from my home town, but I assure you that his entry into this job as 
Director of the Manpower Development Assistance Division of LEAA was 
"-(eally coincidental to our friendship, a8 he ~.,as with the International 
Association Chiefs of Police in Vlashington at the time. Carl is a 
"COp" who has ,.,orked the stl:"eets of l-1ilwaukee, who has headed the 
Youth Aide Bureau of that very fine police department and has cOlltinued 
his education, getting his masters degree from the University of 
Wisconsin in Milwaukee, while he was with the police community. To him 
and his associate, Martin Gardner, who so well has coordinated this 
conference, and to our people that are here from our.regional offices 
who have worked under the general supervision'and direction of Carl, 
t.O all of you, Carl, and your associates I want to pay tribute to 
the very fine job that you are doi\1g in this very difficult area. 
We have some thirty million dollars this year in Educational Development 
Funds, actually a little bit more than that, and it's a big program. 
It is a difficult one to manage and manage properly, and I think 
Carl is doing an overwhelming job. 

I would like to have you, President Mossman, and your friends, and 
your associates in the Exchange Club, and the other guests that are 
here today give Carl Harnm and his associates in manpower development 
a nice hand for this conference. 

It is somewhat ironic, I thought to myself as I sat here, that 
throughout the United States we in LEAA don't promote luncheons such 
as this and label them J. Edgar Hoover testimonial dinners or luncheons. 
Today in 1971 and 1972 Amedca has become intensely interested in 
~1iiminal justice education, and yet the truth of the matter is that 
it i.s the Director of the FBI who for so many years has provided 
leadership not only for his own training program, the training of his 
own people, but has also provided leadership for the training of both 
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the local law enforcement personnel. I think we should pause for just 
q m~ment and give some recognition to Mr. Hoover and to his leadetship 
tn manpower development training and education. We should pay special 
tribute today to his associate, who heads the whole development 
manpower program, the Assistant Director in charge of training and 
~ducation, Joe Casper. 

J;t,: is a special privilege to me for another reason~-because I think 
~his state and this city have provided more than their share of leadership 
to the criminal justice community. Your senior Senator, Roman Hruska, 
is one of the real leaders nationally. He is one of the principal 
authors of the Omnibus Crime Control Bill, and I better bow because 
it is the bill under 'vhich my agency operates. And my Warm respects 
to Senator Carl Curtis, who has been a loyal and consistent supporter 
of our programs. On the House side, John McCollister, Congressman Thone, 
and Congressman Martin have been good supporters, and the five of them, 
I think, make up a little group second to none in Washington in their 
dedicntion to the reduction of crime and delinquency. They are out there 
voting and supporting our program and other programs in the reduction 
of crime and delinquency, and I think therefore that you should be 
congratulated on the job they are doing for you in Washington, 

~naha has helped us in other ways. Your good Chief of Police Dick Andersen, 
and Bob Kutak, one of your local barristers here--both serve as members 
of the National ~ommission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, 
which I appointed some months back, and which is going to make such a 
substantial contribution to pointing the way and providing the benc~ 
marks ~or all of us who work in the criminal justice system. We value 
Chief Andersen's and Bob Kutak's contribution, and so again a tribute 
co Omaha and to .Nebraska. Of course, Omaha is an LEAA "Pilot City", 
Hr. Mayor, and 've hope that the program is going well and developing 
an integrated criminal jus t,ice. system, as I am confident it will. 
Because of the local leadership, the leadership of you men in the 
~riminal justice community generally, will provide us a model for the 
~ntire nation. Of course, Nebraska has one other claim to fame) 
that is, the fact that it has managed to establish all the way from 
Hawaii to the Orange Bowl a certain law-and-order on the gridiron, 
~nd I would hate to have that group chasing me as a possee. 

I would like to pause for a moment to bring you the regards and regrets 
qf Attorney General John Mitchell, with whom I spoke yesterday. He asked 
that he be remembered, On Monday, I met with the President, and I 
want you to know that he did not give me any advice to bring you for 
improving your football team. See, when you're number 1, even the 
President hesitat(ls to give you any advice. 

There are two audiences here today. First I want to mention the Omaha 
Exchange Club. President Mossman, it is the kind of public spirit you 
show by this luncheon and recognition that we would like to see flourish 
in every corner of the country. All of us want to see in the state and 
local levels of government a stronger role b.e.ing played by individual 
~itizen$J supporting state and local government without the type of 
ip.cluen~e we sometimes see coming from Washington. We really.don't 
t\eed any influenc~ from Hashingttm to reduce crime and delinquency. 
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Help,in the fOLm of funds, yes. General' _ ' 
of dksseminating group infOltnation and le~~7dance -poss~bly in the area 
are working around the United St t :Lng people know , .... hat programs 
Brother." Or IIUneIe Sugar" i W ~,es--yes. But we don't need "Big 
problems of the criminal ·unt. as ~ngton to tell us how to solve the 
if more local groups did ;ssm~~~ ~~;t~~ at,t~: local lev~l. I think 
as your' Exchange ClUb is do' h . e C1.t1.zens of the:Lr communities 
, . l.ng ere l.n Omaha I think d t . l.U er1.me and delinq1lency in j'he U 't d S' ras kC reductions 
Goverr~ent, after all, to th~se o~l.ue hta~7s would :ome much f~ster. 
Some t~me in ~t and we learned somet~iW Of :Lke.to thl.nk we have spent 
to the people. It's got to be re ~g rom l.t, has to be close 
philosophy behind the President' . spons:ve to the people. That is the 
partnership in local law e f s progxam f?t' a Federal-state-local 
t h n orcement and criminal ' t' o t e fact that for the 12 I JUs l.ce. I can attest 
I abrays had a sneai(y suspicr~:r~hat seI'{ed /~ the Wisconsin Legislature 
repose on the banks of the Potorna a ~ s om and knowledge did not 
now and it's no longer suspicio c'I:n~ r ;c been there for three years 
is also the reason for the Pres~dent'sl.S a solutely confirmed. This 
to make funds available to th " proposal on revenue sharing, It is 
t 1 1 e c~tl.es counties a d t ' 

00 ocal government needs t t h ' ,n sates. It loS the 
gaining every day. Everyday ~h:eero~ e new responsibilities they keep 
of government. All the money is ~ WIer. COmes up at the local level 
share some of that mone' ~n aSll.ngton, and we have got to 
and local units of gov~;n~~~~ ~~s been collected there with state 
solved .. At the same time e tive.want the problems of this nation 

very c tlozen every ci . 
more to make goverrmlent t07ork, whether it.. vl.c. group I has to do 
reduction Or any other important area of l.S :1.n the beld of crime 

concern. 

The law enforcement assistance tas1< . h 
government reduce crime--to hel • loS to .. elp ~tate and local units of 
courts, and the'ir offender reha~' ~~~e ~hel.t po~~ce 'departments, their 
and more effective. The ke" 0 l. . a~ on se:v~c~s more efficient 
ourselves 'Jut of business. fN~ ~~s~s. effec:t:Lve. I-fe t07ant to put 
every time I go to the r . ~l.ates lon LEAA T¥l.ll tell you that 
I tell them that the Phi~~~~~icOif1.~~ or,tal~ to one of the divisions 
of business b ivi h a a Jectl.ve l.S to put ourselves out 
themselves, ~h~ re~~ ~a; ~~ate'd a~d local units the tools to do the job 
villages, and t~'Mns more ~ec~:~ -. ay-out 'vork of. making OLlr cities, 
by people like yourSelves __ peopl:r~~oc~ime a~d vl.~lence must ~e performed 
are and know how be,,'t to solv now w at t e local problems 
in LEAA look for ad~ice and i~ ~~o~~ p~~b~em;. It is to you that we 

~~~n~~;~le~=c~fc;::u~~!;r~:m:nt and'~ri~~na~ j~~~i~: ~~r~~:~o~~ ~~!ve 
agencies devise Hhat He hope a~ar~ of th~s proces~, Individual local 
significant progress in the red~c~~nova~l.ve,technl.ques to make possible 
information is developed IEAA l.on? erl.me and disorder. As this 
accompanies it with the te;hn' p~sses.l.t on to other agencies and 
these new idea; iDto operatio~ca E~~s7~t~ncehand with the money to put 
is the kev to this process Th t '. lo

h 
l.S t e local initiative that 

system That' th • a loS t e heart and the brains of this 
. l.S e eSSence of the American G 

the essence of Hhat makes th' overnment, and it is 
f l.S government so unique am 11 o the world. The alternative' ong a governments 

the alternative is a national ' ~~ frloends, and take these words seriously, 
bureaucrats,' and I don't thinkP~nl.C~f£orce run from Hashington by Federal 
been all too many foreign countri~s thUS whant a part ,of that. There have 

roug out the history of the world 
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that have come to grief by following the misguided idea that a ~ational 
Central Govertunent could be an effective weapon against criminal activity. 
It just won't work. 

Let us keep what we have and let us make it better by sharing each 
community's fresh techniques for encouraging better criminal justice. 
It's groups such as yours, the Exchange Club, that ll'.ake this system 
of local initiative so viable. It is your support of your institutions 
that make total Federal rule or responsibility out of place in this 
democracy of ours. You and groups like yours are a credit not only 
to your city and to your state but also to your nation, Mr. President • 

In addition to the Exchange Club Members and their guests, we have in 
our Audience today a group of experts who have been attending this 
conference sponsored by LEAA. Since y.ou arrived here last Sunday you 
have heard a considerable amount; 11m sure, of discussion about criminal 
justice as a system. Therefore, I'm going to refz-ain from burdening 
you with any lengthy description about those problems. But I would 
like to call your attention to the importance of what you and others 
like you everywhere in America are now doing for the first time. 
You are talking to one~another. That may sound simple, but the truth 
of the matter is that it hasn't really been done before. Moreover, 
this significant innovation promises to transform everyone's thinking 
about the criminal justice system and ifs problems. Prior to LEU the 
criminal justice system as such really didn't exist. In almost every 
community throughout the United States it wasn't there. There were 
sheriffs who never talked to policemen, there were policemen who 
never talked to judges, there were judges who never talked to the 
warden, there were wardens who never talked to any other experts, 
and there were experts who never sat dlfwn and talked together with the 
public officials who lead the conununity. Tpday all that is changed. 
One of LEAA's most significant accomplislunents is the establishment of 
criminal justice coordinating councils throughout the length and breadth 
of America. As a result, the people who make decisions about enforcement, 
adjudication, and rehabilitation now sit down and talk to one another. 
They plan ahead to solve their mutual problems. They think about and 
discuss how the action of one member agency affects the work another 
one is doing and how it affects the whole. They learn to be part \' 
a team, in short, performing a single service for their community. 
Now this system includes many different kinds of people with widely 
varying professions. Judges, prosecutors, public defenders, probation 
officers, psychologists, policemen, medical examiners, wardens, and 
the like. One need that they all discovered is the need for more trailling-
training of the kind that will make them better professionals, yes:, 
true professionals. Another of the LEAA achievements is the law erttorcement 
education program, which makes education possible for tens of thousands 
of people who might not otherwise be able to afford it. As all Federal 
agencies, LEAA is addicted to acronyms, so we call it the LEEP 
program. It really is a leap in many ways to more productive ~areers 
fo~ the men and women who are taking part. Surprising as it may 
sound, criminal justice education is a relatively new idea. Programs 
of law enforcement higher education began on a'small scale, very small 
scale, in the Twenties I but it wasn't really until the Sixties that 
law enforcement and criminal justice agencies asked colleges and 
professional groups to cooperate in studying the needs of the system 
and how they are related to education. Just four years ago, the American 
Association of Junior Colleges printed its first brochure urging a broader 
approach to criminal justice education. There are more t~an 700,000 
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of our fellow American~ that work in the criminal justice institutes 
and parole agencies. SomEl 50,000 of these 700:,000 persens are new 
every year. That' is, 7 percent every year arene~V' to the system. 
Most of the young professionals, in particular, need more educational 
opportunities and that is what LEEP is all about. It is designed 
to provide education~l incentives by enabling students to acquire more 
learni~g and training without encurring additional financial expenses. 
Since ~t was launched three years ago, $72 million in loans ahd grants 
ha~e gone to nearly 23?,000 students. The President has asked Congress 
th~s year for an addit~onal $40 million for fiscal year 1973. This 
would permit some 95,000 persons to participate. Almost 1,000 junior 
colleges and colleges and universities are in the job of training 
these men and women, of whom 84 percent work in the criminal justice 
system. The remaining 16 percent are the young people who have made 
a c~mmitment to go into the criminal justice Sj7stem when they finish 
the7P education. Eighty percent of those in the LEEP program are police 
offlcers, and that is heartening. The balance come from corrections 
~nd court personnel. These students enrolled part-time or full-time 
~~ a very.wide v~riety of undergraduate and graduate courses, all 
a~med at ~ncreas~ng their professional skills. Some are experiencing 
college work for the first time. 

I was in Detroit some weeks ago at a judicial conference and because 
I had to ge~cfrom there to Chig~go and some place else, they sent a 
deputy sher~kf out to pick me tip from the Wayne County Sheriff's Office, 
lbat fellow was 43 years old and had three kids, and when he found out 
who ~ ~as, I thought he was going to throw his arms around me and start 
hugg~n6 me. Then he told me about how he was going to the Wayne County 
Co~unity College and Was in his second year. The first year he was 
a httle afraid of what: his reception would be on campus, and it wasn't 
very good. Soma of the students called him a "pig" and some other 
names, but as they got to know him and he got to know them things seemed 
to work out. I asked him "What kind of a course were YOU taking?" 
He got a big grin on his face and said, "Mr. Leonard, you won't believe 
this but last year I took first and second semester freshman English 
a~d I got a B both semesters." And the 13 proved that with the help 
of the LEEP program, that at 43 years of age, he could go to college 
and make progress. Even ~f he never gets a degree, the very fact 
that he has proved to himself that he can do that is going to make 
a better man out of him. Little stories like that, that you pick up 
are indicative of how good this ~rogram is. 

: got a letter recently from the police chief of a large City, and I 
Just want to quote a couple of the sentences: "I consider the education 
program one. of the most important and the most successful programs 
launched. Education is inseparable from career development. The 
ent~re community benefits by the educational upgrad~ng of the police 
off~cer. The law enforcement education program has had a striking 
ef.fect. It 

Wha: pleases me the most about that kind of a letter is the fact that 
it ~s an affirmation that LEAA is serv~ng the local community in many 
ways. LEEP, of course, is only part of the answer. We need more 
training inside the indiVidual law enforcement agency, There has to 
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be more going on inside the individual agency> in addtion to the LEEP 
program. But we are ready to help. This administration expects that 
the funds that flow through LEAA are going to be put to good use. Good 
government ste~s from officials who are dedicated to efficiency and 
public service. I'm sure that you are aware of the President's, 
forthright committment to make this nation safer for its citizens, 
and I,can assure you that he is making good on that pledge. When 
you le'ave here, <however, I hope that you ask yoursei ves: AmI doing 
my part? It is not enough under your system of government to say that 
the problem is being taken care of or solved in Washingtqn. Each 
one of us must make some kind of firm resolve to the President. The 
people of American who heretofore were discouraged, discouraged by 
rampaging crime and violence, have taken heart in the last three 
years, and today we have a revitalized Department of Justice. We 
have new assistance through the Safe Streets Act. We have new 
initiatives in every state and local community throughout this nation. 
Citizens, I believe, ,are gaining, re-gaining confidence. There is a 
restored spirit, a reawakened SGnse that problems can be solved., 
There is a confidence that crime can and will be sharpty reduced. ,But 
just because things are beginning to go well, i don't think we ' 
can let other people carry the ball. I don't have to tell you anything 
about football here in Nebraska, but I want you to know that this is ' 
a deadly Serious game to restore the rule of law and decency. We 
a'ce still in the first "half." We are beginning to lead, but none 
of us can become complacent. More hangs on the outcome of this game 
than a Bowl inv,itation, or a national ranking. Lives depend on it, 
and our efforts have got to be increased. President Nixon is carrying 
out his pledges to bring crime under control, but all of us must not 
only do our, own share, but we must do a little bit more. When we 
leave here I think we ought to remember that we have the same basic 
responsibility no matter what our particular job is, and that is 
simply that we ~ave to work harder than we ever have before to reduce 
crime. Let me preface these few final works with this li ttle story. 
We had a Governor in Wisconsin once who used to say that for every 
appointment h'e had to m<'ike there were 50 applicants. After he made 
the decision and made the appointment, he had made 49 enemies and 
one ingrate. 

Now, Roland Leudtke and I have served in. the Legislature and we have 
voted on bills to raise taxes and appropriate money many, many times, 
and. sometimes it was painful. I've had constituents call me up and 
say: "Leonard, youvote for that tax and you will be an'ex
legislater," and I've had to say: "Pal, friend, constituent, 1'm 
sorry, but that money is going for a good p~ogram, and I!m in favor 
of the program. If live got guts enough to vote for the appropriation" 
I I d better have guts' enough to vote for the tax to pay for it." 
But sometimes people, particularly those, of us who have our feet 
heavily in public service, don't recognize the obligation we have 
to defend the programs. The truth of the matter is that there isn't 
enough defense of the LEAb program coming from the local level of 
governmen.t, and I don I t just mean the may.prs and, the state level of 
government. I don't mean just the governors. As a matter of fact the 
governors more than any other single group are providing the real 
leadership. The state legislatures are beginning to provide some 
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leadership, but how abou h 
police chiefs and all oftt~e~rlocal c~im~nal justice people? The 
the public defenders and men, t e Judges, :the district attorneys 
program? It is aWfui lone~th~~s who are benefiCiaries of this ' 
try to destroy this programYfortwthere when r,ome of the people 
reasons and some of th f hatever reason--some for politlo·cal 

t h em or philosophi 1 ou t ere but a lot of oth ca reasons. It's awful 1 I 
this program directly ande~fPeoPle are going to be benefiting fr~e y 
gOing for a long time: I thin~o~rse all of us indirectly, if it kee s 
up and say "sure there are some' e bhlave to have guts enough to stand

P 

~v pro ~" Th ernment, and there always hav b . ere are pxoblems with 
But this isa good program It ~ een and there always will be 
the cities and the states ~ d loS the cutq.ng edge that will ailow 
to have that said more by 0 r~ uce crime and delinquency. We need 
criminal justice system an~eohP e who are at the working level of the 
Progr Wh w 0 are the maJ'or b f" . , am. en you think ab t h' ene J.cJ.arJ.es of this 
story about the governor an~uwh:ta~, hYOdU should be reminded of that 

e a to say. 

I think Mr. President the reat . 
is the second and f·'l g Job that your club is doing here 
the d J.na message I would lik t 1 

en everyone of us knows that it' . ~ 0 eave, because in 
good government and that is really whaJ.ts cJ.t].zen support that makes 

it is all about. 
Thank you very much. 
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